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SUMMARY

This document gives a report on the research that has been done to simulate hearing loss.
People working with the hearing impaired have no idea of what and/or how the hearing
impaired person hears sound. An instrument that enables a normal hearing person to hear
what a hearing impaired person hears, is referred to in this document as a Hearing Loss
Simulator (HLS).

An investigation of the feasibility and practicability of the abovementioned instrument,
has led to the development of the HLS by making use of a distinct type of technology
called Digital Signal Processing (DSP) technology.

Before hearing loss can be simulated, the hearing loss first needs to be determined. A
study of different procedures and methods for screening hearing has led to the
incorporation of an existing instrument called an Audiometer. An audiometer is an
instrument that determines the hearing loss by making use of pure tone sine waves. The
results are then plotted on a graph called an Audiogram. The results of other methods
that determine the hearing loss can also be transferred to the Audiogram. The
Audiogram's information which is, in fact, the frequency response of the ear, is stored in
a computer and is utilized to realize the HLS function.

Six different DSP based methods were studied to shape any audio information according
to a specific frequency response. The optimum method was identified and then
implemented. The various methods are the following:
Fi Iter bank method
Inverse Discrete Fourier Transforms (lOFT) method
Inverse Fast Fourier Transforms (IFFT) method
Chirp-z method
Wavelet method
Yule-walker method

The ITFT method was identified as the optimum method and was therefore implemented.
The algorithm to realize this method, was carried out by doing the IFFT calculation on
computer and subsequently doing the filtering on a DSP processor called an ADSP-2181
processor.

The audio information under investigation is fed into the instrument it is then filtered- ,
according to the audiogram information and then sent out again. Any normal hearing
person who wants to investigate the hearing impairment of the hearing impaired person
can listen to sound reproduction through either a set of headphones or through a free
field. This process is referred to in this dissertation as Hearing Loss Simulation
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Part I

Conceptual idea of the problem and
possible solutions



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION



1. I Introducrion

In South African more than 10% ofthe population has some form of hearing deficiency.

According to a report from a subcommittee for hearing impairment of the Department of

National Health and Population development (1981 :5), the first problem encountered by the

hearing impaired person is a language problem. The language problem in turn gives rise to

secondary problems such as speech problems, cognitive problems, social and economical

problems, emotional problems, educational problems and vocational problems. Even the

slightest hearing loss can cause speech disorder and learning problems Children with

hearing impairment often have behaviour problems, secondary to their inability to hear

well, follow instructiOns or interact fully in social communication. In this regard Davis and

Silverman (1978) said:

"Man's need for communication with his fellow man is possibly his greatest need and

the fulfilment of his other needs and desires is largely dependent upon, or at the last

greatly facilitated by, his ability to satisfy this basic one. The development of language,

both spoken and written. as a means of communication is one of mankind's greatest

achievements. From birth hearing people, effortlessly, almost unconsciously, have

absorbed this magnificent tool simply because they are lucky to hear. This gift is very

much taken for granted. The hearing impaired chi Id on the other hand has to learn, bit

by bit, word by word, sound by sound, a workable, even rhough imperfect. language

tool for himself'.

People in contact \\~th the hearing impaired do not always understand the problems that

hearing-impaired persons encounter with respect to their hearing and language

development. The opinion of professionals, and often parents, of the pupils' hearing

capabilities can be tainted by their inability to experience deafness. There is a need for

professionals to have a more realistic understanding of the hearing impaired child based on

objective inferences (Schloss and Goldsmith. 1986). A lack of research tools has prevented

a clear understanding of the way hearing impaired children perceive sound (Oblowitz,

1988). How the bearing-impaired person hears sound and gives meaning to any audio

stimulation has been an unexplored field. The fact that ir is literally impossible to get into

another person' s head and hear whar he or she hears has limited research in this area. The

question came up amongst reachers of the hearing impaired whether any instrument is

available thar wi 11 enable them to hear what the deaf child hears. As stated by Thys (1999) a

teacher at 1\uwe Hoop Centre for rhe hearing impaired (Worcester): .. There is a common
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need amongst colleagues to know what the hearing impaired has heard during a lesson

presentation. Being able to hear what the deaf child hears, would help to understand

impaired hearing better. It will also help to know how to approach each student as his or her

hearing loss differs individually. When exposed to the sound of the hearing impaired the

teacher might adjust the volume and/or the tone of his/her voice or even the articulation and

speed of words uttered so as to benefit the child with a specific hearing loss".

As a result of their hearing loss children with impaired hearing and with a normal

intellectual potential still show, according to Moores et at. (1978), scholastic and

communication insufficiency after years of auditory training and even with a special

syllabus offered by dedicated professional staff. Puren (1985) concluded that this clearly

shows how far away from their goals educators of chi ldren with hearing loss are.

Before a solution is presented to the problem that teachers have in comprehending hearing

loss, the term hearing loss needs first to be defined.

The term hearing loss. which is at the centre of many secondary problems, has been defined

in many ways. One authoritative definition of hearing loss according to Van Cleve

(1987:14) is diminishing hearing sensitivity measured in decibels (dB). which are units

indicating the magnitude of sound. The zero or reference decibel measure is calibrated to

the threshold level of response of the average. young normal adult to tones of different

frequencies used in hearing evaluation. Threshold hearing levels for a hearing impaired

person are plotted on a graph called an audiogram. Figure 1.1 shows an audiogram of a

person with a hearing loss of 40 dBs at 125 Hz, 50 dBs at 250 Hz, 50 dEs at 500 Hz, 50

dBs at 1kHz, 60 dEs at 2 kHz, 60 dBs at 4 kHz and 40 dBs at 8 kHz. The vertical scale

represents Sound Pressure Levels (SPL) measured in dBs, which will be discussed in detail,

in chapter 2. The audiogram shows the response of the ear to pure sine wave sound

stimulation at the specified frequencies.

No two people have exactly the same hearing loss. Hearing losses differ as much as

people's fingerprints differ. A hearing test is performed on each ear so that each ear has its

own audiogram. The hearing loss of both ears can also be plotted on the same audiogram

'Nhere the response of the right ear is marked with circles (0) and that of the left ear is

marked with crosses (X) by convention. The line connecting the circles is normally drawn
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with a red pen and that connecting the crosses is normally drawn with a blue pen. Figure

1.1 is thus a representation of the hearing of the right ear. From 540 students at the school

Nuwe Hoop Centre for the Hearing Impaired (in Worcester) no two audiograms were

found to be identical. This means that to classifY hearing losses would give a general idea

of the range of hearing loss, but would be a less than accurate description of a hearing loss

-20

li:i' 0
~

" 20
~
tl(J 40<:....

~ 60

80

100

r""'o.. /..........

125 250 500 Ik 2k 4k 8k

frequerq (Hz)

Figure 1.1 Example of an audiogram

Ballantyne (1977: 161) stated that there is no satisfactory classification of deafness or

hearing loss in children. He went on by saying:

"We can define the hearing-loss, according to the audiogram, as a 'flat' loss, or a 'high

tone' loss, or a 'Iow-tone' loss. We can classify it according to degree and we can fix an

arbitrary dividing line between a total or sub-total deafness on the one hand and a

partial deafness on the other. And we can further subdivide partial deafness into

secondary degrees of 'slight', 'moderate', or ·severe'. But here certain difficulties arise.

For example, the child who hears normally (on the audiogram) at 500 and 1000 Hz but

has an abrupt drop to 80 dB at 2000 and 4000 Hz will have an average hearing loss of

40 dB for the so-called 'speech frequencies' Yet in most instances, his handicap will

almost certainly be less severe than that of a child, who has a 'flat; loss of 40 dB at each

of these frequencies, although the 'average' hearing loss is the same in both. Moreover.

the steady advance in the development of electronic equipment must surely change our

conception of which children we regard as 'deaf and which as 'partially deaf'."

In response to the last sentence it could be said that an instrument that is able to simulate a

hearing loss would be the realisation of the development of electronic equipment to \'erify

our conception of which children are regarded as deaf and which as 'partially deaf'. In
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other words an electronic piece of equipment IS needed to give a teacher a better

understanding of the hearing loss of a specific student. An instrument to solve the problem

teachers has in comprehending hearing loss can be called a hearing loss simulator.

The term used in the title of this research a Hearing Loss Simulator (HLS), are defined as

follows

Hearing - Perception by ear

Loss - Deprivation

Simulate - To reproduce the condition of a situation

Simulator - An apparatus or instrument which allows a person to sense what real conditions

are like.

A hearing loss simulator IS thus, an instrument reproducing the condition of deprived

perception by ear.

Simulation is, today, an important way to do research in areas where real experimentation is

impossible. For example, teachers have no way of hearing the actual sound the hearing

impaired child hears. A hearing loss simulator is able to perform this function, since it will

generate conditions of hearing loss. Any sound can be used as an input to the hearing loss

simulator. The HLS performs the necessary attenuation on the input signal according to the

audiogram. The output is fed to a set of headphones over which any interested party can

listen to the sound reproduction which is, in fact, the simularion of hearing impairment. By

playing back a recorded sound track through the HLS, which performs the necessary

attenuation, teachers can hear what the hearing impaired child hears.

Teachers at the aforementioned school state that it is difficult to imagine a specific hearing

loss by looking at the audiogram. The Hearing Loss Simulator will help as it will expose

teachers, parents or any interesting party to the actual sound heard by the hearing impaired

person by filtering out or attenuating sound frequencies according la the audiogram. The

teacher can then listen through headphones connected to HLS to the sound track of

attenuated sound, which thereby simulates impaired hearing. The presumption is made that

if a teacher is able to form an auditory perception identical to that of the hearing impaired

child, he or she will understand the student with hearing impairment better. The teacher can

literally place him/herself in the shoes of the student with impaired hearing. By listening to

a simulation of impaired hearing. thus experiencing impaired hearing, a teacher may
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improve his/her teaching methods. For instance, if the teacher knows that the degree of

deafness is so large that the student does not benefit from the use of hearing aids, then the

teacher might decide to concentrate on sign language in the teacher/student interaction with

that specific student.

The teacher might also use the instrument to determine what the probability might be of

mastering important auditory skills. Auditory skills that are important and also form part of

an auditory training programme are discussed by Norman P. Erber and Ira J.Hirsh in a

contributing chapter "Auditory training" in the book "Hearing and Deafness" by David and

Silverman (1978:358). A detailed discussion on an auditory training programme would fall

outside the scope of this report but aspects that are concentrated on are the following:

Detection: Detection is the basic process of determining whether sound is present or absent.

Discrimination: Discrimination allows the listener to perceive the differences between

sounds; failure to discriminate yields perception of similarity.

Identification: Identification, or recognition, responses are simply labels for what the

listener has heard. He/she indicates this by saying, pointing to, or writing the word or

sentence that he/she has perceived. The e all are forms of repetition response, in which the

listener must recall the stimulus in some way.

Comprehension: Comprehension is the most difficult auditory skill Comprehension of

speech requires that the listener understand the meaning of acoustic messages, usually on

the basis of his knowledge of language It also requires that he/she be able to acquire new

information through his ears and act appropriately on this basis. Teachers of hearing

impa;red children often evaluate their pupils' audiTory comprehension by giving

instructions or asking questions in the classroom under conditions of acoustic-only

stimulation.

Apart ITom the auditory traimng there is also speech traInIng that the teacher has to

consider as part of the education programme. In some cases speech training is given by

means of audio stimulation for those srudents who have mild to severe hearing losses and

who wear hearing aids. As for normal hearing children, the child learns words through what

he/she hears. By using an HLS the teacher can listen to those words that he/she wants to

teach the child If for instance he/she finds out that the low frequency partS of the words

come through well, but not the high ITequency parts, then the teacher might consider

techniques to teach the high ITequency parts. A good reference on techniques for the
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development of speech can be found in a book by Davis and Silverman (1978) titled

"Hearing and Deafness". A discussion on alternative techniques for speech training falls

outside the scope of this report.

1.2 Statement of the problem

The problem is that teachers cannot effectively teach children with hearing loss.

1.3 Delimitation of the problem

This study focuses only on a certain part of the problem. The teaching of children with

hearing loss is rather a wide and intense field of research. As such, this study does not

intend to solve the entire problem of hearing loss but only to provide an aid for teachers,

which would help them in their teaching

1.4 Objective of the study

The objective of the study is to construct an instrument that can simulate hearing losses as

presented on the audiogram. Building a basic filter through which an audio signal is send

can accomplish this objective The research consequently focuses on the following two

aspects:

The choice of filter - what type filter to be used and

The choice of implementation - the way in which the filter will be implemented

The first stage of this research deals with the choice of filter and is called the "Theoretical

solution". In this section various Digital Signal Processing (DSP) methods are investigated,

documented and then rheir feasibility is commented on. It was explicirly instrucred that the

following methods be studied and documented for the project.

a) Filrerbank merhod using HR filrers

b) Inverse Discrere Fourier Transforms (IDFT)

c) Inverse Fasr Founer Transform (rFFT)

d) Chirp Z transforms

e) Wavelers

!) ARMA filter design by [he Yule-Walkers method

One of the above methods is chosen for implementation.
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During the second stage, the "Practical Implementation", the chosen method is

implemented on specific DSP hardware. The implementation will be discussed in further

detail later in the document.

The aim of the project would be to design and develop a hearing loss simulator (as defined

in the introduction) that is portable, reliable, fast and accurate. A key objective is to make

the instrument affordable and accessible for parents and schools for the hearing impaired or

anybody interested in entering the 'world of the deaf.

1.5 Research methodology

The way to go about solving the problem is as follows.

The research is basically broken up into four phases, which are listed below. A further

detailed discussion of each phase is given in the sub sections that follow.

• Conceptual idea of the problem and how it can be solved

• Theoretical solutions

• Practical implementation

• Evaluation

1.5. I Conceptual idea of the problem and how it can be solved

This includes the awareness of the problem and brainstorming techniques for solving the

problem.

The problem is that teachers cannot effectively teach children with hearing loss. This

phenomenon has manifested in the development of various philosophies of education

regarding the hearing impaired. The different educational philosophies (which will be dealt

with in chapter two) are based on diverse yiews on how a hearing-impaired child hears

sound and how he/she gives meaning to it. The idea of this study is to develop an

instrument that will illuminate the diverse views and expose teachers to the actual sound

that the hearing impaired hears. These philosophies can thus be verified empirically. As

stated. the presumption is made that if a teacher hears what the hearing impaired child hears

he/she will understand the child bener and will come up with an individual plan or strategy
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for that specific child. As mentioned under "delimitation of the problem" the aim is to

provide an aid for teachers that would help them in their teaching.

The concept of using the audiogram's information was contirmed during a brainstorming

session, as the hearing loss information obtained by most methods I can be transferred to the

audiogram. Obviously the hearing loss tirst has to be determined before any simulation can

take place. The next problem is how the audiogram information can be used.

The idea arose of using an existing instrument, called an aUdiometer, which measures the

hearing loss and automatically plots the audiogram. This instrument is a computerised

system and was developed by Thys (1996) as a B.Tech project. The use of a computer

enables the audiogram information to be stored and used during the filtering (attenuation

process). The existing instrument makes use of Digital Signal Processing (OS?) techniques,

which means that the development of the HLS has to be based on the same type of

technology.

At this stage the term OSP needs to be explained and its use in this application needs to be

motivated. Currently there are two types of competing technologies namely OSP

technology versus Analog technology. OSP technology is, and can only be, explained in

relation to analog technology.

An analog representation can be defined as a continuous process over a continuous range of

values. Most processes and signals in the real world are in analog form. A phenomenon like

acceleration presents itself in an analog form, as it is a continuous process over a

continuous range of values. It would be impossible to jump directly from 10 km/h to 20

km/h. Digital representation on the other hand is a step by step representation with no

ambiguity open to interpretation. The number of students in a class is an example of a

digital representation.

Analog technology makes use of discrete components such as transIstors. capaCItors,

inductors and linear integrated circuits to process signals. Analog technology also refers to

the traditional way of electronic circuit design. Amplification. for instance, is done by

making use of transistor circuits which operate directly on continuous varying signals.

I TIlcre are \'anous methods to measure hearing loss \\ hich are discussed in chapter [HQ under
the heading --Detennining me frequen0' response of Lhc ear".
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Filters are traditionally designed by making use of discrete components such as capacitors,

inductors and resistors.

Digital signa] processing, on the other hand, breaks the signal up into samples that have

specific numerical values. The signal is then said to be digitised at discrete time intervals.

Mathematical calculations are then performed on these samples to produce the required

effect Amplification with DSP technology, for instance, is done by means of a simple

multiplication operation on these numerical values. In this case high speed processors

optimised for digital signal processing are used to perform the calculation. Circuit functions

such as filters can be implemented by the use of difference equations and solved in real

time with compact digital hardware of which a DSP processor is the core (Higgins, 1990).

The result of any mathematical operation is converted from the digital domain to the analog

domain to get it back into continuous form as it is normally represented in the real world.

The key issue to be understood with DSP technology, as apposed to analog technology, is

that, "program development replaces circuit development" (Higgins, 1990). The fact that

DSP applications are developed by means of program development is the main motivation

for doing this project digitally. The advantage of this approach is the prospect that

developing extra software or \vriting additional programs can increase the functionality of

an application. In this regard the HLS incorporates an existing program of a computerised.

DSP based, two channels, pure tone audiometer. Both functions, the HLS and the

audiometer, are performed on the same standard DSP development platform and both

programs are self-written in assembler language using an asm 2181 compiler. Expanding the

application by, for example. adding a spectral analyser would simply mean the

development of extra programes. This approach was decided on as this project would later

form part of a complete Acoustic analyser. The potential is that it can be implemented as a

complete administrator when a database with relative information about patients and/or

students is stored. This type of expansion has no analog equivalent

Other advantages of DSP technology are. as Muller (1990) points out:

1) Flexibility. in thar a vast number of functions can be performed by a finire number of

elements;

2) High precisions can be obtained by increasing the word lengths of dara;

3) Processing time is such rhar real time digital signal processing can be done.

4) Digiral sysrems are economic to use.
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In comparing these two processes Higgins also refers to the predictabiljty of Digital signal

processing as an advantage, whereas analog signal-processing components might be a

source of unpredictable drift and noise. The advent of Digital Sigoal Processing (DSP)

technology has made the design of a low cost instrument of this nature possible. Because of

DSP real time computational power, DSP technology is well suited for the audiological

field where measurements and analysis have to be done. The rapid growth in the

exploitation of DSP technology is not surprising considering the commercial advantages in

terms of fast, flexjble, precise and potentially low-cost capabilities offered by these devices.

Any development resulted from this study will be in tenns of software development due, to

the mathematical nature of DSP. The actual filtering, or the required attenuation. is

performed on the DSP side of the instrument, which means that software needs to be

written to do the required filtering. When software is developed a specific algorithm is

normally followed. The term algorithm is defined by Summer (1987) as a lisl of

instructions, especially to computers. which are carried out in a fixed order to find the

answer to a question. The algorithm is normally theoretically based. To bring abOut the

required attenuation (according to the audiogram) various algorithms need to be considered.

As the saying goes there is, and should be more, than one solution to a problem. The

problem now (which is also the main problem and focus of the study). is to find the best

algorithms to realise the required filtering or attenuation with a given hardware Besl in

terms of the most economical. the simplest. stable as well as having an execution speed and

memory requirements that will suite the proposed hardware. The user interface should be

attractive. comfortable and easy for the user to use. The work carried out in fi nding the

optimum technique or, rephrasing it. of finding the best algorithm, is the central theme in

part II of the document, which is titled "Theoretical solution". Finding the best theoretical

solution and/or finding the best algorithm are used as synonyms in this text.

1.5.2 Theoretical solution

1.5.2.1 Statement of the technique

The very first step in an attempt 10 simulate hearing loss would be to determine the spec ific

hearing loss. There are various methods to determine the hearing loss or determining the

frequency response of the ear. Determining the hearing loss and determining the frequencY
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response of the ear are, in fact, the same thing and are used as synonyms within this text.

The methods for measuring hearing loss are Air conduction tests, Bone conduction tests,

ABR and Speech discrimination tests. These methods and also other less complicated

methods are documented in chapter two. The results of any of these tests can be transferred

to the audiogram. The idea is to use the audiogram information so that the amplitude values

at specific frequencies as specified on the audiogram are used to identitY the levels of

attenuation on the input signal.

There are two techniques that can be used to simulate hearing loss, namely: Time domain

analysis and Frequency domain analysis These techniques are implemented on DSP so that

it can have real-time operation.

1.5.2.2 Areas of investigation

The areas of investigation are those listed below, which can be categorised into either

frequency or time domain methods:

• Filter method using a bank of filters - Time domain

• Inverse Fouriers transforms - Frequency domain

• Inverse Chirp Z transforms - Frequency domain

• Wavelet approach I sub band decomposition - Time domain

• ARMA filter design by Yule-Walkers method - Time domain

A brief overview of each of these methods will be given in chapter 2 and a full

Investigation will appear in part n, where each method will be discussed in a separate

chapter.

1.5.3 Practical implementation

The third phase of the research method forms the heart of the research project. It uses the

empirical method to realise the practical implementation. Here practical implementation

refers not only to the acrual DSP implementation, but also to the simulation of the various

algorithms using Matlab. Matlab is a mathematical package with an easy to use graphical

interface for PCs. Experiments can be conducted with the built in "Signal Processing

Toolbox'·. bv which the proposed algorirhms can be visually evaluated. The mathematical

parameters can be controlled and the built in mathematical program can be exploited so that
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the results can be empirically manipulated and re-evaluated. This results in a reduction in

time and complexity and also in an increased accuracy, as it eliminates continuous

mathematical derivations. These simulations can be used to confirm the theoretical findings

in terms of the optimum method. The practical implementation is also concerned with the

design specification. This includes the specification of the Hearing Loss Simulator

hardware and software requirements. A brief overview of the hardware and software

specifications will be given and a detailed discussion will be done in part ill of this

document. The hardware requirements will he discussed first, followed by the software

requirements.

Hardware requirements: Figure 1.2 displays the block diagram of the HLS. As shown, the

instrument consist basically consists of two main components, namely a PC and the OSP

hardware. The OSP hardware uses what is called the EZ KIT Lite. The EZ-KIT lite is a

complete development system package, optimal for the development of OSP applications.

Onhoard is an ADSP_2181 programmable single-chip processor with a base architecture

optimised for digital signal processing. All other required OSP hardware such as the

COOEC and serial communication facilities is embedded on this evaluation board.

Additional analog amplifiers are incorporated to realise the required sound pressure levels.

Communication between the PC and the DSP board is by means of serial communication

through the serial ports.

The software development of the tlnal product is done in \Wo sections, namely, high level

development on the PC, and low level development on the OS P side. The high-level

development on the PC is the software or the program written for the PC to establish user

interface as well as controlling the digital signal processor. This program is written in

Visual Basic language. The low-level development on the OSP is the software or the

program written to perform the actual filtering on the DSP side. All functions performed by

the hearing loss simulator, use the ADSP 2) 81 processor and had to be realised by writing

software for the asm 2181 compiler in assembler language.

1.5.4 Evaluation

The last phase of the research method is the evaluation. In the evaluation procedures the

following specifications of the instrument will be assessed.
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• Accuracy

• Speed

• Wave purity

• User interface

• Correlation between Theory and practice

DSP
hardware

Figure 1.2 HLS platform

LINE
INPUT

•
MIC

INPUT

Accuracv: Accuracy refers to the frequency accuracy as well as the accuracy in sound

pressure level. The possibility exists that certain algorithms might result in frequency drift.

The frequency resolution might also affect the accuracy. For instance, if a limited number

of bandpass filters are used, then all the frequencies within the band of a specific passband

will be attenuated to the same level. This will cause an inaccuracy in amplitude in those

signal frequencies further away from the centre of the band. This issue will be discussed in

further detail in chapter 3.

Speed and reliabilitv: The HLS has to operate in real time, which requires an algorithm that

results in the fastest execution speed and most reliable operation.

Wave purity: Wave purity is concerned with presence of distortion.

User interface: How user-friendly is the instrument?
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Correlation between theory and practice: The question here is, what is the degree of

correlation between what was presumed to be achievable in theory and that which was

actually achieved in practice.

1.6 Limitations of the study

It should be kept in mind that this is an engineering research project and not a research

project in the human or social sciences. As such. it will fall within the limits of the

engineering field. Thus tbe aim is not to strategize the use of the instrument, as this is

obviously the work of other disciplines. The assumption here is that if the audiogram

represents the hearing loss, then an arbitrary shaped fi Iter that matches that frequency

response of the ear will produce the effect of that hearing loss. The research is based on that

assumption and is limited to the techniques listed in section 1.5.2.2.

This research is limited to a linear system. Most of the pathologies of the auditory system

resulting in a hearing loss can be modeled by a linear system such as the one proposed by

this project. There are, however, some pathological symptoms that result in non-linear

responses. One of these is "Recruitment". Soer (1999) explains: "Recruitment is a large

increase in the perceived loudness of a signal produced by relatively small increase in

intensity above threshold. This implies that these persons will have a small dynamic range

and it is usually associated with damage to the cochlea". Non-linear systems in the field of

acoustics have up to now recei\'ed very linle anention. To justify this statement a studv of

the acoustics characteristics of various hearing aids from various manufactures has been

conducted and consequently reveals that there is no hearing aid currently on the market that

allows for this phenomenon of non-linearity. By means of a literature survey no model

could be found that characterised this non-linear phenomena in contrast to the audiogram

that presents and assumes linearity in terms of the loudness scale. It should be

acknowledged at this stage that fun her research in terms of measuri~g non-linear response

of the ear need to be done. The standard audiological test batterY in which the audiometer is

used does nOt measure non-linear behavioural characteristics of the ear such as

Recruitment. This research does nOt claim to reproduce all forms of hearing los but

promises bener understanding of the audiogram than studving the audiogram visually. The
~ - . -- -- .

research is thus confined to a linear system. of which the listed techniques are studied and

documented After a comparison of the various techniques only one method/technique is
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implemented. Lastly, the material presented in this document assumes a basic knowledge of

Digital Signal Processing.

I.7 Report outline

The report is divided into four main parts:

Part I - Introduction: Conceptual idea of the problem and a possible solution

Part II - Theoretical solution

Part Ill- Practical implementation

Pan IV - Evaluation and conclusion

Each part has its respective chapters as listed below.

Part 1- Introduction: Conceptual idea of the problem and a possible solution.

Chapter 1. As an introduction, an overview of the research project is given.

Chapter 2. Background study and literature survey.

Pan [I - Theoretical solution

The algorithms researched and explored with their respective trade-offs (advantages and

disadvantages) are discussed in six chapters in the following order.

Chapter 3: Filterbank method

Chapter 4: Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform method

Chapter 5: Fast Fourier transforms

Chapter 6: Wavelets

Chapter 7: Chirp z transforms

Chapter 8: ARMA filter by means of the "Modified Yule-walker" equations

Chapter 9: Comparison between the various methods.

The optimum method for the project. given the constraints. time, cost, analysis speed etc, is

discussed with the progression of each chapter in the document.

Part IlL which consists of Chapters 10 and 11. is devoted to the practi'cal implementation of

the theoretical solution and will cover the following:

Chapter 10 is an overview of the necessary areas of the DSP architecture to explain

how the algorithm was implemented.

Chapter 11: Deals with the actual implementation. Section I 1.11 introduces both

high and low level developments. In section 11.2 the actual implementation on
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the host side is explained and section 11.3 explains the low level development on

DSP side.

Pan IV - Chapter 12.1 to 12.12 discusses the evaluation of the instrument. The results of

the evaluation and the interpretation of results are also illustrated. Section 12. ]3 covers the

problems encountered and funher areas of studies.

Chapter 13 - Conclusions and Recommendations.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND STUDY
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REVIEW ON RELATED LITERATURE



2.1 Introduction

In this chapter the different educational philosophies which higWight the need for a hearing

loss simulator are first discussed. Secondly, a further motivation for the study is given by

showing the relation to other disciplines. Thirdly, methods to determine the frequency

response of the ear are investigated. Investigating the frequency response of the ear is an

integral part of the Audiological discipline and will be discussed under the heading

audiometry. The chapter ends by giving an overview of related literature, which also acts as

introduction to part H.

2.2 Different educational philosophies

2.2.1 Introduction

For the last 200 years the most acrimonious dispute among educators of the hearing

impaired and occasionally among hearing impaired persons themselves, has been over

communication methods. Moores (1987: I0) says that the communication controversy has

accounted for more confusion than any other question in the field and it is not surprising

that professionals are not clear about the issue. Many differem approaches to the education

of the hearing impaired have arisen as a result. The appearance of different educational

philosophies reflects the diverse views on how a hearing-impaired child hears sound and

how he/she gives meaning to it. AB professionals who work with these children will have

their own bias. A general description of the various approaches is given below. The aim is

to show that the outcome of this study (HLS) can be used to either prove or refute the

following theories of education.

2.2.2 Auditory Verbal Approach

The auditory verbal approach to the education of hearing handicapped children is based on

the premise that most of these children. even those with severe and profound hearing

losses. can learn to listen, to hear and to develop speech and language by means of an

auditory channel (Davis & Silverman. 1978). Since the goal of this approach is to integrate

audition into the total personality of the hearing impaired child, the emphasis throughout
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the training is upon listening - not looking. It is not an approach that can be successfully

combined with a programme that stresses formal training in lip-reading or the use of any

manual system of communication.

The children are fitted with appropriate hearing aids as soon as the diagnosis of hearing

impairment has been confirmed. Parents are trained to increase their child's awareness of

sound by calling hislher attention to meaningful sounds in hislher environment. They are

shown how to help the child develop language comprehension and speech by talking close

to himlher so that he/she has the best opportunity to hear what is being said. They are

instructed to use the same simple words and phrases over and over in a meaningful way

umil the child shows that he/she understands. The child is then encouraged to use these

words and phrases himlherself, and the parents are shown how to expand hislher language

and stimulate its growth. Davis and Silverman (1978:442) stated that the more enthusiastic

amongst the "auditory verbal approach" followers say: "There is no such thing as a totally

deaf child" and" Every remnant of hearing is usable for developing oral communication".

Even if one disagrees with this rather extreme position on the potential usefulness of

residual hearing, much success has been reported by the Centre for Demographic Studies at

Gallaudet College (1972-1973)

2.2.3 Oral Schools

An oral school means that children are taught primarily through listening, talking and

speechreading (lip-reading). Ballantyne (1977: J 7)) argues that lip-reading and auditory

training must not be thought of as separate and distinct methods, but that each is rather

complementary to the other. He says that any1hing which will teach a child to communicate

is acceptable. Oralism is more than a method. it is rather a philosophy, an expectation that

children will learn to talk and understand oral speech and that those with whom they come

in contact will talk to them Written language, charts, graphs, pictures, experiences. and

group discussions are all made part of the world of learning. Oralism IS, however.

distinguished from manual means such as signing and/or fingerspelling.
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2.2.4 Total Communication

The total communication approach to the education for the hearing handicapped is based

upon the knowledge that many, if not most, prelingually deaf children do not have sufficient

usable residual hearing to guarantee language acquisition solely through the auditory

channel (Puren, 1985). Total commurllcation, therefore, utilises not only all the techniques

of the Oral Method, i.e. auditory training, speech reading, speech therapy, reading and

writing, but adds to them a new component, language expressed through SignS and

fingerspelling.

Because total communication involves all methods of communication, it does not rely

solely upon an impaired hearing mechanism for language acquisition. This means that if a

child's residual hearing is not of sufficient quality to ensure success through the ear, the

child can compensate by using the eye, just as the blind compensate for lack of vision by

using their fingers to read.

For some time it was argued that permitting a deaf child to sign would destroy the incentive

to master speech. Total communication requires the simultaneous use of spoken language

and teachers at Nuwe Hoop Centre for the hearing impaired (Worcester) have found that in

some case this has stimulated rather than inhibited speech.

Speech, speechreading, and the use of what hearing is availahle are other important parts of

the total commurllcation method. All of these areas, with signing and reading. are

introduced at an early age so that language development will parallel as closely as possible

that of the hearing child.

Caccamise (1978: 80 I) states: ,. For many years. however, commitment to the development

of oral-aural communication skills in hearing-impaired persons led many professionals to

reject the use of manual communication ( 1C) and simultaneous communication (SC).

Although this rejection still persists among some people. the trend in services for hearing

impaired persons (educational.. vocational, counselling, etc.) is towards the use of MC and

SC(MlSC) as part ofa Total Communication Approach"
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2.2.5 Schools for the Deaf

In the past, the dominant teaching philosophy in South Africa was to use total

communication to educate hearing impaired and deaf children. At this time, however, some

schools are encouraging the immersion of hearing impaired and deaf children into the deaf

culture. Teachers are being trained in Sign Language and deaf teachers are being hired.

Very little spoken English occurs in the classroom. The Deaf community is very proud of

its culture and doesn't view deafuess as a deficit. It is very rich in traditions, social identity

and language. The Deaf community believes in accepting a hearing impaired or deaf child as

he/she is and encouraging the use of Sign Language for education, vocation and improved

quality oflife. Children have the option of wearing hearing aids and other assistive devices.

2.2.6 Mainstreaming

Mainstreaming the hearing impaired child is most desirable and can be done to vanous

degrees (e.g., hearing impaired class, itinerant teacher, full integration) depending on the

child's ability Manning (1987) stresses the fact that the educational and professional

support must be there for the child to succeed. He pointed out that this presents a

significant challenge to the teacher, especially when the classes are large and the teachers

have very little, if any. direct experience with a hearing-impaired student. Flexibility in

meeting the hearing impaired child's educational needs is imponanr at each level of

development.

2.2.7 Conclusion

There are many philosophies regarding the education of habilitation of hearing impaired

children. This proves the diversity in viewpoints. All professionals who work with these

children will have their own bias. The imponanr point is that a program should meet the

individual child's needs. If the teacher is exposed to sound experienced by these individuals

then he/she \vill understand the specific hearing-impaired better and will be better equipped

to strategize an individualised educational plan. It will be reductionistic to ignore other

factors (besides the degree of hearing loss) such as [he developmenr status. age. IQ. fanlily
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support, socio-economical background, outside professional and educational support to

name a few, that play a role in the development of the child.

2.3 Relevance to other disciplines

The HLS can also be used in other fields or disciplines. Some of the fields in which self

reliant research can be conducted are audiology, education., psychology or psychoacoustics

and will be discussed briefly in the section to follow.

Audiology: Lately audiologists have spent much time on a test which is called 'insertion

gain'. The purpose of this test is to determine if the hearing aid produces the required gain

or amplification With this test a probe is inserted between the eardrum and the hearing aid

to measure the sound pressure level. A sound source generating pure sinewaves at different

sound pressure levels (SPL) and frequencies corresponding to the audiogram, is placed one

metre in front of the ear with the hearing aid. The gain is calculated by subtracting the SPL

at the eardrum from that at the source. The calculated gain should correspond with the

hearing loss specified by the audiogram. If it does not correspond, corrective action should

be taken. For instance, the gain of hearing aid can be increased or a stronger hearing aid

can be fitted. The distortion can also be measured when the hearing aid operates at the

required level. With the hearing loss simulator the process can be reversed. The sound can

be first sent through the HLS, which reduces the SPL according the audiogram of a specific

hearing-impaired person. The audiologist who performs the test should sit in an anechoic

chamber in which he/she is exposed to the reduced sound reproduced by the HLS. The

audiologist can then fit the hearing aid of the student or patient to an earpiece of hislher

own and listen for him/herself to find out whether the required gain is obtained. Also

whether or not any distortion is present. can be determined by listening to the output of the

hearing aid. A superior advantage of the HLS would be that with inserti0n gain only static

waves such as pure sine waves are used in the test, whereas for the HLS any varying

complex waves such as speech or music can be used. By listening to the output of the

hearing aid any distonion that might arise when complex waves are processed can be

detected.
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Education: The techniques and algorithms being researched in this study could be of benefit

to education related to Electrical Engineering (Light current). The study is particularly

relevant to students studying Digital Signal Processing. The signal processing algorithms

that have been proposed, studied and documented in this report can be perc~ived as a

theoretical model of various methods of mimicing a given audio frequency response. To

mimic a given frequency response is, in essence, the same as simulating a hearing loss An

essential element of a basic course in digital signal processing is the design of digital filters

to meet a specific frequency response. This report deliberates on those fundamental

theories and elaborates on alternative methods for filtering arbitrary shaped frequency

responses.

Psvchoacoustics: Davis and Silverman (1978:27) define Psychoacoustics as follows:

" Psychoacoustics is concerned with what we hear. It describes the relations of our

auditory sensations to the physical properties of the acoustic stimulus, such as its

frequency spectrum, its waveform, its intensity, and its temporal relations.

Psychoacoustics deals with attributes of sensation such as pitch and loudness and the

apparent location of the source and also with judgements as to how loud a noise is.

either relative to another noise or on an absolute scale. It is concerned with the ability

of listeners to distinguish differences between stimuli. It is not concerned directly with

the physiological mechanisms that underlie the detection or the differentiation of sounds

but with the judgements and reports of human listeners. Most tests of hearing used to

describe and measure impairments of hearing are actually psychoacoustics tests .,

2.4 Audiometry

2.4.1 Lntroduction

The following part deals with various ways of determining the hearing disability. The

hearing ability of a person as defined on the audiogram is analogous to the term frequency

response of the ear (as it is used in this te"t). Obviously one first needs to determine the

hearing loss before it can be simulated. The frequency response of the ear is. in fac!. the

lTequency response of a filter that needs to be designed. The aim now is to find an

appropriate method for establishing the frequency response of the ear. Studies of the ear's
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sensitivity have led to the growth of audiometry, the science of measuring hearing. This

part of the document gives only a limited introduction to the hearing and relative issues of

the Audiological discipline. This part of the document will thus be divided into five main

headings, namely: 1. Threshold of hearing 2. Pure tone audiometry 3. Speech audiometry

4. Auditory brain stem evoked responses S. Other methods.

First, the threshold of hearing, which leads to the standardised pure tone audiogram, wiH be

discussed.

Secondly, the procedures foHowed to draw up this audiogram are dealt with under the

headings: pure tone audiometry, enviromental factors, air-conduction threshold and bone

conduction threshold

Thirdly, speech audiometry will be discussed. Speech intelligibility threshold (S IT) wiH then

be defined, followed by speech audiometry in practice. The last two paragraphs "free-field

audiometry" and "the speech audiogram" wiH describe the conditions under which the test

should be conducted and how the speech audiogram is drawn. The fourth section on

Electro-cochleography (ECG) and evoked response audiometry (ERA) will be dealt with

only briefly

The last section deals with other methods of hearing loss measurement. These are:

• The whisper and conversational speech test.

• Rubbing the fingers.

• The watch

Before the conclusion of the chapter, a survey of the various tests is given.

2.4.2 Threshold of hearing

Kinsler. Frey, Coppens and Sanders (1982:257) express the properties of the human ear as

phenomenal and show that it is capable of responding over a frequency range of

approximately 20 Hz to 20 kHz. The human ear is not equally sensitive to all fTequencies. It

is only at frequencies near 1000Hz that sounds are just audible (to the normal ear) when

they possess a sound pressure of 2 x 10'< "1m2 or 20 !-iPa. For this reason the sound

pressure of 20!-iPa has been chosen internationally as the 0 dB level (Tuner & Pretlove.

1991) At higher and lower fTequencies. the sound will normally need a considerably higher

pressure in order to be audible to the normal ear. For example. a tone of 200 Hz is barely
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0.002
audible at a sound pressure of 200 flPa; it is 20 log --- dB = 20 dB as compared ",>jth

00002

the internationally laid down 0 dB level. The audible threshold for many frequencies has

been determined in this way and the results were plotted on a graph called the "Fletcher

Munson" curve. This graph, which indicates the "normal threshold of hearing", is shown in

figure 2.1. When investigating a hearing impairment the first point of interest is how the

position and form of the threshold of hearing have altered as a result of this impairment. It

is convenient to be able to express the magnitude of this change as a number, or numbers.

Ligtenberg (1982) explains that it is natural to try to do this on the basis of a comparison of

the threshold of the defective ear (the pathological threshold) with that ofa normal ear (the

normal or physiological threshold).
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Figure 2. 1 Normal hearing threshold

Suppose the pathological threshold has been determined in some suitable way, results could

then be ploned as shown in the figure 2.2. The lower line represents the threshold of

hearing of the normal ear, and the upper line, that of the deaf ear in question. The area

between the two curves is therefore a measure of the loss of hearing.

This method of representation is not particularly easy to use in practice. especially when

different measurements have to be compared with one another: the curve form of the

threshold makes it an unwieldy standard of comparison. This difficulty has been solved in

practice by "straightening" the threshold of hearing of the normal ear and altering the dB
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scale correspondingly. The resulting graph is called an audiogram as shown in figure 2.3.

The audiogram is thus a particular way of plotting the pathological threshold of hearing

against the frequency. It can be seen on figure 2.3 that the obtained curve shows the loss

of hearing while the normal curve lies on lOp of the figure The worse the hearing, the

lower the corresponding audiogram's curve.
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2.4.3 Pure tone audiometry

2.4.3.1 Introduction

Measuring the response of the ear at different frequencies was initially done by the use of

tuning forks. A series of tuning forks at standard frequencies 125, 250, 500, 1000, 2000

and 4000 Hz were used. The tuning-fork test has disadvantages such as :

a. The loudness of the sound is not constant, since this depends on how hard the tuning

fork is struck.

b. The test tone provided by the tuning fork is subject to damping.

c, The rate of damping of the sound (decay time) is different for tuning forks of different

frequencies.

The need for a means of testing hearing acuity which did not suffer from the disadvantages

inherent to the tuning fork was felt for a long time. Such a means became available, thanks
~ -

to the development of electronics.

2.4.3.2 Audiometer

Dale (1962) defines an audiometer as:" An instrument designed to measure human hearing

for pure tones. Usually audiometers determine the threshold of audibility of a subject at

each octave". Pure tOnes in this te.\1 would refer to pure sine waves. These tones are made

audible by high-qual it)' headphones (air conduction). The loudness of the sound produced

can be accurately regulated by the person operating the audiometer. A special vibrator (the

bone conductor) can also be fitled to the audiometer for measurement of the bone

conduction (the vibrations are then trarsmilled directly to the skull). Some audiometers are

fined with various auxiliary de\1ces for making special tests of hearing. apart from

measuring acuity. However, all makes of audiometers are fined \\'ith three basic controls,

which allow the determination of the threshold of hearing.

These are:

a, Frequency-selector switch. This is used to select the desired frequencv. The

fTequencies available are usually 250 . 500 - 1000 - 2000 - ~ooo and 8000 Hz, by analogy

with tuning-fork series Audiometry done with this frequency series is sometimes called

Octave audiometry, because each lOne is one octave higher than the preceding one.
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Sometimes the somewhat differing series of 128 - 256 ~ 512 - 1024 - 4096 and 8192 is

used. Some elaborate types are provided with a continuous variable frequency knob, by

which any frequency in the total range may be chosen.

b. Volume control (or attenuator). This regulates the level of sound produced, usually in

steps of 5 dB from e.g. OdS to 100dB.

c Interruptor. This switch controls the duration of the tone.

2.4.3.3 Enviromental factors

Hearing tests should ideally be conducted in a sound proof room away from street noises or

other disturbances, since extraneous noise will mask out audiometer signals, so they cannot

be heard or recognised by the subject. The result is an inaccurate or unreliable hearing test.

2.4.3.4 Air-conduction threshold

The test is started by placing the headphones on the patient's!student's head. I ext, the

person is presented during a short time with a tone of 100 Hz 10 one ear and then the

amplitude is continuously increased until it is clear that he/she has heard it. After the tone is

interrupted the sound level is reduced by 10 dB and the tone stimuli repeated again. If this

is heard 100, obviously the sound level is reduced another 10 dB until he/she shows signs of

not being sure whether the tone was audible or not. The sound level should now be

reduced in steps of 5 dB, and the duration of the tone extended to a few seconds. The

softest lOne that is still audible in this way forms a point 011 the pathological threshold. The

airconduetion threshold is determined at the following frequencies in the order stated: 1000

- 500 - 250 - 2000 - 4000 and 8000 Hz. The technique used at each frequency is the same

as that described above.

Each time the lowest audible sound level at a gJVen frequency is determined. the value

should be plotted on the audiogram. The follo'l.-ing signs are internationally accepted for

this purpose:

Left ear: air conduction X. bone conduction ].

Right ear' air conduction 0, bone conduction [.
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2.4.3.5 Bone-conduction threshold

Measurement of the air-conduction threshold naturally gives no information about the site

of the defect in the ear, i.e. whether we are dealing with middle-ear deafness or perception

deafness involving the cochlea and/or the auditory nerve. In order to distinguish between

conduction deafness and perception deafness, the bone-conduction threshold is always

measured too. The headphones are now replaced by the bone conductor, which is placed

behind the ear on the mastoid. The audiometer is switched from "air" to "bone". The same

procedure is then followed as for the determination of the air-conduction threshold. These

measurements give information on the behaviour of the cochlea without the middle ear,

since the sound is conveyed directly to the cochlea via the skull. The audiogram is

arranged so that the bone-conduction threshold of the normal ear coincides with che air

conduction threshold and there is, therefore, no difficulty in plotting the results. For

children, where the air conduction is much less then the bone conduction, even after

medical treatment, the use of hearing aids fined with bone conductors is encouraged.

2.4.4 Speech audiometry

2.4.4. I Introduction

[n speech audiometry the subject under test is presented with a series of words. Ligtenberg

(1982) describes speech audiometry in a book "Basics of audiology" and this section on

speech audiometry is an ex1ract of her work She explains that a list of one- and two

syllable words, in which the phonemes (sound elements of a language) occur in the same

percentages as is in the normal spoken or written language, are used. These lists of

spondees (two-syllable words) and monosyllables are said to be "Phonetically

Balanced"(PB lists). Tape recordings of PB lists read by trained speakers are available for

test purposes.

2.4.4.2 Speech intelligibility threshold (SIT)

Investigations have been made with the aid of these PB lists into the relationship between

the percentage speech intelligibility for normal persons and the sound pressure of the words
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presented. The results of these measurements are plotted in figure 2.4. It was found that

as 10 dB above the sound pressure of 20 J.IPa, 50% of the words presented were correctly

repeated. This threshold is known as the speech intelligibility threshold (SIT). The speech

intelligibility threshold thus lies about 25 dB above the pure-tone threshold. The above

should help to claritY the reason for the correction factor of25 dB.
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Figure 2.4 Speech intelligibility threshold (S[T) diagram.

People suffering from defective hearing produce speech intelligibility curves which are

shifted and/or distorted. A simple way to evaJuate these curves is to determine how far the

50% level found for the person in question i shifted "';th respect to the 50% le-'el for the

normal ear. The 50% level for a normaJ ear is now taken as the zero point

2.4.4.3 Speech audiometry in practice

An ideaJ speech audiometry set-up is constructed as follows (see figure 2.5) A number of

the PS lists of ten words each are recorded beforehand on a rape recorder. The reader

used for this purpose should have a good speaking voice. and should pronounce the words

evenly. The recorder is connected to the audiometer: the loudness of the words can then be

adjusted by means of the attenuator on the audiometer. The recorder and the audiometer

are adjusted so that when the al1enuator is set at 0 dB. a hearing person can understand

exactly 50% of the words. The investigator and the person on whom the test is performed

simultaneously hear rhe words tram the recorder (but the investigator always hears them

loudly enough for him/her to understand them)
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Figure 2.5 Speech audiometry set-up
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right ear

-
talk-back microphone

If the person repeats the word he/she thinks he/she has heard. the investigator also hears

this (if necessary, \~a a microphone and an amplifier). The investigator can thus easily

check how many of the words are repeated correctly.

2.4.4.4 Free-field audiometry

Speech-audiometry is often carried out as a free-field method, i.e., instead of the

headphones one or more loudspeakers are used. These methods allow for making

audiograms with and without a hearing aid. so that the exact improvement by the hearing

aid can be determined.

2.4.4.5 The speech audiogram

A word list is first presented at quite a high sound level, so that the subject being tested can

hear all the words clearly. Other word lists are then played. each one 10 dB quieter. The

number of words repeated correctly tram each list is noted and plotted in the speech

audiogram. The speech reception threshold (SRT) is compared with the average of the pure

tone threshold at 500. 1000. 2000 Hz in order to check the reliability 'of the responses.

Suppose that in a given case the graph shown in figure 2.6 were obtained. Two interesting

conclusions may be drawn from this graph. In the first place, we see that the 50%

intelligibility level is shifted 60 dB with respect 10 the speech intelligibilitv threshold of the

normal ear. It is thus highly probable that the pure-lOne threshold will also be shifted 60

dB with respect to the physiological threshold
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In the second place, we may see from the graph that, no matter how loudly the words are

presented, 100% intelligibility is never reached.
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Figure 2.6: Speech audiogram

It would seem that the person is unable to distinguish all the words properly, as the result

of a frequency-analysis disturbance. The deafness is therefore not, or not entirely, due to

causes in the middle ear, but completely or partly to some fault in the perceptive part of the

ear. The distance a-b is a measure of the extent of the frequency-analysis disturbance. In

this connection we speak of a loss of discrimination. In the example shown here, this loss is

100 - 70 = 30%. Still more interesting conclusions can be drawn from this method of

speech audiometry, but a discussion of them falls outside the scope of this research.

2.4.5 Auditory brain stem evoked responses (.AJ3R)

It would be most convenient if it were possible to produce an adequate measure of a child's

hearing loss by some means not dependent upon the child's co-operation and voluntary

responses. Newby (1958: 185) mentions that in recent years there have been attempts to

devise tests that would depend on neurophysiological clues rather than upon voluntary

response of the patient. One very popular method is called "Electroencephalography"

(EEG)

The electroencephalograph measures the brain wave activities when audio stimuli are

applied. The best results are obtained when the patient is in a light sleep. This method is

sometimes referred to as an "objective" test as the procedures are said to be scientifically
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precise and independent of human judgement. These tests are often used if the normal

reactions of the child to acoustical signals are not reliable for some reason or other. The

difficulty with this technique as Newby (1958: 186) pointed out, is that: " The child must be

in a light sleep, which is sometimes difficult to induce. Also, expensive and complicated

equipment is required. It is most difficult to interpret variations in brain-wave activities

which might be due to a response to sound stimuli or might be due to another kind of

stimulus altogether.

2.4.6 Other methods of hearing loss measurements

2.4.6.1. The whisper and conversational speech test.

There are various ways to test hearing loss. The simplest one is undoubtedly to see how

well a person hears whispered speech and normal conversational speech. Despite its

simplicity, this test must conform to certain rules such as 1. Quiet room, 2. Uniform

loudness of test words, 3. disable lip-reading ifit is to give reliable results. lfthese rules are

observed it will not be difficult to estimate the patient's loss of hearing with the aid of the

following data:

at the ear 30 cm 100 cm 300 cm

whisper 75 55 45 35 dB

conversational speech 90 70 60 50 dB

With this method one should bear in mind that the threshold of understanding is about 25

dB's higher (Ligrenberg, 1982). This means that if the person hears a whisper at a distance

of 30cm (55dB) and can repeat the words properly, his hearing loss is about 55 - 25 = 30

dB.

2.4.6.2. Rubbing the fingers.

If one suspectS that the patient may have a loss for high tones, the hearing acuity can be

roughly estimated by rubbing the thumb and the index finger over one another just beside

the ear. The level of this sound is about 50 dB. and it contains a large proportion of high
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tones. If the person does not hear this, he must therefore have a hearing loss of at least 50

dB for high frequencies.

2.4.6.3. The watch

The watch is also a simple but effective aid. The ticking of a (non-electronic) watch held

just in front of the auditory canal (but not touching the head) has a level of about 40dB, and

the sound contains a large proportion of high frequencies above 1500Hz. It will be dear

that this can be used as a simple though crude test for slight high-tone deafness.

2.4.7 Survey of the various tests

In the previous paragraphs a number of methods were described of investigating people

with a hearing defect. This description makes no claim at all to completeness. The test

methods described have been found to give a reasonable idea of the loss of hearing when

used by an experienced investigator.

Pure-tone audiometry was described first. This method gives an insight into the magnitude

and sometimes the nature of the hearing loss. It allows the hearing loss to be measured

quite accurately. When this method is used. registration through the ear which is not being

tested, can sometimes cause difficulties during bone conduction measurements: in such

cases masking should be applied. Next, a test was described which could be used to

complement pure-tone audiometry and which gives a better insight into the nature of the

hearing defect: namely speech audiometry. It consists of measuring the discrimination loss

by detennining the percentage intelligibility of phonetically balanced words spoken at a

comfortable level over the audiometer. Finally. objective tests were briefly described which

pennit the condition of the ears to be checked "~thout any cooperation from the patient.

An additional test described is the whisper and conversational speech test. This test is a

simplified version of the "ideal" method of speech audiometry. The value of this group of

tests largely depends on the investigator's experience. Rubbing the fingers and listening to

the watch, the simplest, were the last tests discussed for the sake of completeness.
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2.4.8 Conclusion

Fram the various tests used to measure the response of the impaired ear, the best method

needs to be identified for practical implementation. The most objective method thus far is

the auditory brain stern evoked response (ABR) method. Apart from being accurate in

measuring the sound intensities at various frequencies, it is also very reliable provided the

relevant information is drawn from measured bio-electrical activities emanating from the

brain. This method could only be carried out under clinical conditions. It could be very

expensive as a light sleep needs to be induced by means of narcotics. It is also time

consuming, which adds to the expense. Other difficulties are the interpretation of the

results. Speech audiometry is an excellent method of determining the level of

discrimination. ft gives a rough estimate of the frequency response at the following

frequencies: 500, 1000, and 2000. It should, however, correlate to some extent with the

frequency response measured by means of pure tone audiometry.

A pure tone test can be done within 10 mmutes with less expensIve equipment and

procedures than those needed for the ABR. From the methods thus investigated it could be

concluded that the best practical method for determining the frequency response for an

application to simulate the hearing loss is the use of the pure tone audiometry test. It should

be noted that this method is subjective, in the sense that the patient/student and the

investigator establish points on the audiogram based on some form of communication

between them. The possibility of misunderstanding is always present in human

commurucation. Accuracy and reliability is increased if the test is repeated and the same

results are obtained. The older the patient, the more accurate this will be, since he/she will

be more likely 10 understand the instructions and to react reliably to the sound stimuli.

The final conclusion would be that all the various methods could be used. When the pure

tone audiogram is used as the developmental instrument. the information from the various

tests could be manually transferred from their individual graphs to the audiogram. Having

an audiogram with the two axes, namely frequency versus dB SPL. digital signal processing

algorithms could then be implemented to do the required filtering, thereby simulating the

measured hearing loss. In the next section methods of using the audiogram's information
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are used to perform the required attenuation are discussed. At this stage it should be noted

that when DSP techniques are used to perform pure tone audiometrical tests, multiplying

the sinewave values with the corresponding numerical values in a lookup table produces the

actual sound pressure levels. Each frequency axis on the audiogram has its own lookup

table. For further detail refer to the report on the design and development of an

"Audiometer" by Thys (1996). These corresponding numerical values that are the SPL

equivalents (in dB's) at different points on the audiogram, are used as the coefficients of

the arbitrary shape filter. This is obviously a representation in the frequency domain. The

research focuses on investigating methods of using these coefficients can be utilised to

perform the required attenuation. A literature review of techniques studied to do the

arbitrary shape filtering is briefly discussed in the next section. These techniques or

methods form, in fact, the theoretical solution to the problem and each method is discussed

in further detail in part two ofthis document.

2.5 A review on related literature

2.5.1 Introduction

As this is a new concept. no literature currently exists on exactly the same topic. The

simulation of hearing is, however, a basic filtering process. An enormous amoum of

literature on digital filtering is widelv available. The techniques investigated to realise HLS

are listed below. An overview of each technique then follows.

i. Filter method using a bank of filters.

ii. Inverse Fourier transform.

iii. Inverse Chirp Z transforms.

iv. Wavelets.

v. ARMA filter design by Yule-Walkers method.

2.5.2 Filter method using a bank of filters

Simulating hearing loss closely relates to Digital Equalisation. The digital equaliser is an

"active filter bank with amplitudes adjusted to shape the transfer function over a series of

frequency bands" (Higgins. 1990:38) The coefficients for the entire filter bank are stored in
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memory and then read out dynamicaUy to reconfigure the processor as the signal is

switched through one fiJter after the other - all with the same signal processor. Either

Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) or Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filters can be used. Filter

banks making use of FIR or IlR fiJters can be designed with a package called "Signal

Processing Toolbox for Matlab" (Krauss, Shure & Little, 1994:43-48). The HR filter will

require relatively few terms to obtain an acceptable attenuation characteristic outside the

pass-band but will have a non-zero phase characteristic, which may be unacceptable in

some applications. The FIR fiJter has exceliem phase characteristics but requires a relatively

large number of terms to obtain an acceptable attenuation characteristic (Martin, 1991). If

sufficient memory is available, then this filter might be easier 10 implement.

2.5.3 Inverse Fourier transform

The simulation process can be performed within the time or the frequency domain. The

input signal and the measured fTequency response have 10 be in the same domain. These

two domains are reversible. Inverse Fourier transforms are used to convert from the

frequency domain to time domain (Kuc, 1988). With this method the Audiogram's

information, which is in fact the frequency response of the ear, can be converted to the time

domain. The coefficients thus generated will be used in the convolution process that

performs the filtering

2.5.4 Inverse Chirp Z transforms

The "Discrete Fourier transform .. equals the z transform of the signal evaluated at equally

spaced points around the unit circle (Kuc. 1992 288-293). The response characteristics of

the human ear are nor linear. The "Chirp z rransform" can be evaluated at certain general

contours in the z plane (Krauss. Shure & Lirrle. 1994: I-56). L.sing the im'erse

transformations for this application means that fTequency points can be taken that are

denser at certain points than at others. The effect of this \~ill he that the whole operation

can concentrate on fTequency areas that are more critical to the ear.

2.5 5 Wavelet approach I sub band decomposition
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Subband decomposition decomposes the signal into sub bands so that the filtering can be

done by multiplication in the frequency domain. The editorial staff of Analog Devices

(1995) describes wavelets as alternatives to tbe Fourier transforms Tbey say that instead of

transforming a pure "time description" into a pure "frequency description", the new

metbods find a good compromise -- a time-frequency description. Wavelets are a new and

promising tool for realising HIS

2.5.6 ARMA filter design by Yule-Walkers method

This technique is based on the estimation of the autoregression (AR) and moving average

(MA) parameters in two separate steps. First the AR paramelers are obtained as the

solution of the so-called modified Yule-Walker (MYW) equations, lhen the MA parameters

are subsequently estimated, as will be discussed later. According to Matlab the Yulewalk

function performs a least squares fit in the time domain. The time domain behaviour of the

ARMA filter can be formalised as a digital filter that consists of a FIR filter with the MA

part in series with a fIR filter with the AR part. These filters are respectively responsible for

the positioning of the poles and zeroes in the frequency domain. The ARMA filter can be

implemented from the general difference equation:

M \'f

y(n) = 'Laky(n-k)+ 'Lhkx(n-k)
k",,1 k=-~:(

where x(n) is the input signal. y(ll) is [he OUlput si§,'Tlal and Qk and hk are the coefficients of

lhe HR and FIR filters respectively.

2.6 Conclusion

The first two chapters. which form part I of this document are an introduction and provide

the background for lhis study. Part 11 provides potential theorelicaI solutions. In part 11.

which now follows, the above mentioned techniques are discussed in further detail. The

best method is then selecled and implemented.
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CHAPTER 3

FILTERBANK METHOD



3. I Introduction

One of the methods for realizing Hearing Loss Simulation (HLS) is to use a filterbank. A

filterbank uses a series of Bandpass filters with amplitude adjusted to shape the transfer

function over a series of frequency bands. Higgins (1990:48) explains the operations of the

filterbank as folJows:

" The coefficients of the entire filterbank are stored in memory and then read out

dynamically to reconfigure the processor as the signal is "switched" through one filter after

the other, all with the same processor. The concept is illustrated in figure 3.1. A portion of

the signal is stored in a "circular" buffer, continuously being updated, with older data

thrown away. The coefficients are loaded, and the filter operates on the buffer and

accumulates the result in a second buffer. The next set of filter coefficients is loaded and

the process is repeated."
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Figure 3. I (a) Analog block diagram of bandpass filter
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The number of filter bands that can be used in this arrangement depends on the speed of the

processor and the type of filters. These filters should have centre frequencies around the

specified frequencies of the audiogram e.g. 250 Hz, 500 Hz, I kHz, 2 kHz, 4 kHz and 8

kHz. The dotted line in figure 3.2 defines these bandpass filters with cut-off frequencies.

Figure 3.2 Audiogram with cut-offfTequencies of bandpass filters

The perfect solution to the problem of designing an HLS with the filterbank method would

be the use of ideal brickwall filters. This would ensure that the signal is split into well

defined frequency channels. As is known. an ideal filter is never possible It is shown in

figure 3.3 below that an overlap will occur at adjacent bands. These overlaps would be a

source of distortion which would be either difficult or impossible to eliminate. This

distortion is the result of the two filters next to one another, which traps the same portion of

the signal spectrum.

Filter I

a. Flat response in
area of overlap.

Figure 3.3 Filter overlap

Filter 2

" 2

Filter I

b.Bump

Filter 2



When the signal is reconstructed by addition, these corresponding values are added, which

may gives a result bigger or smaller than that which would have resulted if the two filters

had not overlap. Figure 3.3 b shows a bump due to the addition of the corresponding

values. This is called amplitude distortion.

The main task in using a filterbank to realize HLS is to find filters as close as possible to

the brickwall scenario.

Two most common digtal filter topologies that can be used are:

• Finite impulse response (FIR)

• fnfinite impulse response (lIR)

Each of these types of filters has its advantages and disadvantages, which will be discussed

in detail in chapter 9.

Briefly, the HR can have a higher filter order with fewer filter coefficients in comparison

with the FIR. This is the main advantage. which makes the IIR type of filter a better choice

for the design of the required bandpass filters. For this reason, the research is limited to the

implementation of the IlR filters when considering the filterbank method. The FIR tilters

utilize Fourier transforms and are dealt with in the next chapter

3.2 Filterbank using II R fi Iters

3.2.1 Introduction

The following section deals with the classical llR tilter design through analog prototyping.

Infinite-Impulse Response (HR) filter design procedures are extensions of those originally

developed for analog filters and stan with the design of the appropriate analog filter in the

analog frequency domain. TIR digital filters are commonlv used to replace existing analog

filters The complex-valued Laplace variable, S =u""" jfJ., plays the same role in the

analysis of analog filters as the variable ~ for discrete-time filters. The s plane singularities

of the analog design can be translated to the z plane by means of bilinear transformations.

The required bandpass filter can be obtained by first constructing a lowpass filter and then

conveni ng it to a bandpass fi Iter by means of frequency transformations. The most

commonly used analog filter synthesis techniques for designing a lowpass filter in the s

plane are the Bunerworth, Chebyshev. Elliptic and Bessel techniques. These are described

and their advantages and disadvantages are compared



A comparison of classical llR filters can be simulated by means of computer aided designs

(CAD), for which purpose Matlab is ideal, as it contains a special DSP filter toolbox.

This tool box provides five different rypes of classical [rn. filters, each optimal in some way.

This section shows the basic analog prototype fonn for each, and summarizes major

characteristics. As this research focuses on finding the best method, the detail of the design

procedures is not documented. Rather, the comparison is emphasized. A complete design

procedure reference can be found in Ludeman (1994: 120).

3.2.2 Bunerwonh filter

Provides the best approximation to the ideal lowpass filter response at Q z 0 and Q = -:to; for

any order N, the magnitude squared response has 2 -I zero derivati\'es at these locations

(maximally flat at Q = 0 and Q = -:to). Response is monotonic overall, decreasing smoothly

from Q = 0 to Q = x. Figure 3.4 shows that as n (the order) of the filter Increases,

\Ho(;O)l' approaches an ideal low pass frequency response.

IH(jO)lzH atO=Q.= I rad/sec (for filters that are not caled)

0.5

Figure 34 The magnitude square frequency response ofa Bunerwonh filter



3.2.3 Chebyshev filters

There are two types ofChebyshev filters, Chebyshev type I and Chebyshev 11.

• Chebyshev I

The Chebyshev [ contains a ripple in the passband and is maximally flat in the stopband as

illustrated in figure 3.5 below. There is less difference between the ideal and the actual

frequency response of the Chebyshev than there is in that of the Butterworth. The transition

from passband to stopband is also more rapid in the case of the Chebyshev type I than for

the Butterworth filter.

• Chebyshev type II

Chebyshev type I1, on the other hand, contains a ripple in the slOpband and is maximally

flat in the passband. It better approximates the ideal filter better over the entire stopband

The stopband does not approach zero as quickly as the Type I filter. Figure 3.6 shows the

Chebyshev Type 11

Figure 3. 5 Magnitude square frequenc
response of the normalized type I Chebyshe
fi Itpr

3.5

Figure 3 6 Magnitude square frequency
response of [he normalized type 11 Chebvshev
fi Ir pr



3.2.4 Elliptic filter

The Elliptic filter has equal ripple in both passband and stopband. These filters have the

minimum transition width. It generally meets filter requirements with the lowest order of

any other filter type. Figure 3.7 shows the steep transition.

n = J rad/sec D

Figure 3.7 Magnitude frequency response of a normalized low-pass elliptic filter

3.2.5 Bessel filter

The Bessel filter has maximally flat time delay within the passband This results in filtered

signals that maintain their waveshapes in (he passband frequency range. The price (0 pay

for this advantage is an amplitude response with steepness less than lhat of the Butterwonh

It therefore requires a higher filter order than other filters

Q = I rad/sec iJ

Figure 3.8 Bessel filter frequency response



3.2.6 Filter comparison

The Bessel filter's transient response has vastly superior properties in the time domain, as

compared with the Butterworth and Chebyshev. The Chebyshev, with its highly desirable

amplitude-versus-frequency characteristics, actually has the poorest time-domain

performance of the three The Bulterwonh is between the fTequency and time-domain

properties (Horowitz and Hill, 1995). The elliptic filter has the minimum transition width,

which will have the minimum distortion when considering the problem caused by the

overlap of adjacent filters.

3.3 Interactive filter design by intuitive Pole/zero placement

A filter structure and its coefficients to meet a desired magnitude response can be

determined by placing poles and zeros in the z plane. Although it can also be formally

done, poles and zeros are placed in the z plane by intuition, which sets the dips and the

peaks of the required magnitude response. The tilter design is accomplished interactively

by successively adding real and complex conjugate singularities in the z plane and

observing whether the magnitude of the resulting filter is approaching the desired

magnitude specifications A benefit of the interactive procedure is that the filter magnitude

response resulting fTom the conventional design approach can often be improved by proper

placement of additional poles and zeros

3.4 Filterbank using Finite Impulse Response (HR) filters

The central concept in the algorithm of FIR bandpass filter design is the use of inverse

Fourier transforms The coefficients of the FIR bandpass filter are obtained by calculating

the inverse Fourier transform on the ideal fTequency response and then multipling by an

appropriate window. It was found that the same method could be used for fi Iters with

arbitrarv shaped fTequency responses. These will be discussed in detail in the next chapter

"3 i



3.5 Drawbacks offuterbank method

This investigation has shown that there are two major drawbacks when a filterbank

method is used for the simulation ofhearing loss.

I. The first problem is the overlap of the filterbanks, which might cause distortion.

Choosing one of the filters previously discussed with the steepest transition could

reduce this. The trade-off of a steeper transition is a ripple in the passband. When a

filter with less ripple is chosen for better sound reproduction, the order of the filter

has to be increased dramatically to reduce the distortion. This will put serious

demand on the memory requirements.

11. The next drawback relates to the rrequency resolution. A typical audiogram is taken

as an example to illustrate this problem. On Figure 3.8 the circles show the points

on the audiogram that were established during an audio test. These points exist on

specific standard fTequencies as discussed earlier. Referring to figure 3.2, it can be

deduced that seven filters need to be constructed The first filter will ob iously need

to be a lowpass filter and the last (the seventh) a highpass filter. The iilters in

between will thus be bandpass filters. The first lowpass filter will have cut-ofT

frequency at 187.5 Hz. The second filter will have a cut-off frequencies at 187 5 and

375 Hz. The third will have a passband between 375 Hz and 750 Hz The fourth

filter will have cut-off frequencies at 750 Hz and 1.5 kHz The Fifth bandpass filter

will have cut-off fTequencies at 1.5 kHz and 3 kHz..

-20

0

Hearing
20

loss (dB) ~o

60

80

100

(

CP t,
~

125 2511 500 Ik 2k ~k 8k

(reqllenCl' (H=)

Figure 3.9 Example of test results on audiogram
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The sixth bandpass filter will have cut-off frequencies at 3 kHz and 6 kHz. The last

filter, a highpass filter, will have a passband starting at 6 kHz.

When applying the bandpass filter method on the given example, frequency responses will

result as drawn in figure 3.10. It can be seen that all frequencies in a specific band would be

reduced to the same sound pressure level. Obviously this stepped response is not the same

as the response of the ear.

Hearing
loss (dB)

-20

o

20

..0

60

80

100

L ....,
L."""l... .....

125 250 5(~) Ik 2k ..k 8k

frequency (Hz)

Figure 3.10 Stepped response offilterbank method

The sensitivity to sound pressure levels of the ear would, instead, change gradually over lhe

audio frequency range. The simulation of hearing loss with this method would thus not be

completely accurate in that only those frequencies (the centre frequencies of the bandpass

filters) at which the test was conducted would be accurately represented. An improvement

would be to increase the number of passband fi lters. Some form of interpolation could be

used to calculate the level of attenuation of these additional filters. This, on the other hand.

will have an increasing demand on memory, which is not always favourable.

3.6 Summary

This chapter has dealt with the filterbank method to realize hearing loss simulation. The

filterbank constitutes a series of bandpass filters. Bandpass filters could be constructed by

either Infinite impulse response (HR) or Finite impulse response (FIR). The advantages and

disadvantages of both IIR and FIR have been discussed. Emphasis was placed on lhe one

radian low-pass filter. Other non-normalized filters could be derived by transformational
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methods. An excellent reference on transformation methods can be found in Ludeman

(1986). The properties of various HR filters such as Butterworth, Chebyshev, Elliptic and

Bessel filters were briefly discussed with the purpose of pointing out their respective

advantages and disadvantages. It was aJso pointed out that FIR Bandpass filters could be

designed by doing inverse Founer transforms (1FT) on the ideal frequency response. The

discovery of the drawbacks of the filterbank method has led to the investigation of the next

method, which is the design of filters with arbitrary shape. This method aJso utilizes 1FT

and will be discussed in the next chapter.

3.7 Conclusion

The investigation of the filterbank method for simulating hearing loss has revealed two

serious disadvantages. The first drawback is the distortion due to overlap of the bandpass

filters. By selecting one of the aforementioned filters with the steepest transient, the

distortion can be reduced. This, however will result in a ripple in the rrequency domain.

The second disadvantage is that the filterbank method ,,~II introduce a stepped response

corresponding to the number of bandpass fi lters. This response does not resemble the

properties of the ear, which perceives rather a gradual change over the audio rrequency

range. These disadvantages of the filterbank method have urged the research of a method

that approximates the propenies of the ear more accurately. A method needs to be

introduced which works with interpolated points between those at which the tests were

done. This newly shaped curve (after interpolation) will more closely approximate the

propenies of the eat. The next chapter deaJs with arbitrary shape filters, which provides a

bener solution to the problem.
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CHAPTER 4

INVERSE DISCRETE FOURIER TRANSFORM
METHOD



4. I Introduction

In the previous chapter two problems with the Filterbank method were pointed out. The

first problem is the overlap of adjacent bands, which might be a source of distortion. The

second problem relates to the accuracy of the response curve (step response) resulting from

the limitation on practical, implementable filterbanks. A solution to these problems would

be to use the inverse Fourier transform method. A brief overview of the method will be

discussed as an introduction, while further detail is explained in the rest of the chapter. The

algorithm of the method is as follows: The audiogram information at the seven test points is

interpolated over the entire audio frequency spectrum. This gives a smooth frequency

response onto a dense, evenly spaced grid as illustrated in figure 4.1

-20
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Hearing
20

loss (dB) 40

60

80

~~ ........., .,.
~

100
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freq/lency (H~)

Figure 4.1 Example of test results on audio!,'lam with interpolation.

The filter coefficients are obtained by applying an inverse Fourier transform to the grid. To

cover every aspect of this method in detail would be impossible, therefore only relevant

issues are discussed in this report. The structure of this chapter is as follows.

a. Definitions

b. Analog signals and Fourier analysis

c. Periodic signals and Fourier series

d. Discrete-time signal and Fourier series

e Frequency response and [he Discrete Fourier Transform (OFT)

f FIR digital filter design by frequency sampling

g Digital filtering by multiplication in the frequency domain
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h. Conclusion

4.2 Definitions

The definitions in this section are fundamental to the theory of FIR design that will follow

later in the chapter.

4.2.1 Linear systems

Martin (1991: 120) defines linear systems as follows:

A discrete system is linear if the response of a system or process to the sum of two or more

signals is the same as the sum of the response to the individual signals. Expressed

algebraically, consider two input signal x, and X2 respectively. The process is represented

by some function F[ ].

So, when the two signals are connected to the input of the process individually,

y, = l'Ix,] andY2 = f1.~2]

Applying them simultaneously, the system is linear if the following relationship is atisfied

0, )', _ 01.,1"2 = 11o,x, -02X2]

4.2.1 Inverse Fourier transforms

Fourier transforms are used to com'en back and forward between the time and frequencv

domains. The Fourier transform is normally u ed to determine the frequenc; response when

a time domain sequence is given. The inverse Fourier transform on the other hand is used to

determine the time domain sequence. gi"en the frequency response. The Fourier series

enables one to represent a periodic function as an infinite trigonometrical series in sine and

cosine terms.

4.2 3 Com'olution

The convolution operatIOn is crucial. since it allo" us to calculate the output signal,

knowing the input signal and the unit-pul e response of the process or system. Ludeman

( I<)86'18) states that the folio" ing theorem shows that a discrete-time linear invariant
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system can be characterized by its unit sample response hen). That is hen) provides all the

information needed to determine the response of any input.

Theorem l. lfx(n) is the input to a linear shift invariant discrete-time system then y(n) the

output, is given by

Y(Il) = Lx(k)h(ll- k) =LX(Il- k)h(k) (4.1)
k ~ k 1

where h(ll) = 71~n)]

The proof can be found in Ludeman (1986:28)

4.3 Analogue signals and Fourier analysis

Analogue signals can produce an infinite variety of different waveforms, which can be very

complicated and difficult to describe Fourier analysis is used to relate such waveforms to a

range of simpler ones referred to as sinusoids. A sinusoid is a waveform whose voltage x(t)

at time t is given by the formula:

(4 2)

where A is the amplitude (in volts). n is the angular frequency in radians per second and r/>

is the phase angle in radians

x(/)

A

-A

Fi!!Ure 4.2 Se!1JT1em of a sinusoidal wav'eform- -

Figure -1.2 shows a short segment of the inusoidal waveform which in theorv extends from

1= - x: to I = + x: The '''a\'eform is periodic in that a fundamental cycle from I = 0 to I =1'

-I 3



is repeated at intervals of P seconds, where P = 2Jr I n. The frequency of repetition is liP

cycles per second of Hertz (Hz). The phase angle r/J determines which point on the

waveform occurs at time I = 0.

4.4 Periodic signals and fourier series

Many signals are encountered which are periodic but not sinusoidaL An example is given

in figure 4.3. A periodic signal x(t), with period P seconds. satisfies:

X(I + p) =X(I) for 01/ values of I from --:JJ 10 +-:JJ (4.3)

Under certain conditions normally satisfied by signals of practical interest, the periodic

waveform x(t) may be expressed as the sum ofa series ofsinusoids. i.e.:

~

X(/) = Ao+LAncos(nQol r/JJ
n=\

(Fourier series) (4.4)

This is known as a Fourier series with a fundamental frequency of Q" radians/seconds.

When X(I) has period P seconds, n" = 2Jr I P.

P

2 3

I

(Second

Figure 4.3 Segment ofa non-sinusoidal periodic waveform

The fourier senes amplitude coefticientsA", A" A" .. and phase coefticients

tA r/Jo. rP; ". are constants which characterize x(t). Therefore X(I) has been expressed as the

sum of a constant A, and sinusoids of angular fTequency Q". 2Q". 3Q . and so on. The

sinusoid at angular frequencv 12" i.e ,4, cos (Q, 1- r/J,). is called the fundamental

frequency component of x(1) The orher sinusoids are called harmonic components at



angular frequency, 2 Q o being the second harmonic, the component at 3Qo being the third

harmonic and so on.

[t is often convenient to re-express Equation (4.4) in complex form by means of the

relation:

cosx= (e-" +e--")/2

where j = H. The complex (or exponential) Fourier series which results is:

() ~".4,,[ j(nO,'+".) -1(n(2,'+9.)]
Xl = Ao+L- I12 e +e

n""\

~

= LClleJ"oor
1'1= .~

(complex Fourier series) (4.5)

for n = 1,2,3 .. (46)

The Fourier series (4.4). or equivalent (4.5), has an infinite number of terms Waveforms

for which all but a finite number of these terms are zero, are said to have finite bandwidths.

The example shown in Figure 4.3 has the Fourier series

xCi) = 1+ 4cos(2m)+ cos(41l1 - 11"/2)-.- 2cos(6m + 11" 13) (4.7)

For some idealized waveforms, like the square wave, the Fourier series has an infinite

number of non-zero terms. Such idealized waveforms are very useful as mathematical

concepts and may be approximated by real analogue signals. The closeness of the

approximation will always be limited to some extent by finite bandwidth constraints

imposed by practical systems.

4.5 Discrete-time signals and Fourier series

Obtaining the discrete-time sequence from the frequency response IS essential to this

project, since it would produce the unit pulse response used in the convolution operation

needed to perform the filtering at real time. The previous discussion has used continuous

time as an introduction The same properties could be applied to discrete-rime signals The

only difference according to Marlin (1991 68) is that the phasors progress in phase jumps

of Q7~ instead of a regular velocity Q rad/sec Their complex magnitude can have the same
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significance whether it is a continuous-time signal or a discrete-time signal. To take

account of the discrete time constraints, I can be replaced by /) and Q by QTs. Eq.4.5 will

thus become

bl
because Q,,Ts =

N

~

x(n):::: L CkeJKlOTSn

}.;,=----a.,.

(48)

(49)

21l
To prove that Q.,T, =IV > let T equal the period of the fundamental as illustrated in Figure

4.4.

r

Figure 4.4 One period of the fundamental

T
7· =-, .v

where N is the number of samples per period (of the fundamental) and 7:, is the period

between samples, also called the sampling period

."'.

for

Equation 4.9 will now become . ,
(-1.10)

\\there
1llk

{iJ1,: =--
11'

Referring to Equation 4 10, it would be impossible to store an infinite number of complex

numbers on a computer To overcome this problem it means that 'frequency domain

-1.6



sampling must be used to obtain a representation of Ck as a finite set of complex numbers.

A different notation for Ck is C(k) or C(el"'). For real signals, it would be sufficient to store

values of C(ei"') only in the range 0 <:; w < 7r since C(e-j ",) is the complex conjugate of

C(el"') and C(ei"') is repetitive at intervals of 27r. In practice, this range is often extended to

o<:; w < 27r to allow for complex-valued signals generated by mathematical formulae.

Taking M equally spaced frequency domain samples in the range 0 <:; w < 27( produces the

finite sequence of complex numbers:

(4 I I)

(412)where: w, = 2Jd< for k =O,L,M - I.

This will be discussed in further detail in the next section.

For real signals, C(e)(h-wK!) will be equal to the complex conjugate of C(efaJ:) for all w,

because the spectrum for - 7r <:; cv, <:; 0 is repeated for 7r <:; w, <:; 27( .

Representing a time sequence by the Fourier series means that it is represented by 0 to M-I

harmonically-related phasors_ Equation 4. 10 can thus be rewritten as

JI I

() "" (. J"'"X /1 =- L ... t' •, "
( 4 13)

4.6 Frequency response and the Discrete Fourier Transform (OFT)

The unit pulse response hen) can be used to calculate the outpUt signal of a process in

response to a general input signal. but it is also know that when the input is a phasor. the

output signal can be calculated using the frequency response H(<D)

The unit-pulse response may be used for any kind of input signal via the convolution

operation, but the frequency response is used only for the restricted case of phasor inputs

These two approaches can be linked. For a sampling interval of T, , and a single frequency

phasor input, the input and output signal are of the form:

(4.14)

(415)

From the convolution Equation .. I
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~ ~

yen) = L x(k)h(n - k) = LX(II- k)h(k)
k=--<X! k-=-<e

it can be derived that

or

~

yen) = H(w).eJ1mT,n) = Lh(k).eJ(mTs(n-kJ)
k-o....:f'

~

H(w) = Lh(k)eJI-mT,kJ!
O:=-cr.

(416)

(4.17)

(4 /8)

This is the most imponant resuJt, relating the phasor or fTequency response to the unit-pulse

response. It is know as the Discrete Time Fourier Transform (DTFT) relationship. The

DTFT essentially transforms an infinite sequence to a continuous function of w. The

problem with the DTFT is that an infinite range of summation would be rather difficult or

impossible to implement on special-purpose hardware for digital signal processing. The

difficulty is overcome by setting to zero all but a finite set of block of say, N samples of

(hen)} to produce the 'windowed' sequence I .. D, ... , h[OJ, h[l], h[2], ... , h[N-I]}. This

infinite sequence may be conveniently represented by the finite sequence:

ih[OJ, h[ IJ, h[2J,., h[N-1 JJ

which can be denoted by /h[IIJlo.':'/.

The imposition of windowing and fTequency domain sampling on the DTFT (Equation

(4.17» produces the following equation with x replacing h

\ I

.r(eFd' ) = f x[lI]e-J'd,n where Cl< ~ 2rrk/."vf
'1-==0

(" 19)

which is normally evaluated for k = 0.1,2... ,M-I. For spectral analysis, the larger M is

made, the easier it is to draw a smooth and accurate graph of the modulus and phase of

X(e'''') over the range 0 :=: w < 2IT. However. in many applications it is imponant to evaluate

just sufficient fTequency domain samples to obtain a compact and unambiguous spectral

representation ofa windowed signal as quickly as possible Multiplying Equation (4./9) by

eJlllkm and summing over the block ofA1 frequency domain samples:

\(-1 l/-I

I xk"" )elm,m = I
k~ 1=0

\'-1I x[n]e' ...·lm-n)

n=O

",'-1

= I·\in ]
r,=f)

\/ ~ II e 2 /;:t(m-,d .tf

1.:=0

~ Mx[mJ if O:=:m<N and,v:=:/,v! (420)

since it may be shown by summing the geometric series that provided -M < m-n < M·

.. 8



:ifm=n

:ifm1'1I
(4.21)

The restriction N s M is needed to ensure that - M < m - n < M for all values of m and n

in the range 0 to N. Relaxing this restriction would iw,'alidate Equation (4.20) for some

values ofm. Therefore, a minimum of N frequency domain samples are needed in the range

Os cv < 2Jr to ensure that all samples of {X[II]} 0 . .\'-1 can be reconstructed exactly, thus

guaranteeing that no in formation about {X[II]} 0 • .\'-1 is lost in the frequency domain

sampling process. When M = N, the complex sequence defined by Equation (4.19)

becomes the discrete Fourier transform (OFT) of {X[II]} 0 •.\'-1. Introducing the following

notation.

the OFT may be defined as the transformation:

(4.22)

with

{X[II]} L \-1 IJFT {X[k] L..\'-I (423)

where

n=o

cv, = 2irk / N for k =0.1.2, ... ,N - I

(OFT) (424)

(4 25)

It is normal to consider {x[II] L. \'-1 as a complex sequence, although its sample values may

be given zero imaginary parts for real signals. The following inverse OFT formula is

obtained from Equation (4.20) "ith At N

{x[kj 10.\-1 IDFT (.I'[njlo.\_1

with

(4.26)

(LDFT) (427)

and Cl, defined as for the DFT.

Computer programs and hardware can exploit the similaritv between Equations (4.24) and

(427), which are able to perform the DFT or its inverse using essentially the same code. A
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program for implementing the OFT and its inverse can be found in Lockhart and Cheetham

(1989:29). The implementation of the IDFT in this application has some drawbacks.

Practical implementation has proven that because the time it takes to perform the

calculation is too slow for practical use. This is the main reason for the development of the

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), which will be discussed later.

4.7 FIR digital filter design by frequency sampling

The Fourier series method depends on the availability of a Fourier series expansion for the

target frequency response H(<!"'). According to Lockhart and Cheetman (1989:95) a method

called the 'frequency sampling' method can be used to derive an approximation to the

required Fourier series through the inverse OFT expression (4.27) and they explain it as

follows:

"Consider a finite sequence (H[kll1.2.\" consisting of 2N+ I samples of the target

frequency response H(rd"') specified at intervals of 2rr./(2N+ I) radians per sample over the

relative frequency range 0 <; UJ < 2;r The modulus and phase of H(eI") may be chosen

arbitrarily for a<; UJ <;r except that when w = a. H(eI") must be real When OJ ;>:;r . H(<!"')

must be equal 10 the complex conjugate of H(el1h
''')). Therefore

for k = a.1. .N (428)

with H[k] equal to the complex conjugate of H(2N "-1- k] when N < k <; 2N {H(k]ln.2\

may be regarded as the OFT of a finite equence of2N+ 1 samples 1(11(/1J/1.:\

By the inverse OFT formula (2.27). the samples of this sequence are'

2\"

h{n] = ( I ) L H[kJ ....j2,=k (2.1"-1) for n = a,I.2....2N (4.29)
2N.,. I k=O

Since the OFT of 1I/[nJlo.2.\ is {H[k]}o.2\ . the frequency response of an FIR filter with

impulse response'

{J~n] = l.a..a.h(a],h{I], ,h{2N].a... ,a,.}

will be equal to the target frequency response H(eI"') at the 2/\' T I frequency sampling

points defined above. The FIR filter's frequency response may deviate from H(eI'")

between sampling points. and N must be large enough to ensure that the target frequency

response is properlv characterized ..
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Appendix B section D shows the routine for the design of the FIR digital filter based on

the frequency sampling method.

4.8 Digital filtering by multiplication in the frequency domain

Signal processing transforms can replace a convolution operation by a multiplication of

transforms. This technique is important for real processing, using the numerical form of the

DFT. If the signal sequence {x(n») is to be processed by a digital filter having a unit-pulse

response {g(n)}, then the convolution in the time domain of these two sequences can be

replaced by the multiplication of their transforms. Expressed in symbolic form. the output

signal sequence (y(n) I is in principle given by

>,\11) = inverse DTFT [ DTFT[x(II)] . DTFT(g(II)] ]

The computational advantage of this strategy is not obvious until it is examined in detail.

Martin (1991:284) discusses this method as follows. Let the unit-pulse sequence be FIR,

and have a length of L points, while the signal sequence contains N points. A direct

convolution of the two sequences requires L.N multiply-add operations. The transformation

route requires the following number of complex multiply-add operations:

FFT on [X(II)]

FFT on (g(1I)J

Product of transforms

Inverse FFT to give (y(n)1

(N/2)log2(N)

(N/2) log2(N)

N

(N/2)log(N)

Each complex multiply-add operauon IS broadly equivalent to 4 real multiply-add

operations, so that if the transformation sequence is to be beneficial then

6. log2(N) < (L - 4)

For L = 128 for instance, any value of N in the range 128 $ N $ 1.66 ~ 10' offers an

improvement in processing load. In practice, other benefits accrue since the DFT of (g(n) I

need only be calculated once, and also there are compact FFT routines for real-data which

almost halve the computational eflon required for the general complex-data version.

However, as in all practical enterprises. the trade-ofls are not all in one direction.

Multiplication of transforms generates a circular convolution. which distorts the result in an

unacceptable fashion. The inverse-DFT is a periodic time sequence and the inverse

transformation ofa finite-DFT X,{k) gives

-+ I I



I X-I

X(II) =-L.- X,.(k)expj(2nkn/ N)
N ,"0

= x(/1 + rN)

where r is an integer.

The index /1 is therefore effectively modulo-N, and the function X(II) is periodic in N.

Alternatively, since the spectral function is sampled. it follows that the corresponding time

sequence is periodic. Convolution of such sequences is wrinen as in Equation 4.30, and

since all indices are modulo-N. the resulting sequence is periodic or circular:

, I

Y(II) = Lx(m).g(lI- m)
.\, 11

= y(ll-'- rN)

(430)

The circular convolution causes the function to wrap around add e.'tra product to the

convolution expression of Equation 430 Clearly this effect must be avoided There are

several strategies 10 avoid the effects of circular convolution, and a brief description

follows of the Overlap-save method in order to illustrate the principle Consider a filter

which has a unit pulse response {.Ri")! of length /. points A 2/.-point frequenc) response is

first formed. bv padding l.e(n) lout \\ ith I. zeros

i-I

HC/(k) = L~(Il) W11""
r,=o

where W" = expj(2rr /21.)

(4 3 I)

Using the transform to convolw the expanded unit pulse sequence with a 21.-point signal

sequence, yields a sequence of2/. points Since the second half of the unit-pulse response is

forced 10 zero. the first/. points of the result suffers from circular overlap. while the second

set of I. points is a true aperiodic convolution of the first hal f of the input signal

Assuming that the signal to be filtered i a long or infinite sequence. then a procedure

outlined in Table 4.1 can be followed The procedure is graphically illustrated in figure

45.
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_________________________________Repeat:

Take a block of 2L points from the input signal, {x(n) I
Take a lL-Point OFf to fonn the spectrum XOl (k)

Multiply transform: V7L(k) = X7L(k). H]L(k)

Take the inverse transfonn of V]L(k) to form the ZL-point set {v(n) I

Save the second set ofL points from {v(n)} to fonn {y(n)}

y(n) = v(n +L) 0,; n ,; f, - I

Shift the origin of the input signal by L points, overlapping the original set by L points.

End

Table 4.) Overlap-save procedure

Input I xC,,) \
k

2L

~
3 5

Analysis I 2 4 11 6
windows

f7.1
\'In,l) I \'fn."n dn.5l

dn.2l dn.4l \'(11-'»)

Ouput y(n)

Figure 4.5 Overlap-save convolution

4.9 Conclusion

The filter operation can be done in the frequencv domain or the time domain In the time

domain the filtering is done by means of a FIR filter of which the coeflicients are

deTermined by the IFFT computation The FIR filter performs a simple convolution

operation in the time domain Altemati,·ely. the filtering can be done in the frequency

domain by means of the Overlap and sa,·e method These methods will be compared in

chapter 9. The OFT describe in This chapter take a long lime to perform its calculation. The

FasT Fourier transform (FFT) is much faster and is discussed in The next chapter

-1 13
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5. I Introduction

Computing the OFT described in the previous secrion is extremely rime consuming, wirh

rhe result thar it is not feasible to implement it directly on a practical computer based

system. This drawback necessitates the introduction of the Fast Fourier transform (FFT)

which is much faster. The advancement in speed of FFT's is due to the reduction in the

number of multiplications, due to the process of breaking up the sequence into smaller

sequences and recombining them to give the total transform On the history of FFT's

Higgins (1990: 122) states that "The HT algorithm was a rediscovery of an idea of Runge

(1903) and Oanielson and Lanczos (1942) ..... which was later popularized by Cooley and

Tukey (Ludeman, 1986:272). Breaking up the transforms is also called the decimation

process, of which there are rwo methods One is the Decimation in Time (OIT) FFT which

is discussed in most literature, and the second, the Decimarion in frequency (D/F) FFT

This section deals wirh DlT FFT and its speed-resolution tradeoffs in detail and gives an

overview ofrhe DIF FFT.

5.2 Decimation-in-Time FFT

The Decimation in time Fast Fourier transform breaks an \I-point transform into even and

odd sequences of length ':\/1 each. then breaks each '/2 tran forms into twO N/4 equences

The method requires rhar the number of points N be a power of rwo in order to allo\\

continued division by rwo This decimation proce s con!lnue until only two-point

transforms remain. For example. a sequence x(n) = x(0). x(1). x(2). . .. x{ -I) can be

broken up into an even-index sequence of x(O). x(2). xfN-2) and an odd-index sequence

of x(1). x(3) .. x. -1) to furm the first two "12 sequences These sequences could be

broken up fun her as illustrated by an ;.,; = equence in Figure 5 I

The analytical deri"ation of the Decimation in Time FFT is as follo'\'s Equation 4.24

which is the DFT of a N-point sequence x(n) can be split up into two pans. one for the e"en

and one for the odd-index values

\"-1

X(k) =YX(II) w.1.n. k = 0.1. ,.V-l- .

Y-2 \"-1

= L x(/I) W, I.n - Y 1'(11) 11, nA

~=o r.=1
11 "'\."', '" oJJ

5

(5 I)



where w~n = e-j2nknrV

Position 0
Sequence x(n) x(O)

/
N/2 Even index-sequence

/,/

I
x(1 )

2
x(2)

34567
x(3) x(4) x(5) x(6) x(7)

X
Odd index sequence

Position 0 I 2 3
Seqience x(n) x(O) x(2) x(4) x(6)

Position 0 I 2 3
Seqience x(n) x(l) x(3) x(5) x(7)

\
Pas. 0 I
SeQ. x(n) x(O) x(4)
'- /y
N/4 Even
index-sequence

Pas. 0 I
Seq. x(n) x(2) x(6)
\.,_~ _~J_ yu

N/4 Odd
index-sequence

Pas. 0 I
SeQ. x(n) x( I) x(5)
\.~-~~~/v
N/4 Even
index-sequence

Pas 0 I
Seq x(n) x(O) x(4)
\. /v

14 Odd
index-sequence

Figure 5.1 Continues splitting of even and odd sequence-.

Letting)} = 2r in the first term and /} = 2r + I in the second. equation 5 1 can be rewritten as

.\ 1-1 ': 2~J

X(k) '= Lr{2r)w;rk + LX(2r + 1)W;2r..l)l.-
r=O ,~o

\- 2-1 S 2-1

LX(2r)W,~r, ~ LX(2r+l)w;r,w~
r=O r=O

\' 2-1 ~: 2-1

'= L x(2r) wt' T W.' L x(2r+ I)W,2rk
r=O r=O

then the following (NI2)-poim transform is derived.

- 7) -

(5 2)

(5 3)
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!\- 2-1 .V 2-1

X(k) = L x(2r)W~"2+W~ LX(2r+l)W~\
r=O r=O

(5.5)

The two sums appear in the form ofN/2-point OFTs. To simplify the manipulations let E(k)

represent the DFT of the even-index sequence and O(k) represents the OFT of the odd

index sequence. Equation 5.5 can thus be rewrinen as

X(k) =E(k)+W~O(k)

= E(k - N 12)+ W~O(k- N 12)

for 0 S k s N /2-1

for NI2sks -I

(5.6)

(5.7)

Another convenient way to express Equation 5.7 is to replace k by k· N 2 in Equation 5.3

(5.9)

') (') r "J.-\'(k+~)='·~-;(2r)w: <+2 +W,"'2 '"f'X(2rTI)W:d+2 (5.8)

"{;(2r) W':'*W:{~)+ W~W[ ~}'{I x(2r + I) W~,*w~,[ ~)
r=O r=O

=

,. '-1 (Y)x 2-1

. ~ ( ) ,,2'" W"W 2 '" (2 I)W 1'"= /-x2r fr,,' + ,',. /-X r+ ,
r=O r:O

... W~' = I (5 10)

X 2-1 ." 2-1

= IX(2r)W,M -W~ IX(2r+I)W~'"
r=O r=O

W<'-' 21 = _I." , (- I I)

Following the same steps finally gives

X(k-NI2)= E(k)-W~()(k) for Osks N/2-1 (5 12)

From equation 4 4 the OFT calculation require number of summation for 1'\ frequency

points which means that N2 multiplication are required to perform the OFT computation

The decimation of the first stage "ill result in (1\:/2)2 multiplications for each of the twO N/2

OFTs plus NI2 number of multiplications for combining E(k) and O(k) to form X(k) for

Os k s N -I, Because E(k) and O(k) are periodic in k with period ';\./2, no additional

multiplications are required to calculate X(k) for N2 S k s N - 1. onl\' a change in signs as

illustrated in equation 5,12. The total number of multiplications will thus' be 2· (N/2)1 -"/2

which is almost half of ';\.1 Equation 5,6 and 5 12 can be represented in a standard flow

graph notation as illustrated in Figure 5 'la This single stage is commonly kno'\-n as a

bunerfly. The output of the nodes is equal to the sum of the weighted inputs The block

arrows W," and - W: which are the weights are constant multipliers and are kno" n as the

'twiddle' factor
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The 'twiddle' factor rotates O(k) through an angle of -2rrk/N radians without affecting its

magnitude. A further reduction can be accomplished if the scale factors in Figure 5.2a are

removed and placed at the front end of the bonom leg, as shown in Figure 5.2b.

E(k) ..--.~---~++-__ X(k) E(k) .._-----,,-----.g+--__ X(k)

O(k) _-L..----f>.---i:R-t-__ X(k- N 2)

Wk- .\"

(a)

Figure 5.2 The Bunerfly patterns

O(k)

Wk,.
(b)

-I

The signs need to be kept m position. This effectively reduces the number of complex

multiplications by half The combination of the two N/2-point OFTs and the derivation of

the DFT of the original sequence X(II) is illustrated in Figure 5 3 where '=8

lo(0) X(O)

E(f) X( I)

1-."(2) X(7)

FIN 7-1) X(N 7-1)

0(0) .\"(.N 7)
H~I

X(5)0(1)
u~ X(6)0(7)

O(N 2-1) X(N-I)

W,- -I

Figure 53 First stage of the decomposition of the OIT FFT

It is obvious that if the decimation reduces the sequence, funher decimation will reduce it

even more Each of the [WO 'l2-point OFTs can now be seen as new original sequences

which can be split funher into odd and e\'en sequences to give two N/4-point DFTs on each

t\/2-point OFT The OFT of the new even-index sequence can be wrinen as

5-1



E(k) =EE(k) +W~ ,OE(k)

= EE(k) + W~kOE(k)

E(k + N 14) =EECk)-W,2kOE(k)

for a 5, k 5, N 14 - I

for asks NI4-J

(5.13)

(514)

and the DfT of the new odd-index sequence can be wrinen as:

O(k) =Eo(k) + W~kOo(k)

O(k + N 14) = Eo(k)-W0kOo(k)

for a5,k 5, N14-1

for a 5, k 5, N 14 - I

(5.15)

(516)

Figure 5.4 shows the combination of the first and second stage of the decomposition of the

OTT FFT. In this diagram the weight of the block arrows in the upwards diagonal legs is

one and the block arrows in bonom horizontal leg nearest to the nodes is minus one.

X(O)

.:((1)

X(2)

X(N 2-/)

yeN 2)

Y(5)

.r(6)

.\"(,V-/)

-I

w'•

E,,/I)

OtfJJ)

Ez(S '-I)

F j\' .1./)

Figure 5.4 Two stages in the decompositioning of the OIT FFT

After the second decimation the number of complex multiplications will be 4 ,(N/4)' 

1 < 14 - "'/2 = ""14 ~N. The first term on the left-hand side i used to calculate the four

"'/4-point OFTs. The second term is the number of multiplications needed for the two N/l

point combining algebra in the second stage. "hile the last term is the number of

multiplications needed for the combining algebra of the first stage. If fimher decimation is

performed in this example. only single point OFTs remain. a shown in figure 5 5

From [he above it can be een that the number of samples (:\). equals :-J = ~m, \\here m is

[he number of stages The number of stages required for the entire FFT calculation could

5 :'



thus be calculated as m = log2N. [n Figure 5.5 the stages are numbered from left to right, as

a computer program performed the calculation. In the first stage, the first even-index 2

point OFTs are given by

E£(k)=X(O)+{:)W:" =x(O)+{:)~,"k for k =0,1 (5.17)

EE(O)=x(O)+{:) for W,4.o=1 (5.18)

and E£(I)=X(O)-{:) for W,<"=-I (5.19)

X(O)

X(I)

XC])

X(3)

X( .J)

X(5)

X(t'i)
•

X(-)

Stage log:

Figure 5.5 Flow graph for an eight point OIT FfT

Equation 5.18 and 5.19 shows thar in the firsl stage only addilion and subiraction operations

are performed. It has been a convention. though. to count these addition and subtraction

operaIions as a complex multiplication The 100al number of complex multiplications (Tom)

is then equal to .~ log, N . since the combining algebra at each srage takes N/2 complex

multiplications and there are log,1\' stages. If a suitable number of points for Ihis project is

choosen 10 be 256. the number of multiplications would be Tnm = (256/2)log, 256 = 1024
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For the direct calculation of the DFT, the number of multiplications would be NZ = (256)z =

65536.

N
It could be concluded that the OIT FFT would be (N2

)/ (-logz N) = 65536/1 024 = 64
2

times faster than direct evaluation of the DFT. Clearly, the higher the number of samples,

the higher the reduction in multiplications and consequently the greater saving in speed.

5.3 Bit reversal

The shuffling of the input sequence is illustrated in Table 5. J. By expressing the original

sequence as a binary number and then reversing the bits, the pattern in which the input

sequence is reordered can be seen. Table 5.1 below reveals this phenomena

Position Binary Bit reversal Shuffled sequence

0 000 000 0
I 001 100 4
2 010 010 2
3 011 110 6
4 100 001 I
5 101 101 5
6 110 011 3
7 I11 III 7

Table 5.1 Shuffling by bit reversal

5.4 Memory requirements

The calculation of the DIT FFT is done from left to right. After the output of the first stage

is determined, it is used as new input 10 the next stage. Input data sequences which are no

longer needed shift out of memory, while the new calculated output sequence takes the

place of the input sequence. This form of computation is called 'In place' calculation and is

the reason why the DIT FFT algorithm is more memory-efficient then the direct DFT

computalIon
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S.S Coefficient values

The value of the twiddle factor will depend on the position of the butterfly in the structure.

It could be calculated in two ways. One way is to calculate the values as the program runs.

The other way is to calculate a table of values beforehand, store it in memory and retrieve

the correct values from the lookup table at run time. The trade-off between the two methods

is that the first method will reduce the overall speed of the computation, as it still needs to

calculate the values of the twiddle factor as the program runs. On the other hand. the second

method might be faster but will bring about an increase in the complexity of the subroutines

since to retrieve the correct value, account should be taken of the fact that the input

sequence values of each stage are in reverse-bit order. This will be discussed in further

detail in the chapter on implementation consideration.

5.6 Decimation in Frequency Fast Fourier Transform (DfF FFT)

Decimation in Frequency (DIF) is also based on the principle of Decimation as for rhe DIT

but the combining procedure is in the reverse direction. Multiplication of the twiddle factor

in the case of the DIF FFT is after the summation step As stated earlier, only a brief

overview of this approach will be given in this section but a complete mathematical

derivation can be found in Ludeman (1996'282/5) The following difference is clearly

noticeable: The input of the DfF FFT in comparison to the DIT FFT is in normal order

while the output is in reverse-bit order as shown in the flow diagram Figure 5 6

x(O) X(O)

x(l) X(/)
wll ·1 ff~,

X(l)x(l)

x(3 ) X(3)
H~: ., W'l

x(4) .\\-1),.
x(5) ~ X(5)., 11",
x(6) •• X(6)

H:~'

x(1) ~ .\'(7)
-I Jrl ., jJ ~: -, JI,,

Figure 56 Flow graph for an eight point DIF FFT.
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5.7 Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT)

10 the previous chapter the equations 4.24 and 4.27, which are the OFT and the fDFT. were

derived respectively. If the two are compared it can be seen that computation procedures

are the same, except that the twiddle factors are of opposite powers and that the 10FT is

scaled by I T as shown below.

X-I

X(k) = I>{/I)v.tn
• k =O.I, ....N-I

n""Q

The FFT is a way of carrying out the OFT and is inheremly the same, therefore the FFT

flow diagram can be used to do the IFFT. provided the following steps are taken

• The positions of X(n)'s and x(n)'s must be exchanged.

• The exponent of W" must be changed to negative

• The input data must be scaled by J If N is a power of two. then the input to each

stage can be multiplied by 'I: to get an overall cale factor of I i'

A wide range of programs for performing \'ariou FFT algorithms is a\'ailable in a \'ariety

of high and low-level languages that can easily be obtained from sources like the internet

5.8 Conclusion

The direct calculation of the OFT is tOO slow for real-time digital Fourier transforms Oue

to the Cooley-Turkev FFT the serious time limitation. \\ hich make DFT unrealistic to

implemem in a project of this nature. can be o\'ercome

The similarities between the DfT FFT and the DlF FFT in terms of speed, memory and

complexity has made them both equally suitable for the implementation as a faster method

of computing than the direct OFT In man\' cases the de\'eloper implements the FFT

method as a black box. as there are many existing ready to use program in differem

languages The fact that most of this work is done on the DIT FFT makes this algorithm a

natural choice
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CHAPTER 6

WAVELETS



6.1 IntroductiDn

Making use Df wavelets is a new and promising tDDI and technique fDr realising Hearing

Loss simulation. This chapter on wavelets will be structured as follows:

• HistDry of Wavelets

• TheDry on the wavelets related to this project

• Implementation

• Conclusion

6.2 A brief history of wavelets

ThDugh its mathematical underpinnings date back to the work Df JDseph FDurier in the

nineteenth century, wavelet analysis is a new methDd. Fourier laid the foundations with hi

theories of frequency analysis, which prDved to be enDrmously impDnant and influential.

The attention of researchers gradually turned from rrequency-based analysi !D scale-based

analysis when it staned to becDme clear that an approach measuring average fluctuations at

different scales might prDve less sensitive tD noise The first recorded mentiDn of the term

"wavelet" was in 1909, in a thesis by Alfred Haar.

The cDncept Df wavelets in its present theoretical form wa first prDpDsed bv Jean MDrlet

and the team at the Marseille Theoretical Physics Centre wDrking under Ale, Grossmann in

France. The methDd Df wavelet analysis has been developed mainly by Y \1eyer and his

colleagues, whD have ensured the dissemination of the methDd The main algDrithm dates

back to the wDrk of Stephane Mallat in 1988 Since then, research Dn wavelets has becDme

internatiDnal Such research is panicularly acti"e where it is spearheaded by the work Df

scientists such as Ingrid Daubechies, RDnald Coiman. and Wickerhauser

6.3 Theory on the wavelets related to this project

63.1 IntroductiDn

The study Df wavelets and hDw this relates to this project will be cDnducted bv means Df an

empirical investigatiDn Instead Df mining the mathematics that underpin the cDnstructiDn
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of wavelets, a practical approach will be taken by which experiments will determine which

existing wavelet best suits the application. This approach was decided on since the

mathematical depth involved in the theory of wavelets would fall outside the framework of

the research project. In this regard a software tool called' Matlab', with a built in toolbox

for wavelets, will be explored and used extensively. A Guide for the use of the Wavelet tool

in Matlab, written by Misiti, Oppenhein and Poggi (1996), presents the main ideas without

mathematical complexities. This study introduces the topic on Wavelets by surveying their

work.

Wavelet analysis can be done either in continUOUS time or discrete time. After an

introduction on continuous time methods, the discrete time methods will be focused on,

since all DSP based systems operate on discrete signals. Another distinction of the features

of wavelet analysis that needs to be stipulated is the one-dimensional data operation versus

two and higher dimensional data operation An audio signal, which is the centre of this

investigation, falls into the category of the one-dimensional. Wavelet analysi applied to

two-dimensional data (images) and higher-dimensional data falls outside the scope of this

research.

6.3.2 Fourier transforms versus wavelet transforms

[n the previous chapters Fourier transforms were discussed It would Ihus be natural 10

commence a study of wavelets by making use of Fourier transform as a reference

Misiti, et aI (1996) explains that a wavelet ('I-') could be describe as a waveform of

effectively limited duration. As such it ",ill start at t = 0 and end at t = N. Wavelets have an

average value of zero implying that Idlll/(l) = 0 Wavelets 'l/;k(l) as a basis function is a

set of linearly independent functions that can be used [Q produce all admissible functions

f(!}

j(1} = combination of basis functions = L b}kll/., (I) (6.1)
.'

In Equation 6 I, where) refers [Q the level of decomposition and k refers [Q the delav of the

wavelet. it will become apparent later in the discussion what the range of summation of)

and k are II could be seen that in Equation 6 I any signal could be e'\pressed as a

combination of wavelets multiplied bv coeftlcients h" called wavelet coefficients. The
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function I{/(t) is called the mother wavelet and 'i!Jk(t) is called wavelets. All wavelets can be

constructed from the mother wavelets.

When wavelets are compared with sine waves, which are the basis of Fourier analysis, it

can be seen that sinusoids do not have limited duration - they extend from minus to plus

infinity. Sinusoids are smooth and predictable, whereas wavelets, on the other hand. tend to

be irregular and asymmetric as Figure 6.1 illustrates.

Sinewave Wavelet

Figure 6. I Difference between a sinusoid and a wavelet

The similarity between Fourier analysis and wavelet analysis is that in both cases the signal

is broken up into different frequency components The Fourier analysis uses sine waves to

break the signal up into different frequencies. Wavelet analysis breaks the signal up into

shifted and time scaled \'ersions of the original (or mother) wa\'elet Different time scales

relate to different frequencies.

Ylisili. el al (1996 1-7) stales that .. \1athematically. the process of Fourier analysis i

represented by lhe standard Fourier transform

x

F(UJ) == f/(t)e-J"'Jt

which is the sum over all lime of lhe sif,'11al /(1) multiplied by a complex exponential The

results of the transform are the Fourier coefficients F(l:) which_ "hen multiplied by a

sinusoid of appropriate frequency w, yield the constituent sinusoidal component of the

original signal as illustrated in Figure 6 2 ..

imilarlo as Mi iti. et al «(1996 1-7) explain. the continuous wavelet transform «(WT) is

defined as the sum over all time of the ignal multiplied by a scaled. shifted version of the

wavelet function If!
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~

C(scale, posirion) = Jj(r)l/I(scale, pos;r;on)dr (62)

FOllr;er

•

Tramform

Figure 6.2 Fourier transform

The wavelet coefficients C are a function of scale and position

Multiplying each coefficient by the appropriate scale and shifted wavelet yields the

constituent wavelet of the original signal as hown in Figure 6 3

n
\

Wawler

Transform

+
+
+

+
-+-

Figure 6 3 Wavelet transform

The word scaling mentioned abo\'e means tretching (or compressing) The scaling factor

is often denoted by the leller a. Scaling wavelet are illustrated by the drawing in Figure

6.4. Just as scaling the sinusoid relates to the frequency. so does scaling in wavelet analysis

relate to frequency.

Shifting a wavelet means dela)~ng (or hastening) its onse! Figure 6 5 graphicallv sho,,'s

how delaying the wavelet actually shifts the wavelet on the time axis The wavelet is shifted

to position h. Mathematically, delaying a functionjrr) by k is represented by jfr - k)"
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Figure 6.4 Scaling of the wavelet

Wavelet function I{/ Shifted Wavelet function 'II(I-kj

Figure 6.5 Shifting the wavelet

6.3.3 Wavelet transform procedures

There are five easy steps to a continuous wavelet transform and [hey are done In [he

follo\\~ng order

I. A wavelet is chosen and compared to a section at the stan of the original signal

2. A number C is calculated that represents how closely the wavelet correlates with this

section of the signal The higher the C is, the greater the similarity. The results will

depend on the shape of the wav'e!el chosen

"ion~l

C = 0,0102
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3. The wavelet is shilled to the right or to position h and then steps I and 2 are repeated

until the whole signal has been covered.

Signal

Wavelet

4. Scale (stretch) the wavelet and repeat steps I through 3.

Signal

Wavelet C =0.2247

5. Steps I through 4 are repeated for all scales.

The above steps produce the coefficients at different scales by different sections of the

signal. The higher scales correspond to the most "stretched" wavelets Figure 6 6 shows

that the more the wavelet is stretched. the longer the portion of the signal with which it is

being compared, thus the coarser the signal feature being measured by the wavelet

coefficients.

+-

Si\!J1al

Wavelet

Figure 6.6 Streching the wavelet corresponds to coarser signal measurements

There is a correspondence between wa\"elet cales and frequency as revealed by wa\"elet

analysis.

• Low scale a =Compressed wavelet =Rapidly changing details =High frequency Cl
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• High scale a => Stretched wavelet => Slowly changing, coarse features ::::> Low

frequency Cl

Changing wavelet scale is mathematically represented as ~ 11'(;) and shifting or

translating as ip(x - b). The combination is then represented as j; IJI( x: b) .

6.3.4 Continuous wavelet transforms (CWT) and Discrete wavelet transforms (DWT).

There are two types of wavelet transforms, namely continuous and discrete.

Both actually operate in discrete time, because any signal processing performed on a

computer using real-world data must be performed on a discrete signal which is measured

at discrete time intervals. The difference is that continuous wavelet transforms (CWT) can

operate at every scale, ITom that of the original signal up to some maximum scale, whereas

the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) uses only a subset of scales and positions at which to

make the calculations. Calculating wavelet coefficients at every possible scale. as for the

CWT, is a fair amount of work and it generates a lot of data. For the DWl. scales and

positions based on powers of two are chosen The analysis will then be much more efficient

and just as accurate. Scales and positions based on powers of two are called the dyadic

scales and positions

Table 6.1 shows the relation between the various analyse summarised by I\lisiti, et aJ

(1996: 6- 13).

Continuous time Continuous time Discrete time (~~ I)
"Continuous

..
" anah'sis ""Discrcte "Dlscrcte analvsis

• I ~r-b) . I ~X-b) e(o.h) ~ C{j.k) ~ Ls(n)x" (n)C(a.b) ~ J-(1)7::' -'- C(a.b) ~!,.(1)-;; --;;-
R 'J a a " l

DE R -{O}.b E R a ~ /12' .b = i'J:2 ' . (j. k) E Z a=2'.h=k2'.jE,V.kE Z

Table 6. J Three different analyses

In table 6. I ~ is the sampling period In discrete v.avelet rransforms g is the wavelet filter

and plays the role of IJI The scaling filter is represented by h in DWT and plays the role of
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rP. For j EN, kEN, n E Z and a scale equal to 'Y the function g is defined as:

g).k(n) = T}'2 geT} n -k).

6.3.5 Wavelets and Hearing loss simulation

Wavelets can be employed in this application as follows. An audio signal is broken up into

different frequency bands. After the frequencies are separated, the signal is attenuated

according to the audiogram information. A process called decompositioning is responsible

for breaking up the signal into different frequencies. The required attenuation can be

accomplished in two ways. [n the first, corresponding points on the audiogram are

multiplied with the new derived coefficients after decompositioning. These attenuated

coefficients are then reconstructed. Another way is to do a complete frequency separation

and then multiply the separate discrete signal values with the corresponding audiogram

values. These attenuated signals at different frequencies are then combined to form the

composite signal.

The algorithm investigated for the implementation of a hearing loss simulator is the Mallat

algorithm. This scheme is known as a Iwo-channel slIhhalltJ coder The basic Iwo-channel

~1lhhand coder can be iterated to achieve the required frequency resolution The

decomposition and reconstruction will be discussed first, followed by the implementation

6.3.6 Decomposition

The above-mentioned filtering algorithm yields a forI H'al'elel lrall.iform. Signals come into

the coder, w.hich output wavelet coefficients The basic /Wo-chan/lel.\1/hbaJllI coder shown

in figure 6.7 is a one stage filter which breaks the signal up into approximations (A) and

detail (D). The approximations are the low-frequency components of the signal and come

from the low pass filter (lpf). The details are the low-scale. high-frequenc. components and

come from the high pass filter (hpf) When a digital signal is filtered. each filter will contain

the same number of samples as the original digitised signal This will double the amount of

data, If each filter takes e\'ery second data point. then the total number of data points will

be the same as in the original signal Taking e\'ery second data point is called down
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sampling. Down sampling introduces aliasing because of the fact that frequency has now

effectively doubled. The cancellation of the aliasing will be dealt with later in the

document.

To realise hearing loss simulation, the minimum requirement would be to have filter banks

relative to the discrete frequency points on the audiogram. To decompose the signal into

the relative frequency bands, the basic fWo·-channel suhhand coder can be iterated

accordingly. This process is called muJtilevel Decompositioning or multilevel analysis. The

decomposition process is iterated, with successive approximations being decomposed In

turn, so that one signal is broken down into many lower-resolution components

Highpass filter

Signal

I ~ Approximation

Lowpass filter

Figure 6.7 Two channel subband coder

Wavelet decomposition produces a family of hierarchically organised decomposition The

selection of a suitable level for the hierarchy will depend on the trade-off between the

frequency resolution needed to mimic hearing loss simulation and the lowest resolution that

is practically implementable considering the hardware specification . for real time

operauons.

Figure 6.8 shows the hierarchical decomposition The symbol -l. with a circle around it

represents down sampling At each le,·el j. the j-Ievel approximation_ A, is built. or

approximation at j and a deviation signal called the j-Ievel detail. D. or detail at level 1

The original signal is the approximation at O. denoted by .A" The word "Approximation" is
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justified by the fact that Al is an approximation of Aa taking into account the "Iow

frequencies" of .Aa. whereas the detail D I correspond to the "high frequency" correction.

The organising parameter. the scale G. is related to level j. by a = LI . The resolution is

related to the scale. The resolution therefore decreases as the scale decreases. The lower

the resolution, the smalJer and finer are the details that can be accessed.

Looking at Figure 6.8 it can be seen that there are several ways to decompose the signal

for example:

S=A I +D I

= A, + D, + DI

= A, + DJ + D, D I

In practice this decomposition process can be iterated infinitely. Apan from limits imposed

by the hardware, it would not make sense to decompose the signal into finer resolutions

than those the ear can detect. In this case the characteristics of the ear will detennine in

which way and to what level the signal needs to be decomposed

s

Figure 6.8 MuJtilevel decomposition

6.3.7 Reconstruction

Reconstruction (also called synthesis) is the process b, which the decomposed components

are assembled back into the original signal with no loss of infonnation Figure 69
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graphically shows the reconstruction process. The symbol i with the circle around it

represents upsampling. It can be seen that where analysis involves filtering and down

sampling, the wavelet reconstruction involves upsarnpling and filtering. The wavelet

coefficients are used to synthesise a signal. Referring to Equation 6.1 the wavelet

coefficients hi' are convoluted with the wavelet to reconstruct the original signal:

f(t) = L: bJklflJk (I) .
J.k

Where !f1k(t) = tp{'JI/ - k)

This is called the inverse transform.

Without the attenuation, an important requirement for the reconstruction filter is that

perfect reconstruction (PR) must be achieved. Aliasing can be cancelled when conditions

of perfect reconstruction are met. Oaubechies( 1992) has shown that with the right choice

of reconstruction and decompositioning filters perfect reconstruction can be achieved.

Filters in a synthesis bank must be specially adapted to cancel errors generated in the

analysis filter bank. '.'.'ben orthogonal basis is used the analysi and synthesis filters will

have symmetry. This is one of the essential conditions for PR

s
1

02 ~LLb

---..ID,t01LLh~l'

Figure 6.9 Reconstruction filter

A two-channel strucrure is used to explain how these filters relate The various filters are

derived from a filter arrangement which is called quadrature mirror lilters (qmf) The low

pass reconstruction filter (Lprf) will be the quadrature mirror of the Hprf It mean that the
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coefficient sequence of Lprf will be reversed and every alternative value will be inverted.

For example if Lprf has a coefficient sequence of (d, c, b, a), then the Hprf will have a

sequence of (-a, b, -c, d) as illustrated in Figure 6. 10. The filters in the analysis bank will be

the inverse of their synthesis counterpart. This means that the Hprfwill be the inverse of the

high pass decomposition filter (Hpdf) and Lprf will be the inverse of the low pass

decomposition filter (Lpdf).

Lpdf

Hpdf

L-a,_b_,C_,_d_--,' X lL-d_,_C'_b_'a__1 Lprf

L-d,_-_c,_b_._-a_1 I -a. b. -c, d I Hprf

Figure 6.10 Orthogonal filter bank ,,~th four coefficients

Perfect reconstruction can also be accomplished if the filterbank is bionhogonal as shown

in figure 6.1 I where the synthesis bank inverts the analysis bank and the banks are not

necessarily the same length

Lpdf a. b, c, d. e

>d
k. -I, m I Lprf

Hpdf Ik. I. m I -a. b. -c. d. -e I Hurf

Figure 6 )) Bionhogonal filter bank show in\'enability but not symmetry

63.8 Details and approximation

It has been said that for DWT the analysis begins \\~th the signal .< and results in the

coefficients rU.k). whereas the synthesis stans \\;lh coefficients CI.}.k) and results in the

signal s. Equation 6.1 could be virinen as s(l} = L L C(J.k)1p .< (I)
~l .;.el

If} is fixed and the summation is done on k. then the Details at a specific level are defined

as.
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Dj = LC(j,k)'IIj.k(t)
keZ

(6.3)

Performing the summation now on j. shows that the signal is the sum ofall the Details:

(6.4)

If the signal is said to consist only of details, then some of the details must be classified as

finer detail and some as coarser details. A reference level J can be taken to make this

distinction. Those details for which j <;; .J can be defined as the finer details or just the

details. In other word those details at scales a = ']J <;; ?! . Those details for which j > .J can

be defined as the coarser details or the approximations and can be written as.

The signal s can now be written as ~ = A. I

(6.5)

(66)

Equation 6.6 means that the signal s is the sum of its approximation Aj and its fine details.

It is obvious that the approximations are related to one another by

(6 7)

6.3.9 Wavelets. scaling functions and Filters

The construction of a wavelet normally stam with the construction of the appropriate filter

bank. ormally [he low pass filter is designed first The high pass filter is derived fTom the

low pass filter. Wavelets come trom the iteration of filters In the case of qmf, the high pass

reconstruction filter ,,~II determine the shape of the wavelet and also produce the

coefficients of the wavelet decomposition The low pass reconstruction filter produces the

scaling function ,p. The scaling function comes from iterating the lowpass filter and ~th

rescaling at each iteration (Strang & Nguyen.1996·3)

If the low pass filter coefficients are h and the high pass filter is g. Vetterli and Kovacevic

(1995:238) prove that

,p(t)=2' 2h 1il [/I]
11 11-1
-$1<--
2" 2 i

/I /I-I
-s I <--
:2 2
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The scale and position of the scale function r/J and wavelet IIf are a function ofj and k and

the normalised functions can be defined as:

( 'k) Z' T)' (2-) k') A.),k=?_-J2A.(?_-)x_k)J, E - : 1If),k = - -1If x - , 'I' 'I'

A fundamental relationship between two successive scales is commonly known as the twin

scale relation, Misiti, et aI (1996:6-28) define the twin-scale relation for r/J and IIf as follows

For r/J the twin-scale relation is ~,o = Ihkr/Jo,k and r/J)+1.0 = Ihkr/J)J< '
kel kel

For IIfthe twin-scale relation is 1If1.0 = Igkr/JO,k and 1If)_1.0 = Igkr/J)J< '
h:L keL

6.3, 10 Wavelet families

The construction of wavelets is a specialised study The aim of the research is to find the

best way for implementing HLS. It will be shown in the section on the implementation that

using wavelets is a less favourable method for realising hearing loss simulation, Thus

documenting the underlining mathematics and theory would fall outside the fTamework of

this research, A summary of existing wavelet families and their associated propenies is

given in appendix D, The wavelet families included are, Morlet, Mexican Hat (mexh),

Meyer, Haar, Daubechies (dbN), Symlets (symN), (oiflets (coi!), plines bionhogonal

(BiorNLNd) wavelets where the capital N at the end of the abbreviation is the order Very

few wavelets have an explicit analytical expression Exceptions are the Morlet, the Mexican

Hat and wavelets that are piecewise polynomials such as the HaaL Wavelets such as the

Daubechies are defined by their functional equations An in depth study on wavelet theory

can be found in Tell Lec/llres 011 Wm-elels by Ingrid Daubechies (J 992) The different

wavelets can be generated and plotted with the Matlab Wavelet toolbox, A funher

discussion and an excellent supplementarv tex"! ",ith the use of Matlab's wavelet 100lbox is

the book, Wavelets and Filter Banks by Gilbert Strang and Truong Nguyen,

6.4 Implementation

As previously stated a practical approach will be taken As such, the effect of different

wavelets was tested on a given signal, making use of \1atlab The space would not allow

the documentation of all simulations, but elected examples "ill be included for the
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purposes of demonstration. The first step in the decompositioning is to break the signal into

high and low frequencies. Matlab has built-in functions such as DWT to do the discrete

wavelet transform. In figures 6. 12 and 6.13 wavelets db3 and db8 were used to decompose

a signal x(n} = sin(2*pi*250*nIFs} + sin(2*pi*6000*nIFs}. The program to generate these

plots can be founded in Appendix E. In the program a sampling rate of 16 kHz is used. The

instruction dwt in the program decompose the signal into Approximations which wiU have a

range of 0 - 4 kHz and Details with a range of 4 -8 kHz where the 'yquist frequency is 8

kHz. To test the principle of this method, the coefficients of the Detail are multiplied by

zero. tn other words an anempt i made to eliminate the high frequency component at

6000Hz by multiplying the Detail by zero. The HL will have to operate at this stage,

between the decompositioning and reconstruction. In other words, the information from the

audiogram will be taken and multiplied with coefficients after decompositioning To

continue with the above test the coefficients had to be constructed, this time with Detail

equal to zero and Approximations unattenuated. The idwl in truction in the program is

used to reconstruct the signal. The result can be viewed in figures 6.12 and 6 13 which

shows that the 6 kHz part of the signal is removed which proves that the method of

subband decoding will work in principle for this application It can also be seen that the db8

results in a smoother response. In this project it would be standard practice to test different

wavelets for the best result beforehand

Figure 612 Wavelet: db8
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Figure 6. 13 Wavelet db3

For HLS an audio spectrum of 16000 Hz will be split into frequencies above and below

8000 Hz which are the details and approximations respectively in the first tage or level

The second stage of decomposition will plit the lower 8000 Hz at 4000 Hz The third

stage will be split at 2000 Hz This proces needs to be continued until the same frequency

bands as recorded in the audiogram are achieved. as Illustrated in chapter 3 figure 3 2 It

should be noticed that by the nature of the multi resolution decomposirioning using \\avelet

in the subband decoding process. the signal can be split intO octaves. \\ hlch resembles the

characteristics of the ear Decomposition according to figure 3 2 .... ill go to the sixth level

a illustrated in figure 6 1-1

c";'6

s

I

* ~
I.,

+ .,
cDl

I I cO2., .,
i I cD3.,

I + cD-Iy
I., cOS

cD6

Figure 6 1-1 \lultiresolution decompo Ilioning [0 le\elj 6
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A program was written in Matlab to demonstrate multi resolution decompositioning to level

j = 6 and this can be found in appendix E. In this program a signal consisting of six

sinusoids (located in the centre of each band) was constructed. All have the same amplitude

of one and frequencies at 125, 375, 750, \500, 3000 and 6000 Hz respectively The aim

was to find a wavelet that produced the clearest spectral response when the signal wa

attenuated according to the audiogram. Fif,'llre 6.15 shows the original signal and the

attenuated signal using the wavelet db2. The dra\\~ngs on the left show the time domain

representation of the original and the attenuated signal. Those on the right show the

frequency response generated by Matlab·s built in Fast Fourier transfoml function From all

the wavelets tested in Ma[lab·s toolbox. wavelet db2 has produced the best resulrs A few

comparisons are given in Figure 6 16 In figure 6 16 the first drawing (a) shows the

spectrum when db2 is used (b) shows unwanted frequency components when using db3

and (c) shows that the Haar wavelet produces more distonion The actual wavelet db2 is

shown in (d) with a refinement of 10 iterations The coefticients of each filter is IOred in

Matlab and figure 6.16(e) shows the plot of the coefficients of the reconstruction low-pass

tilter of db2. (t) shows the plot of the coeflicients of the reconstruction high-pass filter of

db2. As stated earlier. the decomposition high and low-pass filters can be deduced from lhe

quadralUre mirror arrangement. which was explained earlier

It can be een that this method would re uh in [he same step re ponse as explained in

chapter 3 [n other words. by applying muhile\·e1-decompositioning ;n [he \\'a\ elel melhod.

the signal can be broken up into differem frequenc\· components by a bank of filrers in a

way similar to that of the Filterbank method discu ed in chapter 3 It thu ha the same

drawbacks as di cussed in section 3 6. except that perfect reconstruction "ill imprm·e on

the problem encoumered "ith the m·erlap of adjacem filrer bank Looking back at figure

3 10. an improvement can be made if the frequency bands. which are the "idth of each

step. are split up into funher details and approximations This process of subcoding a ignal

into arbitrary shape decompositioning structures i called wavelet packeting (For funher

reading on wavelet packeting refer to lrang and '.;guven (199672»

Concentrating on a cenain frequency area is called ··Zooming·· ontO that area This is an

excellent feature when only speech needs to be processed and the frequency band :i00 Hz 

2000 Hz. where most of the speech trequcncie are concentraled. can be zoomed into
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Figure 6.15 Attenuation with signal using wavelet Daubechies :db2

It should be clear that to achieve the same smooth response as for the IFFT a tremendous

number of subbands would be required. As said earlier, the IFFT is evaluated at equally

spaced points on the frequency <Lxis. The processing of information at fTequency ranges

which are undetectable to the ear is, in fact, unnecessary. A fair number of subbands can

thus be eliminated when the wavelet method i considered Even ifhalfofthe subbands are

removed when compared with 256 IFFT. a decompositioning of up to level j = 128 v,ould

be required. which is still a hea\y computational burden The number of multiplication

between each samples will be equal to the . xj. "here:" is the length of the filter andj the

level of decompositioning. There will be an equal number of summations during each

sample period. The number of computation will now add up to 2 x N x j per filter There is

as previously explained a 4 filter arrangement in each stage (level) When the wavelet db2

is used, which has a filter lenglh of4. the toral number of computations is 4(2 x.J x 128) =

4096 between samples (or berween each sample and the nex'). The proposed hardware uses

a DSP processor (ADSP2181) that runs at 33mips and a programmable CODEC

configured for a sampling rare of32 kHz This means that between samples (33 x 10")/( 31

x 103
) = 1031 instructions can be processed Clearly it can be seen that it would be

impossible to decompose up to this level with the proposed hardwa,re The highest le\'el to

which could be decomposed using the db1 wavelet would be j = 31 If any other wavelet

"ith a higher filter order is used. the level ofdecomposirioning would be less
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Figure 6.16 (a) Spectrum ofdb2 (b) unwanted frequency components when using db3. (c) Haar
wavelet has more distOrtion. (d) Refinement ofdb2 after 10 iterations. (e) Reconstruction low
pass filter of db2 (f) Reconsrruction high-pass ft/rer of db2.
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6.5 Conclusion

It can be concluded that it would be rather difficult to achieve the same frequency

resolution for the DWT as for the IFFT, considering the computational load imposed by the

DWT method. The advantage of the IFFT method in an application of this nature is that the

inverse transforms do not have to be done in real time. The IFFT computation can be done

beforehand on a PC and the derived impulse response can then be used directly in the

convolution operation on the DSP side. With the proposed hardware the IFFT method will

offer a smaller frequency resolution than the DWT method, which will make the IFFT

method preferable for implementation.

To eliminate the unnecessary calculations in the IFFT at points that are undetectabJe by the

ear, a method called the inverse chirp Z transforms can be used. which leads to the next

chapter.
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CHAPTER 7

CHIRP-Z TRANSFORMS



7. I Introduction

In chapter 4 the OFT was introduced, followed by the FFT algorithm in chapter 5. The

relation between the transforms and their inverse transforms were pointed our. In this

chapter the aim is to reveal a method that parallels the DFT but which might have similar

characteristics to the human ear. The resemblance between the chirp-z transform (CZT)

and the frequency response of the ear necessitates a study of the method. It was shown by

Fourier transforms that just changing two variables could derive the inverse transforms.

The assumption is that the same transformation can be done upon the chirp-z transforms.

The approach would thus be to show the derivation of the chirp-z transform of a finite

duration signal and then apply the transformation maneuver to convert to its inverse chirp-z

transform (fCZT). The inverse chirp-z transform is important, since [his will produce the

impulse response necessary for the convolution in the filtering procedure. Although Matlab

simulations will demonstrate the basic principles of chirp z-transforms, this chapter

assumes a basic knowledge ofz-transforms.

7.2 The chirp-z transfoml (CZT) algorithm

The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of an N-point data sequence X(II) is equal 10 the z

transform of x(n) evaluated at N equally spaced points on the unit circle It could also been

viewed as N equally spaced samples of the Fourier transform of the data sequence. The

CZT, on [he other hand, evaluates the z-transform of finite duration signal along certain

general contours in the z plane. With the eZT the z transform of a signal may be evaluated

at points not necessarily equally spaced on the unit circle in the z plane. A similar

formalization to the general description given above is given by Krauss, Shure and Little

(1994: 1.56) in the User" s Guide of Matlab' s Signal Processing Toolbox as

., The chirp z-rransform, or elT. computes the z transform along spiral contours in the

z-plane for an inpur signal. Unlike the DFT. the CZT is nor constrained to operate along

the unit circle. bur evaluates the z-transform along contours described by

(7 I)

Where A is the complex starting point. W is a complex scalar describing the complex

ratio between points on the contour. and .~ I is the length of the transfoml ..
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Equation 7.1 can further be expanded mathematically by defining

A =rOe2d
! (7.2)

(7.3)

with ro and Ro being positive real numbers and tP and B arbitrary real numbers

The z-transform of a sequence X(II) = O. I, ... .N - I can be computed at a set of points z{ as:

.\'-1

X(.:{) = L x(n)z,"
11=0

1= 0, I.....M -I (74)

where: 1= 0, J. ...M - I (7.5)

IfRo > I, the contour spirals outward as 11 increases. lf Ro < I. the contour spiral toward the

origin as 11 increases. If Ro = I. the contour is a circular arc with ro. The constants ro and ~

determine the radius and angle of the starting poin!. With Ro = I and ro = I, the contour is a

circular arc of the unit circle and would allow the frequency content of a sequence at a

dense set of frequencies to be computed. The values of M. ifio and~ will determine the

range that will be covered by the arc. Obviously, if a dense set of frequencies is

concentrated on, the whole DFT need not be computed. in which case the DFT of the

sequence x(n) is padded with zeros. It could be seen that when Rn = I, ro = I. 6\) = 0, ifio =

2rrJN and M= N the (ZT reduces to the DFT and the contour is the entire unit circle

7.3 Demonstrating the evaluation of the CZT in the z-plane

The above is demonstrated graphically in figure 7 I by a imple program" rinen in Matlab

The program is listed in program list 7 I and the variables Ro. ro, ifio, ~ and /If is changed

for each plO! The first plot figure 7. J(a) shows that the DFT is just a special case of the

eZT. (b) shows the contour of a concentric circle inside the unit circle (c) and (d)

illustrate that the contour spirals either in or ou!. depending on the "alue of Ro

% Program in Mat lab to demonstrate CZT in the z-plane

close all
Ro= I:
ro = I,
1'.1=10:
I =O.M-I:
A =ro*exp(j*piJ6):
\V = Ro*exp( -j*1*pilM):
z =A*(\V.'(-I»:

00 Ro determines the movement of the arc
~o Radius of starting point

00 lumber of frequency points



subplot(2,2, 1);zplane([],z. ') % Plot points in z-plane

.,

.)< - ~ ~ ..:.

,0( x~. ,. .

r
~ 05

Program list 1: Program to plot CZT in z-plane

[ 05
C . ,
~ 0 _.~._----~------~--

'0. ~ : .;.

~-05 '" ><
" y

., L-_---"cc·"'''':':~__---'
o

Real part

(a) Ro = I, To = ]

tb=O, ~=2rr.!N

I----~---~-

- ~ - ~ -

., L-__'''''C-_'__~

., 0
Redl pan

(c) Ro> I,ro< I
tb> 0, ~tb = 2rr.1N

-1 - _ ..J. - -

., 0
f1eal pan

(b) Ro = l,ro < I
tb = 0, ~ = 2rr.!N

. .
>- .... •
~ 0 __ ~ __ ll._._, -~----:

:-05 .. "0,,1,/

·1 L-__CC'~"c.:..__--,
., 0

He'll p,Ht

(d) /?n<I,ro<1

~ > o. ~tb = 2rr.!N

0,

Figure 7.1 Examples of contours. which may evaluate the z-transform

7.4 The Chirp-z transform evaluation

In the prevIous secllons the contours are defined and described. The objective of this

section is to derive a formula to evaluate the CZT efficiently along these contours. The

most important feature behind the chirp-z transform is the ability to represent a frequency

of an exponential signal which increases linearly with time This feature is known as a chirp

in radar systems and that is where its name is derived from. The goal would thus be ro

prove this characteristic

7.3



Equation 7.5 can be substituted into 7.4 to give:

N-I

X(ZI) = LX(II)zi
n

n=O

X-l

= Lx(n)[nw-nl

n=O

,v-I
" ()( J2r.fJO)-nW- nl

= L.X 11 roe
»=0

/ =0, 1, ...M-]

(76)

(7.7)

Equations 7.6 and 7.7 can be manipulated in such a way so as to reduce the number of

complex multiplications. These equations can be written in a form of convolution by

substituting

2 . /2 (/ )211/ = 11 T - - 11

2
(7.8)

"_\ n+ [1 (/_n)J

inEquation7.7,togive X(ZI)=Lx(II)(roeJ2m90)-nW-2W-2W 2 (7.9)
~o

(7. 10)

let

n

g(lI) =X(II)(roe /1,"'1, r n W 2 (7 11)

and substitute g(n) into Equation 7.10. to give

/" ,'_I (I-IT):

X(=/) = IV -2 I X(II) W I

-.=0

n

(7 12)

if

then

hen) =w 2

I J-n J'

h(l-Il)=1V 2

(713)

(7.14)

substituting Equation 7.14 in Equation 7 12 gives

_I: \'-1

X(=I) = W 2 I X(Il)h(l- n)
-.=0

for / = 0. I .. .M- I (7. 15)

The summation in Equation 7.15 can be interpreted as the convolution of the sequence f!(n)

with the impulse response h(n) of a filter Equation 7.15 is the formula to evaluate the CZT

thar was the objective to be derived

Anorherwayofwriting(715)is .\'(=1)=1+" 'y(/) for/=O, I.. AI-I (716)
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.\'-1

where y(1)= L g(1I)h(l -11) (7.17)
11==0

or X(z ) = y(1) for 1= 0, I. ..M-I (718)
, h(/)

"
_11
- I

where h(/) =W ' and W' =-- (7.19)
h(1)

The special characteristic of the CZT, to increase linearly in frequency with time, can be

explained as follows.

(1;m9l n

Substituting W = J?"e"T; in Equation 7.13 gives h(lI) = J?"e ' (720)

If Ro = 1 in the sequence h(II), then it will be noticed that this sequence has the form of a

complex exponential with argument (fJ1I = (itnQ»II, which is a linear increasing frequency.

This concludes the proof of the special characteristic of the CZT to increase linearly in

frequency with time.

7.5 Detail of the CZT operation

The FFT algorithm can be employed to do the linear con olution in Equation 7 15

As such, the convolution summation in Equation 7 15 can be evaluated as a circular

convolution of the two sequences g(n) and hen) through the FFT Ludeman (1986267),

gives a good reference to circular convolution in F/IIuJamelllals of fJlf[l1a1 Sigllal

Processing. The convolution summation can be performed as follows

g(n) ®" hen) = IOFT,liDFT\/ [gin)] x DFTdh(n)]) (7.21)

where IQ, is the symbol for circular convolution and M the modulus
\<!)I'I

The chirp-z transform can then be performed by

"
X(z/)=W ',IDF7;/(DFT\/[g(II)]/DFT\/[h(n)]) (7.22)

A problem that arises is that the twO sequences in the summation are not the same length.

The length ofgin) is N and that of h(/-n) could be infinity. Using the notation hen) instead

of h(/-n). it is noticed that only a ponion of h(lI) needs to be used. Let P be the length of

h(n) such that P > N If the two sequences are circularly convoluted, the first N - I point

will contain aliasing. The remaining P - (,V - J) contains the values that would have been

obtained from a linear convolution. Thus. the size of I> needs to be such that it contains
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both the valid as well as the aliased values. So ifM is equal to the length of the valid points

then P = M + N - 1. The section of h(n) that is needed for the computation is -N + 1 < n <

M-I which means that the sequence needs to be shifted to start from zero. In this case a

new sequence can be defined as

hl(n)=h(n-N+ I) for n=O, I, ... .P- I

The P point OFT ofhl(n) can be calculated through the FFT to give H I(!)

The sequence g(n) defined by Equation 7.11 is padded with M-I zeros and then the DFT

(FFT) is performed on the new sequence to give G(!). G(!) will thus also be a I' point DFT

sequence.

The IDFT of the product YI(I) = HI(I) G{!) (723)

yields the P point sequence YI(n), n = 0, 1, ... 1' - I. The first N - I points of YI(n) are

infected by aliasing and are rejected. The desired values are YI(n) for N ~ I ,; 11 ,; I' - I

which correspond to the range 0 ,; 11 ,; M - I so that

y(n) =YI(n + N - I) for n = 0, I, ...M - I.

yen) can now be wTitten as y(f) since n = 1= O. I, .. M - I.

. . . y(/)
Fmally the value of.-l:(=I) can be calculated by A (=t) = -- as defined by (7.18)

, h(0

t'

where h(l) = W 2 as defined by (7.19) andr(1) as defined by (717)

In the above operation the number of complex multiplications are, in general. in the order

of P log2 P where P = M + N - I. Refer to chapter 5 for details on the calculation of the

FFTs but in short, there are rwo DFTs (FFTs) one 10FT (IFFTs), plus P complex

multiplications for (7.23) and M complex multiplications for (7 18) If this is compared

with the direct convolution. which would be in the order of A.f N. it can be seen that if the

sequence is small. the direct method would be bener. but if the sequences are longer then

the method describe.d above would be much more efficient

7.6 The DFT (HT) versus the elT

The elT is more flexible than the OFT. as explained in the previous section

This advantage of the elT in comparison with the OFT will be explained by a practical

example The plot in Figure 7 2 was generated in Matlab and shows the difference between

elT and OFT In this case the Cl function \\'as used to zoom in on a narrow band section
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(100 to 150 Hz) of a filter frequency response. The program to perform this demonstration

was taken from Krauss et al (1994:2-68) and is given in program list 7.2.

FFT CZT

1M

0.5 0.5

'""0
v.. 0

100 200 300 400 100 120 140

Figure 7.2 Comparing the FFT and the DFT

close all

h =fir1(30, 125fSOO,boxcar(3 I)): % design fi Iter
Fs = 1000; n = 100; fl = 150; % in hertz
m = 1024;
w =exp(-j*2*pi*(fl-n )/(m* Fs)):
a =exp(j*2*pi*nIFs);

% Compute both DFT and ClT of the fi Iter
y = ffi(h, I 000):
z = czt(h.m.w.a):

% Create frequency vectors and compare result
fy = (O:length(y)-l )'*1 OOOflength(y).
fz = «O.length(z)-1 Y*(f2-fl )/lengrh(z» - n.

subplot(2,2.1 ):plot(fy( I:SOO).abs(y( I:500»),axis([ I -000 I 2»
subplot(2.2.2):plot(fZ,abs(z»: axis([fl fl 0 I 12])

Program list 7.2 Difference betv;een ClT and DFT

7.7 How the CZT relates to the project

When the Chirp-z transform is used, the audiogram information must be presented in the

same order as the ClT. This means that the frequency points at which the audiogram is

sampled hould not be linear. such as they are" hen the OFT (FFT) is used Instead. the

frequency sampling points should increase linearlv As for the DFT (FFT) method. the

ClT can be implemented in ("'0 ways The first is to perform the computation in real lime

in the frequency domain In this way the sampled signal is converted to the frequency
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domain by means of the CZT and then multiplied by the corresponding frequency samples

of the audiogram. The product yields the attenuated spectrum, which has to be converted

back to the time domain. The inverse transform thus has to be performed on the product.

The procedures would be basically the same as those explained in chapter 4 section 4.8, but

with the inverse CZT used instead. This method obviously performs many calculations in

real time, which is a serious constraint in terms of the operating speed of the proposed

hardware. The second method has already been discussed. This method is where the inverse

transform is performed on the audiogram information and then convoluted with the

sampled signal to produce the required filtering effect. The advantage, previously

discussed, is that the inverse transforms need not to be calculated in real time. Calculating

the inverse transform beforehand make this method exuemely fast because only the

computed impulse response is convoluted in real time.

7.8 The inverse chirp-z transform

The same relation in the forward and reverse transform are assumed for the CZT as for the

DFT. The inverse relation for the DFT as derived in chapter 4 is

DFT (724)
n=o

IDFT (7 25)

where w, = 2Jrkl N for k = 0.1.2. ,/1.'-1

It can be seen that the difference is that X[II] and ·\Tk] are swapped and the lOFT is divided

byN

The CZT is given by (7 4) and (75) as

where:

.\"-1

X(=/) = L x(n)=i"
11,=-0

I = O. I,.. AI - I .

1=0.1.14-1

(726)

Equation 7 15 was derived for the CZT as

_l~ \"_\

X(=,)=W 1 L /?(n)h(l-II)
=0

for 1~ 0.1 ..\1-1
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where

(/~n)2

and h(/-n)=W Z

For this application the inverse transform should be done, where frequency samples are

taken over the whole audio spectrum or the whole audiogram. If only a ponion of the

spectrum is taken then the unit impulse response of the filter will reflect only that ponion of

the spectrum and the filter will consequently be incorrect.

From inverse relation in (7.24) and (7.25), the inverse CZT is thus written as

I'

W ' M-I
x(n) =-- I g(n)h(l- n) for 1=0, I .. .M-I

N 1=0

(7.30)

where
n

g(n) = X(z, )(roeJz,'rlIo)-n W - Z

ll_n)2

and h(/ - n) = W ' (7.3 I)

With variables "0 = I and 6t = 0, g(n) reduces to

n

g(n) = X(z,) W Z

7.9 Conclusion

(732)

In this chapter it was proven that the CZT could be evaluated on a spiral contour There will

be a high degree of similarity between the CZT and the frequency response of the ear

because the CZT does the transform on a linear increasing frequency. The CZT might have

an improvement in speed. if points which are not critical to the ear are eliminated

There are, however, problems with the derivation of the 1CZT The first problem is that no

theoretical proof is provided in this chapter to substantiate the correctness of the leZT

Neither could any literature be found that confirms the legitimacy of the inverse procedure.

This is an area that obviouslv needs funher investi!1ation if this method is to be considered. ~

for implementation The first thing in uch an investigation would be to test the ICZT

practically. if no theoretical proof is given Practically. a program must be written in Matlab

to test the forward and inverse transforms A suggestion was made to do the CZT on a finite

time sequence to place it in the frequency domain and then transform it back by means of

an IFFT to see if the same time sequence could be derived Obviously this would not work

because some of the information will be lost in the process The IFFT takes frequency
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samples at equally spaced sampling points, whereas the inverse CZT should take samples

which are at linear increasing frequency points. Even if points on the frequency axis are

calculated to have equal spacing (after the CZT computation is done), the values at those

points will only be estimates because some form of estimation has to be performed to get

these values. The correct way would be to transform back to the time domain at exactly the

same points that were produced by the CZT, in which case it would be at linear increasing

frequency points. To transform back to the time domain from these frequency points which

are spaced at linear increasing frequencies, some form of mechanism has to be built into the

ICZT that would account for there linear increasing frequency points, as been suggested by

Equations 7.30, 7.31 and 7.32.

To verify this method IS surely a study on its own and this will obviously hinder ItS

implementation.

Another method that was proposed is the Yule-walker method and this will be discussed in

the next chapter.
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8. I Introduction

In this research project the main aim is to design a filter. The frequency response of the

filter should be tbe same as tbe frequency response of the ear. Various methods have been

presented. Another imponant method that provides an excellent solution to the problem is

tbe" YULEWALK Recursive filter design using a least-square method". The Yulewalk

function is a huilt in function in MATlAB, which makes it especially attractive to this

project. The filter coefficients could easily be calculated in MATLAB and then transferred

to the DSP side where the filtering is done. This approach promises a simpler solution to

the problem. The chapter will be dealt with in the following order:

• Autocorrelation definitions

• Filter identification

• Basic Yule-walker theory

• Matlab's YULEWALK function

• Implementation

• Conclusions

Most of the theory covered in this chapter is extracted ITom notes on "Power Spectral

Density (PSD) estimates" by Prof M W. Coetzer

81 Autocorrelation definitions

Autocorrelation is a comparison of a signal with it elf and it provides information about

the time variation of the signal. Consider twO signals where one is a copy of the other The

correlation of the two signals, according to the application engineering staff of Analog

Devices (1991.358), is the sum of the scalar product of the signals in which the signal are

displaced in time with respect to one another. They describe autocorrelation by equation

8.1 below.

!_ k I

R(k) = L (x{n). x(1I- k)) (8.1 )

where L is the number of samples and l.-k-I is the number of "overlapping" samples at the

displacement k Various methods for estimating the autOcorrelation coefficients is

discussed by Coelzer from Andersen (I97-1) and one of these definitions brings a scaling

factor i mo the equation as follows'
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1 .\'-111-\

Rr(m) +--C'r(m) = I(x(n)xx(n+m))
N - m ,~o

(82)

where A..-B indicates that A is estimated by Band N is the number of samples.

In equation 8.2 values for -m are not needed as R.dm) equals R.d-m).

8.3 Filter identification

A linear discrete recursive filter has the following general transfer function:

H(z) = B(z)!A(z) (83)

Where B(z) and A(z) are power series in z.. Sometimes B(z) = I or A(z) = I. in which case

they are called all poles or all zero filters respectively. In the case where the order of B(z)

and A(z) is higher than zero the filter is called a pole/zero type filter. In statistical terms

the filters are referred to as:

(a) The all zero filter, where A(z) = I is called a moving average - MA filter.

(b) The all pole filter, where B(z) = I is called a autoregressive - AR filter.

(c) The pole/zero tilter is called an autoregressive/moving average - ARMA filter.

In this chapter the terms, poles. zeros and AR, MA will be used interchangeably

The filters designed by the so-called Modified Yule-walker equations are ARMA filters.

The ARMA filter can also be though of as an MA filter in series with an AR filter It can

be implemented from the general difference equation 84 and will have lhe general

structure as in Figure 8.1.

M '-I

yln) = Laky(n-k)~ Lh,x{n-k)
k=1 k=-\j

(84)

When designing a filter for this project one needs to start off with what is known. which is

the frequency response in this case. The frequency response of the filter can be considered

as the response of the filter to white noise Figure 8.2 shows an example of this process

where sampled white noise WT. is the input to a filter with transfer function H(z) and a

sampled output signal XT is the output

The autocDrrelation of white noise R.c(m) as defined by Coetzer is:

R..(O) = I

and R..(m) = 0 for m TO 0

thus the PSD for white noise s..,(z) = I

Figure 8.3 illustrates equations 8 5 and 8 6

8 :2

(8 5)

(8 6)
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Figure 8. I General digital filter
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Figure 8 2 Filter with white noise win) as inpur and x(n) as oUlpur
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Figure 8.3 autocorrelation and PSD of white noise

If white noise is sent through a filter with transfer function H(z), than the PSD is given by

Ss= H(z).H(z·I). Sw(z)

= H(z)H(z·').1

= H(z)H(z")

This process is illustrated in figure 8.4

(8 7)

x (Cl)

Cl

Figure 8.4 Power spectral density estimates by filter identification

At this point it is wonh noticing that performing an IFFT on the given frequency respon e

(which is known and which was determined bv the hearing e,'a]uation) would in fact

produce the output signal x(n) from the input signal wen) (white noise) when pas ed

through a filter with transfer function H(z) The output signal )(n) can then be used to

determine the parameters of a pole/zero filter model or .-\RM.-\ model using the Yule·

walker method as explained in the next section



8.4 Basic Yule-walker theory

The approach taken in this section will be to estimate the autoregressive (AR) and the

moving average (MA) parameters in two separate steps. The AR parameters are first

obtained as the solution to the so-called modified Yule-Walker (MYW) equations at first.

Then a method to detennine the MA parameters ,,~II follow.

In equation 8.3 where H(z) =B(z)/A(z), B(z) and A(z) can be written as:

A(») -I ..1-- -2, . -p. z = +ajz ,alz T Ta"z

B(z) =bo+ bjz'! + b2Z·1 T + bqz·q

(8.8)

(89)

From the general definition of the IlR filter and considering the input signal as white noise

the sampled output signal x(n) can be written as'

p <
X(II) = - LG,X(II- k) T L h,II'(II- k)

till

where p and q are [he order of A(z) and B(z) respectively

To obtain the MYW equations let·

R/m) Rx(-m)

(8 10)

( I I)

where the aUlOcorrelarion Rxfm) can be calculated

I. From a given signal r(1I) itself. The signal X(II) is not giwn in this case

2. From the rFFTIH(=)H(-=)1 where !H(=)H(-=ll is the Power density spectrum In thi

case H(z) is given by the Audiogram so that Rxfm) can easilv be calculated

By doing a rFFT on H(z) the signal X(II) can be derived and then Rxfm) can be calculated

by equation 8.1 I

To continue the derivation of the "IY\\,. sub titute equation 8 10 into equation 8 1I

= 'f.'(- f.a x(lI-k) 'x(lI-m)- 'f
't .1 t I ) 'I

( < '\
Lh,II(I1-k) -x(lI-m)
, )



=
q .\'-m-J

2:>, 'L w(n- k)x(n + m) (812)
k=-{ n"'-C)

Ifm>q then the last term in equation 8.12 equals zero because x(n-q-I) is only dependent

on previous input samples of white noise, WT. Equation 8.12 then becomes

p

Rr(m) = - 'LG,Ry(m-k)
bel

(8.13)

For m = q- I. q-2 ......

The set of equations 8.13 can be solved to yield the AR coefficients {G I op}. These

equations are often called the Modified Yule-Walker equations. According to Friedman

and Porat (1983) the name is motivated, by the similarity of these equations to the Yule

Walker equations arising in the autoregressive-modeling problem. The Yule-Walker

equations have the form of equation 8.13 but with q = O. For funher detail on this topic

consult Friedman and Porat (1983).

Equation 8.13 has the following matrix form:

I(\{q-p' I)

fI..dq-p - 2)

=

-fl.r(q· I)

-R.dq·2)

R.\{q-p-I) RJq -p-2) -R.dq f'}

(8 14)

A fun her equation can be derived for m = O. but would be dependent on both the Gk and

the b" coefficients. As there are easier ways to determine the bl· wefficients this derivation

wil! not be pursued To determine the bl wefficients or the MA pan of the estimate. the

following model can be used.

Assume that the white noise. "'T, goes through two filters H1(z) and H2(z) to produce Xr

where

H,(z) = B(z)

H2(z) = 1/A(z)

(8 IS)

(8 16)



(8.17)

IfH2(z) is estimated by means of(8.13), then Xr can be sent through a filter with a transfer

function A(z), to obtain the sampled output signal yen), so that (with A(z) estimated

accurately):

S~(z) = H,(z)H(z")

Where yen) is given by:

p

Y(Il) =~>k ,x(ll- k) + x(ll)
k-!

8.5 Matlabs YULEWALK function

(8.18)

In this section only an overview of the Matlabs YULEWALK function will be given, as

this function is rather complex. The main routine of the YULEWALK function exploits

and calls upon numerous other subroutines which, in turn. call on other buill in routines, A

detailed explanation of how Matlab performs this function would be impossible

considering the limits put on the len!>'!h of this document

The YULEWALK function in Matlab designs a recursIve filler USIng a least-square

method. Krauss, Shure and Little (1994:2-232) explain the YULEWALK function in

Matlab as follows:

--The function [B,A] = YULEWALK(N.F.M) finds the 'i-th order recursive filter

coeflicients B and A such that the filter

B(=) b(I)+b(2)= 1 +.Tb(,,)= "I

A(_)= I' (1\_1, ()-'~"."1';; Ta )- -r .... -a /l_

(8 19)

marches the magnirude frequency response given by ,'ectar F and M \'eclOrs F and M

specify the frequency and magnitude breakpoints for the filter such that PLOT(F.M)

would show a plO! of the desired frequency response --

A brief summary of the algorithm, according 10 a printout of the Matlabs Yl.;LEWALK

function, is as follows:

The denominator coeflicients {a( I). a('iA)l are computed bv the so called --modified

Yule Walker" equations, using NR correlation coefficients computed bv inverse Fourier

transformation of the specified response H
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The numerator is computed by a four-step procedure. First, a numerator polynomial

corresponding to an additive decomposition of the power frequency response is computed.

Next the complete frequency response corresponding to the numerator and denominator

polynomial is evaluated. Then a spectral factorization technique is used to obtain the

impulse response of the filter. Finally, the numerator polynomial is obtained by a least

square fit to this impulse response. For a more detailed explanation of the algorithm see

Friedlander and Porat (1983)

8.6 Implementation

In the implementation of this technique it should be kept in mind that this project is an

idea evolved out of the development of an audiometer. The audiometer, as previously

explained, is a DSP based computerized system consisting of a computer to serve as the

host interface and a DSP development board with an onboard ADSP2181 DSP processor.

When the Yule-Walker technique is used in this project with the existing equipment, it

means that three different programs are to be incorporated which are'

• Matlab - Matlab language - Yule-Walker function

• AudiometerlHLS - Visual Basic language - User interface, Audiometrical test and

database.

• DSP program - Assembler language (ASM2181) - Filtering

With this arrangement the data that is stored in the database needs to be transferred to

Matlab. This data obviously conrains the frequency (F) and Amplitude (M) values. which

are used in the Yule-Walker function The frequency (F) and Amplitude CM) values would

thus correspond to H(z), which are used to determine the autocorrelation as explained on

page 8.5. When Matlab receives these variables F and M. it then calculates the filter

coefficients Bs and As and returns them to the HLS program (program custom \ 'Linen

with Visual Basic). The HLS program, in turn, sends these coefficients down the serial

port to the DSP board, which uses these values in the actual HR fi Iter

Data can be transferred between Matlab and the HLS user interface program in tWO ways:

• Dynamic Data exchange (DOE) or

• Data transfer via temporary files
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In the implementation it was found that it is easier to transfer the data (from the HLS to

Matlab and back) via temporary files than with DDE links. The programs that perform this

function are included in appendix F

8.7 Conclusion

Performing the bearing loss simulation by means of the Yule-Walker method in Matlab

might seem an easier method than the other methods discussed in this document. With this

setup no real calculations need to be done, as Matlab performs all the necessary

calculation. The only intricate part is the interface of the various programs.

The disadvantage of this method is that it is a more expensive setup in comparison with

the IFFT method. In this case the addition of Matlab adds to the cost. This conflicts with

the aim of the project, which is to construct the most economical system. Another

hindrance is that when Matlab is staned up from within the Visual Basic program. various

flash screens associated with Matlabs startup appear, which is a rather unartractive fealUre.

Another significant drawback is the long time that Matlab take to stanup in comparison

to the IFFT method. The IFFT method. in contrast to the Yule-Walker method (with

Matlab). is much faster because the IFFT calculation is done within the same Visual Basic

program as the host interface. To develop code in Visual Basic that perform the Yule

Walker function equivalent to the Yule-Walker function in Matlab would be extremely

difficult and it would probably take years to develop To ",Tite the code in Visual Basic to

perform the Yule-Walker function which is equivalent to Mat lab's function would be

unnecessary work. The first step in Yule-Walker routine is to perform an fFFT calculation.

If the results of this LFFT calculation can be used directly in a HR filter. why still bother

with funher tedious calculations based on estimates that might affect the accuracy of the

simulation.

Lastly, when the lFFT method is compared with Yule-Walker method, it might be argued

that the AR.-MA filter would accommodate steeper slopes in the frequency response with

fewer filter coefficients. due the principle of pole manipulation. This would obviously

result in faster execution speed of the ARMA filter (in the Yule-Walker method) in
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comparison to the FIR filter (in the IFFT method) on the DSP side, where the actual

filtering is done by means of the convolution process. To justify the use of the IFFT

method for this application the question might be posed as to whether these features are of

real concern? Is the provision for extreme steep slope, such as the HR filters are ideal for,

really necessary? The audiograms of over 500 students at Nuwe Hoop Centre for the

Hearing Impaired (over the past 10 years) were observed. Not in one case was a slope of

more then 100 dBs per octave registered.

A study of the anatomy and the pathologies of the human ear would prove that it is most

unlikely to have a complete cutoff (a brick wall scenario) at anyone specific point

anywhere on the frequency spectrum. Any sensorineural hearing loss due to known

pathology would not have hair cells unaffected up to a certain point along the cochlear and

completely destroyed along the rest. Therefore it is standard practice that the horizontal

scale of the audiogram is never smaller then Y, octave. Most diseases will not create a

condition which really necessitates this special feature offered by the ARMA filter.

Secondly, using only 256 coefficients in the lFFT is more then sufficient for most

audiograms and is still only a fraction of what the ADSP2181 can handle considering a

execution speed of 33 million instructions per second. This point will be discussed further

in chapter 12.

In conclusion, after c.omparing the IFFT and the Yule-Walker method. the lFFT method is

still preferred for this application
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CHAPTER 9

COMPARISON OF THE VARIOUS METHODS



9. I Introduction

This research boils down to the design of a digital filter. Filtering can be realized in either

the time or the frequency domain. In the time domain the mathematical foundation of

filtering is the convolution. A digital filter output Y(/1) is related to its inputs x(n) by the

convolution with its impulse response h(/1):

oc

y( n I = I h(k 1xr n - k I
k=--«-

(9.1)

The filtering operation can also be performed in the frequency domain. Fourier transforms

make it possible to convert convolution in the time domain to multiplication in the

frequency domain. This is demonstrated by Kuc (1988:84) as follows.

"Let y(n) be the output of LTl system. Then, its Fourier transform is given by

x

ffejt'u j = LyrnJe-}(lJ'/

rl"",---:r::

Applying the convolution definition of the output, we have

Multiplying this last e.quation by unity, in the form ,''';.,-'''''. we get

rk"')= I r Ih(k}>-''''''x(n-k)?-I"lO-,,-

TT=~"£ :...k=-'X J

(92)

(9.3 )

(94)

Since h(k) ,-J"-'" is not a function of 11, it can be facto red out of the summation with

respect to 11, glV1l1g

(9 5)

[n the sum over 11, the term (II-k) represents a shift of the {X(II)1 by k samples Futher.

note that the value of the exponent follows the index of {X(II) I Since the summation is

over the entire sequence, this shift is inconsequential in evaluating the sum By replacing

(II-k) with the dummy variable m, we note that the second summation becomes the

definition of ,\"Ie'"'), the Fourier transform of (X(II)}. Since X(e'''') is nOt a function of k,

we can factor it out of the summation over k The remaining terms in the sum then

define the Fourier transform of {h(II)} Hence, we have arrived at the desired result

(96)
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This last result indicates that the input spectrum X(ei"') IS changed through a

multiplicative operation by the filter transfer function H(ei"') to produce the output

spectrum."

By taking the inverse transforms on both side of Equation. 9.6, the output of the system can

be seen as

yen) = T' [H(e'jX(e'i]

This idea is illustrated graphically by figure 9.1

Frequency domain

multiplication

(97)

X(e'''')
(}

---';» H( e",) --... Y(eI')
(}

Inverse Fourier Transfonns

\7
x(n)

Time domain

hen)

Com"olution

In'"crsc Fouricr Trdnsfonns

--•• y~n)

Figure 9.\ l1Iustration of the relation between Filtering in the Time domain and in the
Frequency domain

The time domain behavior of a digital filter can be wTitten in the form of the difference

equation 9.9. In general the output of a first order LTI system at time 11 can be expressed as

a linear combination of the inputs and the outputs in the following form

JI '-p
y'"}= L>t.,{n-k)~ L>,·x{n-k)

k"=l k=-S,

(98)

In other word, the current output y(n) is equal to the sum of past outputs, from .1'(11-1) t0.l {II

Nl), which are sc-aled bv the delay-dependent feedback coefficients Cl". plus the sum of

present and past inputs, which are scaled by delay-dependent jeedjonl'ard coefficients ht .

The output values at time 11 are determined by the input values from Ni-' samples in the

future x(1I- NF ). through the current values X(II), 10 the sample N!, time units in the past X(II

N!') For a causal filter rj- ,; O. When .v~ >0. then the future values of the input detemline

the current output value, and the filter is noncausal
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In the frequency domain, the system function can be express by Equation 9.9

9.2 Filter categories

H(=) = (99)

Digital filters are often categorized by either the duration of their unit-sample response or

by their structure. When a filter produces a unit-sample response that has an infinite

duration, it is called an infinite-impulse response (l/R) filter. If the digital filter has a unit

sample response having a finite duration, then it is called a finite-impulse response (FIR)

filter. If the output is a function of the past outputs, then a feedback, or recursive,

mechanism from the output must exist Hence, such a filter is referred to as a recursive

filter. A recursive filter can be recognized from the defining equations. since at least one of

ak coefficients, for I sksM, in Equations 9.8 and 9.9 is nonzero

If the filter"s output value is a function of only the input sequence values it called a

nonrecurslve filter A nonrecursive filter can be easi Iy recognized from the defi ning

equation. for which at = 0 in Equations 98 and 99 for all values of k All poles of a

nonrecursive filter are at either z=O or z=x They do not contribute to the magnitude

response and a nonrecursive filter is also called an all-zero filter in the frequency domain

To achieve an infinite-duration unit-sample response, some form of recursive structure is

necessary. Hence. the terms fTR (infinite impulse response) and recursive are commonly

accepted as being interchangeable Similarly. finite-duration unit-sample response are

typically complemented with nonrecursive filters Hence. FIR (finite impulse response) and

nonrecursive are also usually interchangeable Se"eral additional terms. used in the time

domain, are a/llOrepessi\'f' (rlR). mOI"//lg-a"era/?e C"'IAj and {l//loregres.m·e flIOl'iIlR

average (ARMA). The FlR filter can be viewed as an MA system, "'hile the general l/R

filter. having borh poles and zeros. is an ARMA system An AR system is an fIR filter

whose system function has all its zeros at :=0. that is h,=O for k_O and <',=0 for all k An

AR filter is also commonly called an all-pole filter in the fTequencv domain. since all the



zeros are located at z=O, and hence are not relevant, in that they do not contribute to the

filter magnitude response.

9.3 Comparison of IIR and FIR filters

Advantages of the nonrecursive or FIR Filter

• Stability: FIR filters are stable with respect to oscillation, since there are no poles.

• Accuracy: FIR filters tend not to accumulate errors, because of their finite memory of

past events. 12 to 16 bits are generally adequate for FIR

• Design Ease: HR filters are easy to understand and design. even for the non-speciali t.

While FIR filters do not correspond to familiar analog filters, they are the digital

offspring of an analog predecessor. the delay line filter

• Easy for Computer Aided Design (CAD) The filter coefficients are computed from a

best-fit approximation to the transfer function. specified to desired limits

• Can achieve linear phase.

Disadvantages of the nonrecursive or FIR Filter

• FIR filters requIre many coetticiems to achie"e high performance. resulting in more

multiplications and lower bandwidth limit in those cases \\here an IIR filter could do

the same job

Advantages of IfR filters

• High efficiency' IfR filters haw simpler architecrures that require fe\\er coefticiem

and a smaller number of multiplv operation. giving higher throughput \\ hile requiring

less memory than FIR. They also lend themselves to multiplexing

• Analog relative: HR filters retain dose contact with analog filter design and its familiar

terminology (Bunerwonh. Chebyshev

• CAD design ease: HR filters can be de igned ",ith CAD tools. "Ia programs that

optimize the coefficients of standard filter forms to meet stated transfer-function

cnteria
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Disadvantages ofthe ITR filter:

• Stability must be carefully considered in the design.

They can suffer from overflow, noise, and quantization errors, because of their long

"memory" of past data.

All of the methods researched for this project, except for the wavelet method, fall into one

of these categories. The first method on filterbanks, as it is presented in this document fa!ls

into the fIR filter category. Krauss, Shure and Little (1994: 2-232) classify the Yule-Walker

method as a method to design IlR digital filters. It is in fact a ARMA filter and is referred

to as a HR filter because of the existence of the poles, which causes feedback. Filtering, in

which the filter's coefficients are determined by means of the inverse transforms of the

DFT, the FFT falls according to Krauss et al (1994:2-109) into the category of FIR filters.

The inverse CZT method, as it is presented in this text, could also fall under a method to

design FIR filters.

9.4 Comparison of the different methods

A companson of the various methods presented in this document are dealt with in the

following order

Execution speed

Quantization noise

Frequency resolution

Stability

Memory

Complexity

User interface

9.4.1 Execution speed

The first method uses a bank of IIR filters The IIR filter is probably the fastest method

because it normally has fewer filler coefficients to process during the computation The lIR

filters make use of feedback loops. which is the reason for the reduction in required

operations. The Yule-Walker method (also BR filter) "ill be faster than the fllterbank
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method. FIR filters has no feedback loops and needs more filter coefficients than the IIR

filter to achieve the same performance. FIR filters might thus be slower, but have other

advantages such as stability and accuracy. In determining the coefficients of the FIR filters

by means of the lOFT, it was pointed out that the slow execution speed of the DFT was the

main reason for the development of the FFT algorithm. It was shown in chapter 5 that

instead of using the lOFT method to derive the FIR filter coefficients, the IFFT method

would be 64 times faster than the fDFT method when a 256 point transform is considered.

The filtering operation can also be performed in Ihe frequency domain by the Overlap-save

method as described in chapter 4, instead of the FIR filter which utilizes convolution in the

time domain. Kuc (1988:384) explains that for large values of Nil (the size of the filter

duration) the Overlap-save method is used 10 the full advanlage, but also the choice for the

value of NQ (the number of samples per block) also becomes important. He shows by

means of a curve that NQ ~ 4M, is a reasonable choice that will provide saving in the

computation when NH > 256. So when the FIR wilh coeftlcients calculated with the IFFT is

compared with the Overlap-save for Nil ~ 256 no huge saving in terms of execution speed

will take place when the latter is used This should prove that the IFFT method could still

be preferred above the Ol'erlap-sal'e method, as the later would not provide a significant

saving in execution speed for this project where 256 samples from the Audiogram are used

Also, the ADSP-2181 processor running at 33 MIPS is fast enough to handle thi FIR

filtering

The execution speed of Wavelets cannot be compared directly with other methods A

comparison should be done based on a specific application. The number of multiplications

will be dependent on what wavelet i used For instance if a higher order Daubechies

wavelet is used. there will be more filter coefficients to operate on in the convolution

process. Using wavelets for filter banks might be slower than using direct IIR filters. In

this case there is a trade-off between accuracy and execution speed. Comparing wavelets

and TIR filters in this way, it might be presumed that the wavelet method will take longer as

it consists of both decompositioning as well as reconstruction where as the IIR only

consists of one fi Iter On the other hand. quadrature mirror arrangement results in perfect

reconstruction which produces exact frequencv separation. no distortion and aliassing

cancellation The same argument can be followed when filterbanks are designed by means

of FIR filters. The conclusion "'ould be that. whether IIR or FIR filters are used for



filterbanks, the wavelet method would be slower but more accurate. The level of

decompositioning also governs the speed of the wavelet method. A reason was provided in

section 6.4 why the FFT method is faster then the Wavelet method for this specific

application. To get the same resolution in frequency between. for example, a 256 point

IFFT and the wavelet method, decompositioning in the wavelet method has to extend to a

scale of level j = 256. It would be practically impossible when using wavelets to equal this

specification.

As the accuracy of the Inverse CZT derivation is in question, as explained in chapter 7, this

method is nO! considered for implementation and any compari on with this method would

be unnecessary.

Comparing the MYW method with the IFFT method, the 1YW is in theory faster than the

fFFT method since the MYW method utilize IIR filters and the IFFT method utilizes fiR

filters. A calculation can be performed to detemline the time the computer will take to get

the coefficients of the FIR filters by means of fFFT computation. It was shown in chapter 5

that the number of multiplications for the FFT algorithm could be calculated as follows

N
FFT steps = 2 log: N

256
= -,-log, 256

= 1024

If a processor that runs at 100 MHz u ed then the time taken to perform this

1024
multiplication would be fi 1024 f.JSeC which is acceptable in the context of this

100,10

application. The \fYW method. on the other hand. as was proposed and explained in

chapter 8. makes use of Matlab to determine the filter coefficients In order to perform

M'{W computation in MatJab. 1\1atlab has to read instructions from a f\le called a Matlab

program. This Matlab program named )'111 m (listed in Appendix F 3) is "Titlen in \Iatlab's

language. When the computation is to be performed. \1<!tlab ha to read these instructions

from the program to carry out the calculation and to tran fer the data A program in \'isual

Basic (listed in Appendix F I) starts up Matlab and instructs it to load and execute the

.1atlab program yul m It should be clear that \latlab has to be started up every time the

computation needs to be performed Executing these procedures on the same computer with

a processor speed of 100 MHz takes a long time Measuring the time phy ically re ults in a
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delay of more than 30 seconds to obtain the filter's coefficients. Comparing it with the

IFFT method of which the IFFT computation is done within the same Visual Basic

program, it could be seen that the IFFT method is very much faster. To write a program in

Visual Basic equivalent to how MatJab calculates the 1\1YW function would be an

enormous job considering the complexity of how Matlab calls functions upon function to

finally derive the MYW function. Writing a program in Visual Basic to perform the MYW

function would exceed the time frame of this study.

9.4.2 Quantization noise

Quantization is an unavoidable fact in signal processlfig. nforlunately. it introduces

systematic errors known as "quanrization noise" IlR filters might drift due to the

quantization error that is conrinuously added from memory in the feedback loop FIR filter

is not so vulnerable. since it does not have any feedback loops.

In connection with the Wavele[ method Meyer (19933) says that "The coding algorithm

that is used (taking inro account the nature of the signal) ought to reduce the effect of

quantization noise when decoding takes place. One of the advantages of quadrature mirror

filters is that they '·trap" this quamizalion noise inside well-defined frequency channels"

This is a major advantage of wavelets above the IIR Fiherbank designs

9.4.3 Frequency resolution

The term Frequencv resolution as it is u ed in this project refer to the width of the

passband filter. Many Digital-hearing aid currenrly on [he market u e a fiherbank with 8

adjacent bandpass filters. In this case. if the audio ignal is sampled at 32 kHz and the

width of the bandpass filters is the same. then the width of each band could be calculated as

16000 Hz /8 = 2000 Hz where 16 kHz is the :\yquist frequency So [he [erm as i[ is u ed in

this project means that the svstem has a resolution in frequency of 2000' Hz If the number

of bandpass filters is increased the resolution in frequency decreases In term of the HLS it

would mean that the more adjacent bandpas filters that are used. the more closely [he HL5

would resemble the ear The advantage of the filterbank method as well as the Wavelet

method is that bandpass filters can be arranged in uch a wav that "idth at the lower

frequency can be made small and than gradually increased up to the highest frequency This

will coincide with the frequency scale of the audiogram. which is divided into octaves The



multiresolution property of wavelets will cause frequency splitting into octaves. Looking at

the IfFT method it could be said that, for example, a 256 point IFFT would equal a

fiIterbank with 256 adjacent bandpass filters. In this case it would have a resolution of

16000 Hz I 256 = 62.5 Hz. To equal this with the filterbank method means that 256

classical bandpass filters must be designed, which is a tremendous effon. The MYW

method, on the other hand, is an fIR filter that would provide an improvement on the

filterbank method as it could directly model the whole sloped frequency response. This

method would eliminate the problem encountered by trying to make the resolution as small

as possible.

9.4.4 Stability

lt has been stated earlier that FIR are stable with respect to oscillation, since there are no

poles. This means that the fFFT method, which gives the coefficients of the FIR filter.

would be preferred over the other methods in terms ofstability.

9.4.5 Memory

Previously it was mentioned that IlR filters require less memory than the FIR filter for the

same performance. In determining which filter type is preferred. it should be nOled lhar the

ADSP-1181 has 16K Data and 16K Program memory (RA"") onboard If a FIR filter with

256 coefficients is considered for implementation. then ADSP-1181 has more than enough

memory available to do the job easily

9.4.6 Complexity

The fFFT method is by far the implest method to implement when compared "'ilh Ihe

other methods presented in this document The first method. which is the filterbank method.

needs the design of several bandpass filters. maybe by means of bilinear transformation

The Wavelel method as explained in chapter 6. i much more intricate than the IlR

filterbank or the IFFT method Although an allempt has been made to deri"e an inverse

Chirp-z transform. this derivation could nOI be pro"en theoretically or e,en practically

That is why the inverse Chirp-z method, a it is originally proposed, is not even considered

for implementation The MYW method. as It was e.xplained in chapter 9. is also more
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complicated to implement Sillce it requIres an extra software package called Matlab,

whereas the [fFT could easily be done within the same Visual Basic program.

9.4. 7 User interface

The IFFT method calculates the FIR coefficients within the same Visual Basic program that

is responsible for the user interface. The MYW method as it was proposed calculates the

IIR coefficients in Matlab, which is a separate software package.

The MYW method resulted in a less attractive user interface in comparison with the IFFT

method, as various splash screens appear when Mat lab is started up.

95 Optimum method

The optimum method would be one that is accurate, economical, has minimum distortion,

is easy to implement and fast enough for the system to handle A method that would

require the least computation would contribute to a reliable operation in real time The aim

is thus to perform a basic filter operation in real time. The basic filter is describe by Strang

and Nguy (1996: I) as follows:

.• A filter is a linear time-invariant operaror. 11 acts on input vector x The output vector y

is the convolution ofx with a fixed vector h The vector h contains the filler coefficients

h(O), h(l) . The filler is digital. not analog, so the coefficients h(lI) come at discrete

time I = liT The sampling period Tis assumed to be one here

The input X(II) and output Y(II) come at all time 1= 0. =I, =2,

yen) ~ Lh(k)x(lI- k) ~ COllvo!lIl1on h· x ill Ihe lime Jomal/l (9. la)

One input x = ( 0, 1,0, __ ) has special importance - a unit impulse at time zero The

input has x(lI-k) =°except when 11 = k The sum in the convolution has only one term,

and that term is h(II). This ourput )(11) = 17(11) is the response at time 11 io the unit impulse

x(0) = I. It is the impulse response MO), h( I)" . h(/V) The same filter can be described

in the fTequency domain. Convolution with the vector If ~ill become multiplication by a

function H The action of the filter in time and frequency is the foundation on \.hich

signal processing is built --

Equation 9 10 is the foundation on ~ hich this project is bui it The strategy is to compute the

impulse response beforehand and then usc I! 10 the com'olution of Equation 9 10 in real
~IO



time. The question now is which of the proposed methods should be used to derive the

impulse response. From the preceding comparisons and table 9. I which is a summary of

the comparison, it should be clear that the lfR filter banks and the wavelet method could be

eliminated. One of the reasons why the HR filter banks are eliminated, is because of the

problem which is encountered in the areas where two adjacent bandpass filters overlap.

Also, the resolution in frequency of the filter bank method would be much bigger than that

of the IFFT method, since the resolution in frequency is determined by the bandwidth of the

bandpass filters. The wavelets method is eliminated because its multiresolution

decompositioning is limited compared with the IFFT method. As has been explained in

chapter 6 section 6.4. it is the proposed hardware that imposes this limitation. The DFT is

eliminated because of its slow execution speed. The inverse CZT is eliminated because of

its unproven derivations.

Filter type Harmonic Algorilhn Memory Execution Flexibilrty Frequency

Content Complexrty Requirement time resolution

IIR Mer

Bank HIGH LOW LOW FAST LOW POOR

IDFT LOW

with appropriate LOW MEDIUM SLOW LOW GOOD

Window

IFFT LOW

with appropriate AVERAGE MEDIUM FAST LOW GOOD

Window

Wavelets LOW

Depending on MEDIUM HIGH SLOW HIGH LOW

Wavelet used

CZT LOW

with appropriate HIGH MEDIUM FAST HIGH GOOD

Window

MYVV HIGH AVERAGE LOW FAST HIGH HIGH

Table 9.1 Table of comparison of the various algorithms

The only twO methods left are the MYW and the IFFT In chapter 8 it has been shown that

the MYW method. as it was proposed. is a more e"pensi\'e setup because of the addition of

Matlab which is comrary to the objecti\e to provide the most economical instrumem Also

'! I I



the MYW method is more complex than the IFFT method as the calculation of the latter

can easily be done within the same Visual Basic program.

9.6 Conclusion on the comparisons

This conclusion is in response to the objective of the study. It relateds to the choice of the

filter. In other words, what filter is to be used. With the argument presented above it should

be clear that the use of the inverse FFT is well motivated to be the optimum method. The

following points are the main reason why the IFFT method is opted for:

Both the AR and ARMA are based on the placement of pole in the z-plane. The use of

poles can results in oscillation. This is not a characteristic of the human ear The

characteristics of the human relates more to the formation of zeros in [he frequency domain

It was mentioned earlier that the AR or FIR filter is an all :ero filter. which i the most

imponam reasons why the FIR filter is cho en and the IFFT method is chosen The

following drawing illustrates this idea

(a)

hapc of a I; p.c.11
AudIOgram

Hle'")1

Cb)

,,'

Figure 9.2 Magnirude response of Ca) Zero and Cb) Pole

Bv visual inspection of hundreds of audiograms at :"uwe Hoop Centre the alkl'm filter i

most likely to resemble typical pathologies of the ear

The second point deals with the issue of implementauon. which is also the second point

mentioned in the objective of the study Filtering can be done in either the Time or the

Frequency domain In the Frequencv domain. the (h-erlap-.'){I\'1' method can be used This

method is a rather complex in comparison to the IFFT method a it needs to implemented

for real time operation on the OSP side The IFFT method is a much simpler arrangement
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since it is not necessary to perform the IFFT computation in real time. The IFFT calculation

is done beforehand on the PC and only the coefficients of the filter are sent to the DSP,

where the filtering is done by means of a simple convolution operation. The DSP hardware

employed in this project is, however, fast enough for the FIR filtering.

9.7 Strategy of implementation

The strategy for implementing the inverse fast Fourier transform as a method to realize

hearing loss simulation is as follows: The two formulas that form the core of the

implementation, are Equations 8.1 and 4.27. Equation 4.27 can be rewritten in terms of

H(k) where H(k) is the frequency response ofthe ear.

from Equation 4.27

from Equation 9.10
X-I

yen) =I h(k)x(n- k)
k~O

k=O, I, .. ,N-I (911)

(9.12)

In equations 9.11 and 9.12 N is the number of points on the horizontal (frequency) axis of

the audiogram. The discretised incoming signal is denoted by X(II) and the output y(n) is

produced by the convolution of X(II) ....ith h(II). Equation 9.11, which is an IDFT, will be

performed by the IFFT algorithm. As stated previously the inverse FFT (IFFT) is calculated

by the same procedures as the FFT except that the rwiddle factors are of opposite powers

and that the IFFT is scaled by lIN.

The strategy would thus be to first interpolate the points on the Audiogram at which the

hearing tests were performed. This is done by linear piece-wise interpolation. A IFFT

calculation is then performed according to Equation 9.11 to determine the coefficients of

the FIR filter. These values are then sent to the DSP where the actual filtering is done by

means of the convolution according to Equation 9.12.

9.8 Conclusion

In this chapter the use of the IFFT method to perform the simulation was motivated. This

method has been shown to be the most economical in the sense that the IFFT computation

is done within the same Visual Basic program and requires no extra software packages like

Matlab. This is also a fairly simple arrangement as many well-written programs already

exist in Basic to perform the IFFT function. Also. on the DSP side, many existing programs

9.13



use the FIR filter with its convolution function as a basic function. Considering the fact that

the existing hardware of the Audiometer is used, this method is well suited since the ADSP

2 I8 I processor is fast enough and has enough memory to handle this specific application.

The next step would be to look at the practical implementation. The practical

implementation has to be discussed in terms of the hardware used, as well as the software

development. Chapter 10 deals with the necessary areas of the DSP and Chapter 11

discusses the actual implementation of the IFFT method.
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CHAPTER 10

AN OVERVIEW OF THE NECESSARY AREAS OF
THE DSP ARCIDTECTURE



10.1 Introduction

This pan ofthe document overviews the necessary areas of the OSP hardware and how the

algorithm is implemented. Tbe implementation of the HLS is done on an ADSP 2181

OSP processor, since this processor was originally utilized in the development of an

audiometer. The audiometer forms an integral pan of this application as it is the

instrument that is used to determine the frequency response (bearing loss) of the ear by

means of pure tone audiometry as explained in chapter 2.

An overview of the Audiometer and HLS is presented fust, then the development system

and the ADSP_2181 OSP processor is discussed in funher details.

10.2 Overview ofHardware use in the Audiometer and HLS

The audiometer consists of two sides. The PC (host) side and the OSP side. Figure 10.1

shows this arrangement with additional amplifiers connected to the output of the OSP. The

OS? side generates sinewaves by means of a table lookup method. A table on the OS?

side called the 'sinewave lookup table' holds the sinewave lookup values, These values

were determined by the equation: XCi) = sin(i x 2rrlN). N is the number of values in the

sinewave lookup table to complete one complete cycle (360°), in which case N = 256, A

sinewave is generated when the program is run through the lookup table and the numerical

values are converted from digital to analog form. The 256 sinewave values range between

+ Iv and -I v. If the program steps through each location in the lookup table, a sinewave

with a certain frequency is generated depending on the sampling rate to which the OSP

side is configured. By increasing the step size to 2, in other words accessing every second

memory location in the lookup table, the frequency of tbe sinewave is effectively doubled.

Changing the step-size thus changes the frequency of the sinewaves.

PC DSP

Contains fraction ,'alues that =:>
Generate sineW3\'e5 p Additional

;:::::)correspond to the SPL dB from lookup tables amplifiers
le\'els

Figure 10.1 Block diagram of the Audiometer
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The ADSP_218] uses the I.]5 fractional binary format so that the sinewave values which

range between + Iv and -1 v, range in the 1. 15 fonnat between Ox7FFF and Ox8000

respectively. The ADSP-2]00 Family user's manual written by the editorial staff of

Analog Devices (]995:2-2) explains that: "The ADSP-2]00 family operations presume or

support twos-complement arithmetic. It arithmetic is optimized for numerical values in a

fractional binary format denoted 1.15. In the 1.]5 format, there is one sign bit (the MSB)

and fifteen fractional bits representing values from -1 up to one LSB less than + 1. figure

10.2 shows the bit weighting for 1.15 numbers. Below are examples of 1.15 numbers and

their decimal equivalents"

1.15 umber

OxOOOl

Ox7FFF

Oxrfff

Ox8000

Decimal Equivalent

0.00003]

0.999969

-0.000031

-1.000000

Figure ]0.2 Bit Weighting For 115 Numbers

Table 10.1 shows an example of an 8 valued look'Up table used for generating a sinewave.

To get a full 100 db sound pressure level from a sinewave with +]v to -Iv swing, an

additional amplifier for each ear is added as shown in figure 10.1.

Decimal

0.707

I

0.707

0

-0.707

-1

-0.707

0

l.15 Number

5A82

7FFF

5A82

0000

A57E

8000

A57E

0000

Table 10.1 LookllP table with 8 values
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The PC, on the other hand, has a lookup table that contains the amplitude values for the

different sound pressure levels. When a sinewave with a certain SPL has to be generated, a

value that corresponds to that SPL is retrieved from the lookup table and then multiplied

with the sinewave values. When, for instance, the value I is retrieved from the lookup

table and multiplied by the sinewave values, a pure sinewave is produced with a SPL of

lOO dB's. When a value of, for example, 0.5 or Ox3FFF is retrieved and multiplied with

the sinewave values it might result in a SPL of 50 dB. These values in the amplitude

lookup table were calibrated by measuring the actual sound pressure level at the

headphones. Each point on the frequency axis, on which the hearing test is performed, has

its own lookup table. This point will be discussed further in chapter 11 and 12, but the

important thing to notice at this stage is that the audiogram or the frequency response is

determined by selecting the appropriate values from these lookup tables held on the host

(PC) side.

Conversely, the HLS uses the values determined by the hearing test, which is in fact the

response of the ear at different frequencies to pure sinewaves. The theory of Fourier

transform is based on sinewaves and is exploited in this application to determine the filter

coefficients. The filter coefficients are calculated by performing a IFFT operation on the

frequency response of the ear and this is also done on the host (PC) side. The same

arrangement as in figure 10.1 is use for the HLS. On the DSP side, the ftlter coefficients

are used in the convolution operation thereby realizing the required digital filtering or

attenuation on the incoming signal. Kuc (1988:1) defines a digital filter as a numerical

procedure, or algorithm, that transforms a given sequence into a second sequence that has

some more desirable properties. Ludeman (1986:5) explains that the filtering operation

can be accomplished digitally by using the structure as shown in figure 10.3. The

structure is composed of an analog prefilter; an analog-to-digital (ND) converter; a digital

mter represented by a transfer function, H(z); a digital-to-analog CD/A) converter and a

reconstruction fi Iter.

The analog prefilter specified by its transfer function Hp',{I) is in most cases a low-pass or

bandpass filter designed to reduce the effect of out of band interfering signals. Interfering

signals could be ex'traneous noise or higher-frequency signals that, when sampled, produce

lower-frequency signals (a phenomenon called "aliasing") For this reason, the analog
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prefilter is sometimes called an "antialiasing" filter III that It combats the aliasing

phenomenon.

y(n)

.OOLO 00010000

x(n)

... 0100 001l 0001

) Digital '\
Hpj{s) AID D/A :-- H,(s) f-e

x.(£) x(n) filter y(n) vo(r)

x(J

Figure 10.3 Block diagram ofa DSP filter system

The AID converter is a device which will, upon command, give a binary code word

corresponding to the quantized level of a continuous-time input signal at that rime. The

input signal X(I) shown on the left of figure 10.3 is filtered by the prefilter to provide the

analog signal xa(t), which is sampled and coded to give the input sequence x(n). This X(II)

is then operated on by the digital filter to produce yen). The operation produces the output

yen) at a time n as a weighted sum of the past input and presents input values. This is the

operation of the HR filter, which is described by the difference equation:

!V-I

yen) = 'Lh(k)x(n-k)
k=O

This is called the convolution equation with hen) being the filter's coefficients determined

by the IFFT calculation.

The D/A converter shown in figure 10.3 is a device that operates on a sequence of input

code words to produce a continuous-output signal, usually of a staircase form noted by the

function )10(1). This staircase form is then smoothed by a reconstruction filter to produce

the desired output signal Y(II).

10.3 DSP development board (EZ-KIT Lite)

To realize the DSP filter system that has been discussed above, a unit called the El_KIT

Lite is used. In 1996. when the Audiometer was developed, the El-KIT Lite was one of

the most cost effective, powerful asp development systems on the market. The ADSP

2181 used in the EZ-KIT lite offered the highest integration and performance in the 16 bit
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fixed-point OSP processor arena with 32K word of chip RAM, 30 ns instruction cyle time,

serial ports, OMA ports and low power modes. Since then, faster OSP processors with

more data and program memory storage capacity have been developed. Chapter 11 shows

the evaluations of the speed requirements of the application versus the speed of the

ADSP_2181. It will be pointed out that the ADSP_2181 is well suited for this application

and thus the consideration of any other faster processor, is not really necessary.

Figure 10.4 shows that the EZ-KIT Lite consists of a small ADSP-2181 based

development board with full 16-bit stereo audio VG capabilities. The board's features

include:

• The ADSP-2181 33Mips OSP processor that generates the sinewaves and performs the

convolution calculation for digital filtering. The ADSP-2181 will be explained in further

detail later in the chapter.

Green
Poner
LED

Slereo
Audio
OUPUI

Stereo
Audio
Input

lnpm
Source

Selector

Red
Flag Out

LED

~uc

Processor
Imenupt
Bunon

JP2

DC
Power Supply

Connector

I

o
FLl

U7

.till 18·P
Stereo
Codec

RESET
Bunon

Serial Pan (RS232)
Connector

0000
0000...

EPROM
Configuration

Jumpers

Socket EPROM IU2

[n-Circuit
EmuJalOr

Connection

OOOOOOCXXJOOOOOOOO~~~OOOOOOOOO000000000

88
88
88
00
00
00
00gg
88
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

P2

bl'ansion
Connector

Figure 10.4 EZ-KlT Lite Board Diagram
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• The ADI847 Stereo SoundPort is a CODEC (Coder and decoder) that performs the

AID and OfA conversions as explained earlier. It also takes care of aliasing and

reconstruction. It would be impossible to explain the CODEC's operation and

configurations fully in this document. Further details can be found in the AD 1847

CODEC's specifications document by Analog Devices (1995)

• The RS-232 Interface manages the serial communication between the PC and the EZ

KIT Lite.

• The EPROM socket holds the EPROM into which a program can be burned so that it

can be operated as a standalone unit. The DSP is configured to boot from EPRO 1 when a

reset is deasserted.

• Other features includes: Power upply reh'lllation, Expansion connectors, user"s push

buttons and user's configurable jumpers.

The Circuit diagrams of the development board can be found JI1 the EZ-Kit Lite users

Manual. by Analog Devices ( I995).

10.4 The DSP processor (ADSP-218 I) used in the HLS

The ADSP_2181 is a programmable single-chip processor with a base architecture

optimized for digital signal processing (The Editorial Staff of Analog Devices 1995)

Although most of the work in the following 1\\0 sections is ex1ractions from the "AD 'P

2181 Family user's manual (1995)"" it does not claim to be a complete description of the

ADSP-2181 processor. A complete reference on the ADSP_2181 DSP chip can be found

in the "ADSP-2100 Family user"s manual" wrinen by The Editorial 'taff of AnaloQ

Devices (1995). Onlv areas that are relevant to this project "il1 be elucidated in short As

mentioned, the ADSP_2181 DSP processor was the latest and best D P proces or in the

analog devices ADSP_2100 family fixed-point arithmetic range during the de"elopment of

the Audiometer in 1996 and is the reason why it is used in the HLS l~ the rest of the

chapter the features of the ADSP_2181 are discussed under the headings "Core

.-\rchitecture" and "ADSP-2181 integration"
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10.5 Core Architecture

Figure 10.5 shows a block diagram of the core architecture of the ADSP-21 XX family.

The core of the processor contains three independent, full function computation units

which are:

The Arithmeticllogic unit (ALU)

The 1ultiplier/accumulalOr (MAC)

The shifter

Dara
Address

Generator

Input Regs

ALU

Data
Address

Generator

1-1

1-1 /

/
2-1/

Input Rees

:-'1.AG

Program
Sequenccr

Inpul Rej5

Sluner

PMA BUS

DMA BUS

P.\1DBUS

1(, / D\1DBt.:.

Input Re.es Input Regs Input Regs

RBCS

Figure 105 Core architecture of the AD P-1! 00 family

The computational unir processes 16-bit dara directly and has provisions to UppOrl

multiprecision computations. The .ALL' perfomls a srandard sel of arithmetic and logic

[unctions. The arithmetic functions are add. subtract. negate. increment. decrement and
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absolute value. The logic functions are AND, OR, XOR (exclusive OR) and NOT. The

ALU is 16 bit wide with two input ports, X and Y, and one output port, R.
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The multiplier/accumulator (MAC) provides single-cycle multiplication, multiplication

with accumulative addition, multiplication with accumulative subtraction, saturation and

clear to zero functions Figure 10.6 shows a block diagram of the MAC. A feedback

function allows part of the accumulator output to be directly used as one of the

multiplicands of the next cycle. The multiplier has rwo 16-bit input ports X and Y, and a

32-bit product output port P. The 32-bit product is passed to a 40-bit adder/subtracter

which adds or subtracts the new product from the content of the multiplier result (MR)

register, or passes the new product directly to MR. The MR register is 40 bits wide. The

MR register consists of three smaller registers: MRO and MRI which are 16 bits wide and

MR2 which is 8 bits wide. The most common function performed by the MAC that is

particularly used in the HLS, is the MR+X'Y multiply/accumulate function which

multiplies X and Y operands and adds the result to the MR register in one cycle. This is a

basic function for the convolution operation.

The shifter provides a complete set of shifting functions for 16-bit inputs, yielding a 32-bir

out. These include arithmetic shifts, logical shift, normalization and derive exponent

operations. The shifter array is a 16 x 32-barrel shifter. It accepts a 16-bit input and can

place it anywhere in the 32-bit output field, from off-scale right to off-scale left, in a single

cycle. This gives 49 possible placements within the 32-bit field.

The program sequencer and two dedicated data address generators as shown in figure 10 5,

ensures efficient delivery of operands 10 these computation units. The sequencer suppOrts

conditional jumps, subroutine calls and retums in a single cycle With intemal loop

counters and loop stacks, the ADSP-2 J SI executes looped code with zero overhead; no

explicit jump instructions are required 10 maintain loops. The two data address generators

(DAGs) shown in Figure 10.7 provides addresses for simultaneous dual operand fetches

(from data memory and program memory). The DAGs provide indirect addressing Both

perform automatic address modification. For circular buffers, the DAGs can perform

modulo address modification. In a single DAG there are three register files: the modify

(M) register file, tbe index (1) register file. and the length (L) register file. Each of the

register files contain four 14-bit registers. which can be read !Tom and wrinen 10 via the

DMD bus. The 1 registers (10-13 in DAG I and 14-17 in DAG2) contain the actual address

used to access memory. When data is accessed in indirect mode, the address stored in the

selected I register becomes the memory address. The data address generator employs a

post-modifY scheme. After an indirect data access. the specified M register (MO-M3 in
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DAG 1 and M4-M7 in DAG2) is added to the specified I register to generate the update I

value. The modification values stored in M register are signed numbers so that the next

address can be either higher or lower. The address generator supports both linear

addressing and circular addressing. For circular buffer addressing, the L register IS

initialized with the length of the buffer. For linear addressing, the modulus logic IS

disabled by setting the corresponding L register to zero.

A common requirement for DSP filters is to have a circular buffer. The processors' data

address generators (DAGs), using the L (length) registers directly implement this. First the

buffer must be declared as circular..VAR/DM/CIRC coefficienl:s [256J;

This identifies it to the linker for placement on the proper address boundary.

2

RO\l
t TTIO"

~ •
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•
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V 1-1 tJ-I I

I
IXSTR... ...
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t ...

I } ... ...
1-1 I \DJ) I

!

"

2
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Hrr
RlHRSl

...
\J)DRF.5S
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Figure 10.7 Data Address Generator block diagram

'Iext. the L register must be initialized by usmg the assembler" s % operator (or a

constant). The r register is initialized bv using the assembler's A operator and the M

register must have a constant to specify to what number of locations are to be incremented

each time. For example·
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LO = %coefficients; {length of circular buffer}

10 = Acoefficients; {point to first address of buffer}

MO = 1; {increment by 1 location each time}

Then a statement like

MXO = DM(IO,MOj; {load MXO from buffer}

placed in a loop, cycles continuously through coefficiellls and wraps around automatically.

This function is used in the Audiometer to access the sine values in the sine lookup table.

II is also used in the HLS in the main filter routine and its implementation is di cussed

funher in chapter 11.

The transfer of data is achieved with the u e of five internal buses namely: the Program

Memory Address (PMA) Bus, the Program Memory Data (P ID) Bus, the Data Memory

Address (DMA) Bus, Data Memory Data (DMO) Bus and Result (R) Bus. The internal

result (R) bus connects the computational units so that the output of any unit may be the

input of any unit on the nex1 cycle. The two address buses (PMA and OMA) share a single

external address bus, allowing memory to be expanded ofT-chip and the two data buses

(PMD and OMD) share a single external data bus Byte memory space and VD memory

space also share the external buses These busses provide the connection between the core

and the ADSP-2l8l integration.

Before the ADSP-2l81 integration is discus ed, it is wonh mentioning that the AD P

2181 architeclUre exhibits a high degree of paralleli m, tailored to D P requirement In a

single cycle. the device can:

Generate the next program address

Fetch the ne:-.1 instruction.

Perform one or two data moves

Update one or two data address pointers

Perform a computation.

In that same cycle, processors. which have the relevant functional units. can also:

Receive and/or transmit data via the serial pon! )

Receive and/or transmit data via the DMA pan.

Receive and/or transmit data via the analog interface.
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10.6 The ADSP-2181 integration

Figure 10.8 shows the additional i\DSP-2181 features that are being integrated into the

ADSP-21XX family core. These features are: Program memory, Data memory, Serial

ports, timer, interrupts, flags, Byte DMA controller, power down logic, programmable VO

and internal DMA port. As said, only the relevant features will be discussed briefly and for

a complete reference, the ADSP-2181 user manual should be consulted.
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Figure 10.8 ADSP-2 I81 integration into the ADSP-2 [XX family Core Architecture
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MemDry - The ADSP-2181 uses a mDdified Harvard architecture in which data memory

stDres data, and program memory stores both instructions and data. .It contains onchip

RAM that comprises a portion of the program memDry space and data memory space. The

speed of the on-chip memory allows the processor tD fetch two operands (one from data

memory and one from program memory) and an instruction (from program memory) in a

single cycle.

The ADSP-2181 has 16K Data and I6K Program memDry (R.A.M) onboard. Boot circuitry

provides for IDading on-chip program memory autDmatically after reset. This is done

through the memory interface from a single 10w-cDst EPROM, through the BDMS port.

Serial Ports - The serial ports (SPORTs) provide a complete serial interface with the hos!.

Each SPORT can generate a programmable internal clock or accept an external clock.

SPORTO, which is connected to the CODEC, is used as the input and output for the

hearing loss simulator. It is also programmed to accept an external clDCk. which is

necessary for linear buffering for the sinewave generation in the audiDmeter.

The high-speed synchronDus serial pan SPORTO carries all the data, control and status

information between the DSP and the CODEC. SPORT I pins are used to communicate

with the host PC via the RS2J2 interface Flag In and Flag Out pins carry the receive and

tran mit data. The receive data also goes to IRQI (interrupt number one) SD the DSP can

detect activity without polling the Flag In pin Software running on the DSP emulate a

UART to provide the proper protocol for asynchronous serial communication at a data rate

of 9600 bits per second. This software is supplied with the EZ_KIT Lite. Figure 10.9

shows the block diagram of the serial port. Writing to a SPORT (serial PDrt) TX register

readies the SPORT for transmission; the TFS signal imitates the transmission of serial

data. Once transmission has begun, each value written to the TX register is transferred to

the internal transmit shift register and, subsequently the bits are sent, MSB flfst. Each bit

is shifted out on the rising edge of SCLK..l\Jter the first bit (MSB) of· award has been

transferred, the SPORT generates the transmit interrupt.

The TX register is now available for the next data word, even though the transmission of

the first word is ongoing. In the receiving section. bits accumulate as they are received in

an internal receive register. When a complete wDrd has been received, it is written to the
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Rx register and the receive interrupt for that SPORT is generated. SPORTO, In

particularly, is configured to be triggered with external clock pulses from the CODEC.

RX.n
Recieve Data Register

16 /

)

Companding
Hardware

DMDBus

. .

I I I I I '

TXn
Traosmit Data Register

Serial

r Transmit Shift Register r Contra) I Rccci\'c Shin Register l

I'--- Intcrnal
\ Scrial

DT TFS CLK Clock RfS OR
Generator

Figure 10.9 Serial pon block diagram

The CODEC is configured to sample at 32 kHz. This is twice the highest frequency at 16

kHz, which adheres to the Nyquist constrain.

An interrupt controller allows the processor to respond to eleven possible interrupts and

reset with minimum overhead. These interrupts are prioritized from high to low in the

following order: Power down, £RQ2. IRQI, IRQO, SPORTO Transmit, SPORTO Receive,

IRQE, BDMA interrupt, SPORTI Transmit or IRQI. SPORTI Recieve or IRQO and the

Timer interrupt which has the lowest priority The program sequencer" s interrupt

controller responds to interrupts by shifting control to the instruction located at appropriate

interrupt vector address The interrupt vector table reside in the first fony locations of the

DSP program and is the main determinant for the program flow
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It has repeatedly been mentioned that only the most relevant features of the ADSP-2181

integration would be discussed as an aid to the explanation of the hearing loss si mulator. It

is therefore recommended that for the other features such as the: Power down logic, 8 yte

DMA controller, internal DMA port, Flags, timer and Programmable lfO, the ADSP-2100

user's manual (that includes the ADSP-2171 and ADSP-2181) by Analog Devices (1995)

be consulted.

10.7 Conclusion

This chapter overviews the necessary areas of the DSP architecture to explain how the

algorithm was implemented. The Audiometer was discussed primarily to show the

relationship with the hearing loss simulator in terms of the hardware. 80th functions are

controlled from the host which is a Pc. The PC stores the ear's frequency response during

a pure tone audiometrical test and then uses this information to perform the IFFT to

determine filter coefficients. The DSP side, on the other hand, fulfills the sinewave

generation for the hearing test and performs the filter function for the hearing loss

simulator To realize the DSP functions the El_KIT Lite was used. The El_KIT Lite is a

complete DSP development system with a AD P-2181 DSP processor, CODEC, RS-232

serial interface capabilities and EPROM on board The chapter concluded with the mo t

relevant features of the ADSP-218! processor. which are necessary for the next chapter

which deals with the actual implementation (software) of the HLS
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CHAPTER 11

THE ACTUAL IMPLEMENTATION



Il.l Introduction

In chapter 9 the implementation of the IFFT was motivated. The discussion on the

implementation is thus based on this method. The actual implementation is divided into

two sections: The actual implementation on the host side and the actual implementation on

the DSP side. The two essential components in the development of the HLS are the IFFT

computation and the filtering operation. The strategy is to compute the IFFT on the host

side and perform the filtering on the DSP side.

11.2 The actual implementation on the host side

11.2.1 Introduction

The software development for the HLS on the host is imegrated into existing software.

The existing software is that of an Audiometer (As part of an acoustic analyzer) designed

by N. Thys for a B.Tech industrial project The only addition to this program is the

implementation of the IFFT algorithm. In this section the main focus will be on the IFFT

algorithm and a brief discussion on the serial communication and user's interface will be

included. All higher language developmem was done with Visual Basic. since the existing

instrument is written in Visual Basic

The outline of this section is as follows

Visual Basic

Simulation implementation

Serial communication

L"ser's interface

11.2.2 Visual Basic

Visual Basic is a high level language that work on an e\'em driven principle With Vi ual

Basic the user's iorerface (screen lavout) has to be built in ad\·ance. before the program

coding is done (Gurewich & Gurewich, 1993)

So there are two steps:

- The \'isual programming step

- The code programming step
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I" Steps of 5 dBs "I
I· dBL = 20 log (XolXref)."1
I" -idB/20 = 10g(XoutlXref) "I

In the visual prograrrumng step, objects are placed inside a fonn and their respective

properties are set. In the code-programming step, procedures are selected by selecting an

object and the event, and then the code is inserted inside the procedure. This code is

executed during run-time whenever the event occurs. When the screen layout was

designed the icons of the controls were selected fTom the given provided. Each control has

its own set of properties. The complete program list can be found in appendix B. The

complete program is not in sequential order but the events are listed in alphabetical order.

The code in each event is, however executed in sequential order.

11.2.3 Simulation implementation

Software development for the simulation stans at page E. 18 and can be found in appendix

B. In most cases the hearing ability ofrhe rwo ears is not identical. The program thus stam

with the left ear and is repeated for the right ear. The section of the program responsible

for HLS starts with the declaration of all variables. The program first determines whether

the audio-test has been completed before it proceeds, because the simulation would be

inaccurate if the test were not completed. The program will be discussed in secrions and in

the order in which it is executed. A linearpiece wise interpolation scheme is used to get a

smooth fTequency response before the IFFT is computed

Section A on page £20 shows a table with lookup values for sound pressure level (SPL)

levels used in the interpolation. These values were adopred from the audiomerer

development The standard audiometer has a sound pressure level scale from 0 to 100 dBs

in steps of 5 dBs. A program using C+-'- was wlinen to calculate these values, which are

stored in a file called AMP. OAT. The code forthis program is shown below in table I 1.1.

[t was calculated according to the formula' dBL ~ 20 log (Xo/Xref).

r PROGRAM TO CALCULATE AMPLITUDE VALUES ·1
#include "Ostdio.h>
#include "Ostdlib. h>
#include "Omath.h>
void mainO
{
FILE ·dbgO:
float xout,xl;
int Lamp;

dbgO=fope n("dbgO .dat"."w+"):
for(i=O;i < 1 05;i+=5)
{
xl =(float)(i)"(-1.0»/20.0:
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xout =32768.0'pow(10,x1);

amp = (int)(xout);
fprintf(dbgO, "%x\n" ,am p);

}
fclose(dbgO);

}

I' make Xout subject of formula '1
I' Xref =32768 (highest value for 1)'1
I' round to nearest integer 'I
r convert to hexadecimal 'I

Table 11 1 Program to calculate amplitude values

The values derived from running the program were verified empirically with a SPL meter

Those numerical values that did not correspond to the measured SPL were readjusted. It

should be stated at this point that it was not expected that the calculated dBL values of the

program in table ll.l should exactly match the real sound pressure level. To calculate the

power of the actual sound pressure levels in terms of electrical power consumed by the

speaker, special mathematical calculations need to be performed These formulas in the

calculations take into account all electrical impedances as well mechanical impedances It

is weH known in the field of audio engineering that apart from the problems in finding the

correct transducer's characteristics and specifications, the numerous specifications needed

in these calculations all have their respective tolerances. When these tolerances enter the

applicable equations, the results will have accumulative tolerances. This might lead to

inaccurate values, which will require continuous recalculations. To avoid the tedious and

time consuming calculations and recalculations it was decided to measure the relative

sound pressure level with a SPL meter and then adjust the numerical values in the lookup

table. This approach is not only more accurate. but also faster.

In section B. the coordinates of a test point on the audiogram are used to retrieve the

corresponding SPL value from the look-up table in section A.

In section C the points on \\ hich the tests were performed are interpolated linearly. The

horizontal grid is divided into 256 equal spaces. Each point is calculated b the straight

line equation y = mx + c where m is the gradient and c the starting point.

Section 0 shows the program that was run to literallv test the speed of the 10FT Equation

4.27 is directly implemented by noting that f!,8 can be wTitten in the trigonometric form as

cos (8) - j sin (8). This pan of the program is eliminated though.

Section E shows the various windows that were experimented with.

Section F is where the computation of the inwrse fast Fourier transfoml begins.



The first section explains Fourier time shifting. In the second loop an important general

property of the OFT is taken care off These properties refer to the spectral symmetry

which is:

IX[k]1 = IX[N-k]1

L:X[k] = -L:X[N-k]

Re X [ k ] = Re X [N k]

IrnX[k]= -lmX[N-k]

The values X [ N - k ] which range from 11: to 211: are knovlTl as the complex conjugates and

is written as X'[k] This loop demonstrates symmetry at frequency sample Ns/2 where Ns

are the number of frequency samples.

In section G, -I is assigned to IN which means that the inverse Fourier transform is

calculated. As previously stated the same routine could be used to perform both forward

and reverse transform. so that if IN = I the forward transform is calculated.

In section H the twiddle factor is calculated. Referring to figure 5 2 in chapter 5 the

position of the twiddle factor w~n = e-}·'r;;;nY in rhe basic butterfly can be noted. In this

section the twiddle factor is expressed in trigonometric form. The Imagtnary part is

multiplied by IN = -I, so that the IFFT instead of the FFT is calculated

Section 1 is where Bit re\'ersal is performed The section could be explained by means of a

flow diagram as shown in figure I J I XR i an array variable for the real parts and XI is

an array variable for rhe imaginary. In the program the same operation i performed on

both XR and Xl so that only XR can be used in the discu sion The program starts with

both 10 and 10 equal to O. When the first conditional jump is encoumered the flow of the

program is directed toward the branch where the coment of XR(lO) and XR(JO) is

exchanged. Both are zero which means that the coment of the first memorY location

remains in place. If the number of sample ;-\s is. for example. 3:l then the neXl step will

assign K = 16. The next block tests if K >= 10-1 in which case it is "rrue" K is rhen

added to 10 so that JO is now 16 When the loop starts again. 10 "ill be one In this case

la is smaller then 10 which means that comem of XR(J) and XR(16) is exchanged When

the program is iterated Ns time rhe resulting sequence will correspond to the bit reversal

sequence explained in chapter 5
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The exchange of the memory content of position 15 and 16 is examined as an example.

The decimal number 15 will have a binary value of 01111 and bit reversal value of 11110

that is 30. In this case JO = 30 and K = 16. The test "Is K >=JO+l ?" will result in "No",

which means that in the next step K is subtracted from JO so that JO is 14. The next block

where K is divided by 2, results in K = 8. The loop labeled A might be executed a few

times until K is bigger then JO+1. The test "Is K >=JO+I ?" will again be executed and

result in "No" which mean that the loop is executed a second time so that JO = JO - K =

14 - 8 = 6 and K/2 = 4:.K is now 4. The test "Is K >=JO+l ?" is repeated and will result

in No. It means that the loop ",~ll be repeated a third time so that JO = JO - K = 6 - 4 = 2

and K/2 = 2:.K is 2. "Is K >=JO+l ?" is repeated again and mll result in No. It means

that the loop is once again repeated so that JO = JO - K = 2 - 2 = 0 and K/2 = I:. K is I.

This time around when "Is K >=JO+I ?" is repeated it will result in Yes. The next step

will add JO and K so that JO equals \.

For 10 = 0 To NM - 1

Is 10> 10')

Figure 11.1 Bit reversal flow diagram

N"

"

eR = XR(10): Cl = XI(JO)
XR(IO) = XR(IO): XJ(IO) = XI(lO)
XR(IO) = CR: XJ(lO) = Cl

10 = 10 - K:

A

With the next iteration 10 is 16 and JO is I. 10 is bigger then JO which means that no

exchange between XR(IO) and XR(JO) will take place. The exchange need not take place

anyway because XR( 16) and XR( I) would have been exchanged already during the first

iteration. The value 16 has a binary equivalent of 10000 and the bit reversal will thus be

00001 which is decimal 1. This explains and proves the operation of bit reversal part of the
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program. Section J is where the FFT computation is done. Referring to figure 5.5 in

chapter 5 it could be seen that the computation is started by taking the input sequence as

N, I-sample transforms and proceeding from left to right computing 2, 4, 8, .. sample

OFTs in successive waves of butterfly calculation until the full N-sample OFT is formed

from two N/2 sample OFTs. The first line of section J is where the outer loop starts,

which is responsible for accessing each stage in succession up to M stages. The first step

in the decimation in time algorithm is to compute the N/2, 2-sample DFTs from the

shuffied input. The inner loop does this calculation by accessing each butterfly at a time.

The butterfly arrangement figure 5.2 (b) is repeated here for the sake of explanation.

E(k) ---~----l!ffi---'X(k)

.'«k-.\"])
O(k) --D-----''--{;>--*lI7---

w.~ -I

Figure 11.2 Butterflv arrangement

Lines 7 and 8 from the start of section J computes W~ in trigonometric form. The cos and

sine values of the twiddle factors which was precomputed and stored in a lookup table are

retrieved by lines II and 12. The precomputation adds to the increase in speed. It should

be noted that when the inner loop is executed it uses the same t\\~ddle factor for each

butterfly. That is why the t""lddle factor is computed outside the inner loop. For the first

stage L = 1, LE = 2 and LI = I. XR and XI uses IF = 1+1 in line 7 and 8 because lP would

then refer to the bottom leg of the butterfly which is the next line downwards in the OIT

structure. In the bottom leg W~ is multiplied. Line 10 computes X[ k ] and line 9

computes X[ k + N/2 ]. It can be seen that 'in place' computations are done by which the

same memory location is used to store the input sequence, the results of the intermediate

DFTs and the final output sequence. This contributes to an efficient use of memory. With

LE = 21
= 2 in the first stage every second pair of inputs is processed in succession. In the

middle loop, J would run from 0 to 0 which means that the middle loop is executed only

once. The N/2, 2- sample DFTs are thus computed in the inner loop.

When L = 2 the second stage is executed so that N/4. 4 sample DFTs are computed. In this

case LE = 4, L1 = 2, fK = N/4 and J runs from 0 to I. When J = 0 the inner loop will start

from I = O. with IP = 0,2 = 2. CR and Cl are respectively real imaginary "alues computed

fur the bottom leg of the butterfly by which the inputs XR(IP) and Xl(IP) is multiplied by
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the twiddle factor. The bottom leg of the butterfly is now two lines down in the structure

of the second stage. The final output values of XR(I) and XR(lP) will thus be two spaces

apart When the inner loop is executed for the second time it will jump LE = 4 positions

down the structure and repeat the same procedures using the same twiddle factor. The

middle loop will be executed a second time with J = I. This time the inner loop starts with

I = I, which is the position of the top leg of the second butterfly from the top in the

structure of the second stage. The values of the bottom leg are calculated similarly as

described above. The same procedures are repeated when the jump of LE = 4 in the loop

is encountered. The above procedures produce the N/4, 4-sample OFTs for the second

stage. The other stages are computed in the same way using their relative twiddle factors.

The process is continued until the full N-sample OFT is formed from two N/2 sample

OFTs.

In section K the outputs XR and Xl are divided by the number of samples, Ns, so that the

IFFT computation can be completed.

11.2.4 Serial communication

The procedure to initiate the serial port for communication is listed in section 0 page E.13.

It shows that in the sub Form_Load procedure serial port COM 2 is initiated. The senings

for this port are: 9600 baud rate, no parity, 8 data bits and I stop bit. The port is then open,

and after Chr(25) is sent out to instruct the DSP to start, the port is closed.

In section M the calculated filter coefficients are sent to the DSP side through the serial

port Comm. Port2 By sending Chr(27) down the pon, the DSP side will respond by

preparing for the reception of the coefficient value. All the values in the 100J..-up table had

to conform to the 1.15 format as required by the ADSP_2181 processor. The negative

values are calculated by adding the coefficient value to 65535 (OxFFFF) 'convert it to tbe

1.15 format as explained in chapter 10. Referring to figure 9.3 it can be seen that in the

1.15 format the negative values ranges from Hex: OxFFFF = Dec : -0.000031 to Hex:

Ox8000 = Dec : -I. 000000.

The serial port uses eight bit words III its data transfer. This would consist of two

hexadecimal digits. The coefficient that needs io be transferred consists of four
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hexadecimal digits. To be able to transfer the four hexadecimal digits, it should obviously

be split into two pairs of hexadecimal digits which could be transferred a pair at a time.

The next step would be to split the number into higher and lower significant hexadecimal

digits. Dividing the calculated output value by 256 and rounding it to nearest lower digit

by means of the 'in!' function derives the higher significant hexadecimal digits. As an

example, a number 24852 with hexadecimal equivalent Ox6114 is divided by 256 which

gIVes

24852/256 = 97.078125

Round with the int function would give 97 with Hex = 61 which is the first higher

significant hexadecimal digit The LSD is obtained by multiplying the 97 by 256, which

equals 24832 and then subtracting it from the original number. For example 24852 

24832 = 20. When 20 is converted to hexadecimal it gives 14 which is the lower

significant digits of the hexadecimal number Ox6114

In section N the higher and lower significant bits are sent out comm.port2

The whole process is then repeated for the other ear.

11.2.5 User's interface

In this document the user's interface refers to the man-machine interface. The screen

layout is shown in figure 11.3. As previously said, the simulator is integrated into and

exiting from an audiometer design by Thys (1996) and has therefore only a few buttons

added to the existing layout The user's interface of the existing Audiometer will be

discussed briefly, followed by the additional features that constitute the l·llS

The horizontal scale of the audiogram indicates the frequency, ranging from 125 Hz to 8

kHz. The vertical scale of the audiogram indicates the SPL, ranging iTom 0 dB's to 100

dEs in steps of 10 dBs, but the points can be ploned in steps of 5 dEs. When the program

is run for the first time, the SPL is automatically set to 0 dE's and Left channel enabled.

Frequency tests will start automatically from 250 Hz. Sound stimulation will take place

when the Audiomet bunon is clicked on. The sound signal will only last for duration of I

second. When the vertical scrollbar is shifted, the amplitude window indicates the increase

or decrease in SPL When the horizontal scrollbar is shifted. the frequency window

indicates the increase or decrease in frequency. '.'.'hen the subject indicates that the sound

is audible, the Log bunon is clicked and a circle for Right or a cross for Left is planed on
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the Audiogram. After the spectrum is covered, the draw button can be triggered to draw

the lines between the points. If the test was incomplete the text box" Test completed? "

will display the message" incomplete"- By clicking on the left or right option the required

channel can be selected. If a new test needs to be carried out , the Audiogram can be

cleared by clicking the Clear button and the name of the student is entered in the name text

box. The Audiogram can be printed when the print button is clicked, and clicking the Exit

button ends the program. For further information on the audiometer, refer to Thys (1996).

Student Name:

____I I Test Complete?

I Irequenc~ I

1 1000

I Iofo I
Illll!lilflllllj11
I Amplitude I

I,-~_I

84

,
2

..............._..+_~.._.j _i _._·· _

0.5

20

o

;

"r--- ·····_····t-····_·_· ! ~ ~ ~ .._ _ _-

•.••_ ;_••__.• . .••j .••••••..••.•.•..••••..•__ ..••_ •..l.
30 ····················r·- ; ; ; ,
~ ,L_L-.J .:._

: ' --'--------j

I~--!---·__ ··__·· ~._.-._-+ _;-- !.-

70

60

80

100
0.125 0.25

SPL
dB

Frequen9' kHz

• Il11lI1 ,illllll,il,li'lllllililllll!111l11Ifillrll"11111

Illillill!11111\11~ I @) uft 0 I @ ~~t X

Figure 11.3 Screen layout of Audiometer and HLS
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The first addition to the existing instrument is a student/patient database that stores the

audiogram information. The information is retrieved from the database when the

simulation needs to be performed. The construction of the database will not be discussed

in full detail, as it is not the focus of the research. For a complete explanation of the

construction of databases with Visual Basic 3, refer to Gurewich and Gurewich (1993).

The database program starts on page E 13 section DA. The data is stored in a file named

naud2.dat, at the click of the save button. The code for the click procedure of the object

"cmdsave" is shown in section DB page E.ll and is executed when the save command

button is clicked. To navigate through the database, the menu was developed in such a

way that a list of options is presented by means of a dropdown list. When the Data option

is clicked a dropdown list with the options New, Next, Previous and Search is presented.

The code for these events can be found in sections DC, DD, DE and DF respectively.

Another addition would obviously be an option 10 choose between audiometer and

simulator. By selecting "Simulate hearing" on the menu-bar and clicking "Simulation" on

the dropdown list, the simulation of the hearing of the person currently displayed is

performed. Clicking on the "No attenuation" option will enable the audiometer. Shortcut

keys can also be used operate the instrument. The letters that are underlined are the ones

which are used with the Alt key.

11.3 Low level development on DSP side

The low level development on the DSP side is a program written in assembler language

for the asm2181 compiler and the complete program list is shown in Appendix A. The

program consists of two parts which are the Audiometer and the HLS. Both functions use

the same code to initialize all the El-KIT Lite hardware. For a full description on

programming the El-KIT Lite development board (with onboard ADSP-2181 DSP

processor), refer to the ADSP-21 00 El-KIT Lite Reference manual written by the editorial

stuff of Analog Devices (1995). For a full description on the operation, configuration and

programming of the ADSP-2181 processor, refer to the ADSP-2100 (which includes the

ADSP-2l8l) user's manual, also written by the editorial staff of Analog Devices ( 1995).

In the program list ofappendix A, section B shows the declarations that are made ofall the

additional variables, arrays and constants that are made. When the system starts. code will
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be executed from location 0 in program memory. The first 48 locations of program

memory include the interrupt vector table. Program execution is based on a prioritized

interrupt vector table. When an interruption occurs during ADSP operation, the program

flow will be redirected to the location shown in the listing (Appendix A). This jump is

done automatically by the hardware when an interrupt is detected. Line A of the program

shows that the constant declarations are contained in a separate file called system.k. The

listing of system. k is shown in Appendix A.

Section B of the program includes the assembler directives defining 6 circular buffers on

chip memory: two in program memory (used to store the values of the sine lookup table

and the filter's coefficients), four in data memory RAM (used to hold the Codec's control

words and initialization commands and also the sampled data) Thirty-two variables III

data memory, with their respective labels, are shown in the listing under section B.

Section C shows the initialization of the sine values, frequency values, amplitude values,

and codec initializations The sinewave values are actually loaded from an external file

(sine.hex) by the linker The frequency values (freqTab) are loaded from freqval.dsp and

the seven amplitude values(ampTab#) are loaded from their respective ampval#.dsp files.

Here # means numerical values from I to 7. All Codec interface (software and hardware)

has already been done on the EZ_LIT kit and the remarks next to the control word gives

an idea of how the codec is configured

Section D shows interrupt vector table. Since this code module is located at absolute

address zero (as indicated by ABS qualifier in the .MODULE directive). the first

instruction is placed at the start vector: address OxOOOO. The instruction jump start (at

location 0) is used to jump over the interrupt vector table to where the STart routine begins.

Interrupt vectors that are not used are filled with return from interrupt (rti). This is done

for safety. If for some reason program memory gets corrupted or program flow gets "lost"

in the interrupt vector table, the rti instruction will bring program flow back into the

program

Section E, start, sets up the index (l) , length (L), and modify (M) registers used to address

the three circular buffers. A non-zero value for the length activates the processor modulus

logic. Each time the interrupt occurs. the I register pointers advance one position through

the buffer
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At F the file i codcom.dsp IS included which restores the monitor timer handler,

performs the configuration of SPORTO for external clock pulses and does the Codec

initialization. This file is listed at the end of in Appendix A Section F also shows that the

starting address of the tahle named eveftab is put into index register i6. This table holds

the 256 coefficients needed for the filtering.

Section G shows that at start up the counter that is used to enable the sound stimulation for

one second, is assigned with cnt = Ox7dOO. The flag to begin the tone generation is set to

zero and the frequency is initially set to 1000 Hz. cntra is used to count the number of

bytes and is therefore set to 2.

Section H shows the code for establishing the user's interface by making use of the

Monitor Program which resides in the on-board EPROM. It is automatically loaded into

the on-chip program and data memories at reset. As soon as the monitor begins execution,

it performs a self test of the DSP registers, on-chip memories, and a reset and initialization

of ADI847 Codec. It then waits for commands via the RS-232 serial communication port

SPORTI. After download of the application program is completed, the monitor software

calls the application program as a subroutine. That is why this routine in H ends with a

return to subroutine (rts). The first eight lines of the main program in section H reads a

command word from the host and loads it into the axl register It should be noted that two

types of information are received by the DSP. On the one hand, the flIter's coefficients are

transferred and on the other hand, the audiometer's frequency and amplitude values are

transferred. First the transfer of the Audiometer's information and then the transfer of the

filter's coefficients are discussed.

The transfer of the amplitude and frequency values used by the Audiometer is as follows:

Section G shows that the first step in the program is to test ax1 if OxOO Ib to see if it is

received. OxOOlb signals the transfer of the filter's coefficients. Ifaxl is not OxOOlb it is

tested for Ox19 and Ox Ia, which is used to instruct the audiometer which channel, left or

right, to enable. This is done by putting I or 0 in the dm(lef) or dm(rig) variables in the 1ft

and rht-sub routines. It is then used to direct the program flow to a routine where either

one of the channels is finally cut-off (transmits a zero). The program returns to main

without performing any additional function. Any other command word will cause the

program to flow through the part where various flags are set and counters are initialized.
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The important variables to note now are the cnt that holds the value for a 1 second

duration sound stimulation. Also the variable sflag (sound flag) is set to 1. This variable is

used to enable the audiometer or shut it down when it is zero. The command word that is

in ax1 is then assigned to the variable dm(ocval), which is used to access the content of

the frequency and amplitude table. Call lookup is then executed, followed by "jump

. "mam .

Section J shows the lookup routine. In this routine the frequency value and amplitude

value are retrieved and loaded into dm(freq) and dm(amp). In order to understand this

routine, the construction of the control word is explained first

The control word sent down the serial port is constructed in such a way as to instruct the

DSP program to:

I. Change bet>veen the frequencies.

2. Change between 21 amplitude values.

3. Select left or right channel.

4. Trigger sound stimuli.

It consists of a start bit, 8 data bits and a stop bit. The diagram below shows the function

of each bit in the control data word.

Frequency

Values

Figure J lA Eight bit Control data word

Ampli.twle

Values

The 5 lower significant bits allows for 25 = 32 variables for amplitude adjustment of which

only 21 values are used. The other 3 higher significant bits enable the selection of the 7

needed frequency selections. These values are used to retrieve the actual amplitude and

frequency from their respective lookup tables. For example, the data word 10101110 will

access the 5 th frequency value which is 2000 Hz in the frequency lookup table and the 18

th amplitude value which is 90 dB in the amplitude lookup table.

The way the DSP program accesses these values is as follows:

To get the frequency values, the received data word is first put into a specific register

(.AA). The content of This register is then shifted right by five positions so that only The

higher 3 biTS are left in the shift register(sr). The value in sr register is obviously the
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corresponding frequency position that needs to be retrieved. The address pointed to by

FreqTab, which is in fact the origin of the frequency lookup table, is assigned to index

register i2 , so that i2 points to the table's origin. The content of sr is loaded into modifY

register m2. ModifY(i2,m2) will modifY the index register by the content of the m2. Linear

buffering is used here, because 12 = 0 (refer to chapter 10, section on data address

generators). Index register i2 now points to table offset of the required frequency. axO =

dm(i2,m2) extracts the frequency value and puts it in axO. It is then assigned to the

frequency variable dm(freq) which is used in the interrupt service routine to generate the

required frequency. The amplitude values are extracted from the amplitude lookup table in

the same way, but this time they are first ANDed with binary 0001 11I I to strip the upper

three bits. These selected values pointed to by ampTab are smaller than or equal to one (in

hexadecimal form) and are multiplied with the sine values to give the actual value that is

output onto the CODEC. This is done in the interrupt routine section L. The flow and

control diagram of this is shown in appendix C. As the research focuses on the HLS, this

chapter will proceed with a discussion on the transfer of the filter's coefficients, while

Section K and onwards, which forms the heart of the AUdiometer, is explained in appendix

C.

Transfer of the filter's coefficients is as follows:

Figure 11.5 shows the program flow and control diagram of the main routine. The last

five lines of page D.5 shows that with flag dlflag initially zero and on the reception of

OxOO Ib, the program is directed to subroutine serjjl. In serjjl the flag dlflag is set to J. In

other words OxOO Ib is used to signal the start of downloading of the filter coefficients.

After the program jumps back to main, dlflag is tested again and the program will jump to

bran this time. The function of the subroutines bran and instrO is to reassemble the 16 bit

data word used on the DSP side, as the serial communication transfers only 8 bit

characters at a time. This is done as follow: Note that cnrra was set to 2 initially (page

D.5). After I is subtracted from the variable cntra, the instruction if eq jump instrO

performs a test to see if cllrra is zero. If it is not zero then it means that the higher 8 bit

has been received. These bits are then shifted up 8 positions and stored in lempslrl. When

the ne"1 character enters this subroutine cllrra will be reduced to zero and the program will

jump to sub routine imtrO. In insrrO this 8-bit character (which is in fact the lower 8 bits of

the 16-bit data word) is logically ORed with lempsrr1 to give the full 16-bit data word.

fcnrr is used to count if all the 256 coefficients were downloaded. [f the transfer of all 256
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coefficients has been completed, a call is made to subroutine stfilf. In subroutine stfilf the

download flag dlj7ag is set to zero, the filter flagfflag is set to one and the filter coefficient

counter fentr is set to zero. This means that the program is ready to receive a new set of

coefficients.

When a SPORTO rx interrupt occurs the program flow will be directed to location

tx_samples as indicated in the interrupt vector table (page 0.4). The first four lines of the

subroutine tx_samples (page D.9) test the filter flag fflag to determine if the sine

generation function or the HLS function is to be performed. Iffflag is one, in which case it

is, the instruction if ne jump startfilter cause the program flow to jump to subroutine

startfilter. Figure 11.5 shows that the status of the flag ffiag will determine whether the

Audiometer or HLS is selected when the SPORTO rx interrupt occurs.
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~o

OLFAG = O?

SET
DLFL\G -= I

SHIFT BYTE LEIT
R POSITIONS

YES

YES

:-:0

SELECT
A....\IPLlTLTIE A...\;1)

FREQVE~CY

\"-\LUS.
00

.\CDImIETERS
I~m.-\LIZATIO~S

ADD 8 ~lSB'S TO a.xl TO FOR~I

THE 16 BIT COEFFlCID, \·AIXE.
STORE HLTER COHFlCIEXTS IX
T.-\BLE COEFT.-\B

IS 256
cOHFlcrE~,S

rYl\\"1 n .... nFTI ..)

rxCRE~IE~T

FILTER
COL"'.'ER
FC~,R

YES

FFL.\G; I
DLFLAG '0
FC~"TR;0

Figure 11.5 Program flow and control diagram
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For further details on tbe program flow and control of the Audiometer refer to appendix C

and/or the design documentation of the Audiometer by Tbys (1996), as this chapter

concludes with the explanation of the filter operation.

Penonns
Filter function

P<rl'orrn
Sm'-=W3ve generation

Figure 11.6 SPORTO rx interrupt Service routine

Section PA of the program in appendix A shows the starIjilter subroutine where the actual

filtering is taking place. A single-precision FIR transversal filter is described in a book

'Digital Signal Processing Applications using the ADSP-2100 Family', by The

Application Engineering Staffof Analog Devices and edited by Mar (1995:68) as follows:

O. An FIR transversal filter structure can be obtained directly from the equation for

discrete-time convolution.

:\-1

y(n) = 2>, (n)x(n - k)
,=0

III

In this equation, x(n) and y(n) represent the input to and output from the filter at time 11.

The output y(n) is formed as a weighted linear combination of the current and past input

values of x, x(n-k). The weights ~(n), are the transversal filter coefficients at time I/. In

the equation, x(n-k) represents the past value of the input signal "contained" in the (k+ I )th

tap of the transversal filter. For example, x(n), the present value of the input signal would

correspond to the first tap, while x(n-42) would correspond to the forty-third filter tap.'o

The subroutine startfilter that realizes the sum-of-product operation used in computing the

filter is shown in Listing Il.l and discussed below.

startfilter.
sr1 =dm(rx_buf+2);
sr1 =dm(rx_buf+1);
dm(i2,m1)=sr1 ;
cntr=taps-I;
mr-O, mxO=dm(i2,m1), myO=pm(i6,m6):
do fir1100p until ce;

fir1loop: mr-mr+mxo"myO(ss), mxO=dm(i2,m1), myO=pm(i6,m6):
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mr=mr+mxO*myO(md);
it mv sat mr;
sr = ashift mr1 by 1 (10);
mr1 = srC;
dm (lx_but + 1) = mr1;
dm (lx_but + 2) = mr1;

rti;

Program list 11.1 Single-Precision FIR Transversal Filter

The heart of the convolution operation is in the firlloop. Inside the loop is a multifunction

instruction. The first "clause" of the instruction (up to the first comma) is the

multiply/accumulate (MAC) needed to perform convolution. In equation 11. I x(n-k) are

the unit samples of the input signal. The equivalent of this in the program is the receiver

buffer, which contains the unit samples, and is stored in a location in data memory pointed

to by the index register i2. !2 holds the address of the beginning of the dala table (refer to

page D.7). /2 indicate the length of the buffer which was initiated to 256. The content of i2

is put into register mxO and the content of i6 is put into myO. i6 which contains the filter

coefficients, has the equivalent of hk(n) in equation 11.1 .

The content of the input register mxO and myO are multiplied together and added to the

contents of the multiplier result register (rnr). The second clause, again, loads input

register mxO from data memory dm(i2.ml) and the third clause loads the myO input from

program memory pm(i6,m6). In both cases the index registers are increased by one. as

both modify registers. m2 and m6, are one. The Multiply/accumulate operation is repeated

255 times and one more time after the loop to complete 256 iterations. The output )"(/1) is

in register mrJ and put into the output buffer lX_blifwhich is then sent to the codec for

digital to analog conversion. The analog signal is sent to the headphones and presented to

the person who is investigating the hearing loss.
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Part IV

Evaluation and conclusions



CHAPTER 12

EVALUATION



12.1 lntroduction

The following instrument characteristics will be evaluated in this chapter:

Sound pressure level (SPL) and amplitude

Frequency resolution

Computational speed limits on the number of taps

Amplitude values other than the test frequencies

Phase distortion

Stability

Speed

Quantization error and signal to noise ratio

User's interface

Correlation between theory and practice

The chapter ends with 'Problems encountered and further areas of study'.

12.2 Sound pressure level (SPL) and amplitude

The accurate attenuation of the signal is very imponant. Inaccurate attenuation will result

in incorrect simulation of hearing and will consequently lead to false conclusions being

made by the teacher. This might have catastrophic educational implications.

The following questions now arise:

* What is the reference level from which the attenuation is taken?

* How accurate are the SPL reductions of the HLS?

The answer to the first question would be that the person who investigates the hearing loss

is obviously the reference. Hi her hearing is assumed to be normal and is thus accepted as

the reference level from which the attenuation is being taken. This point will be picked up

again after dealing with the second question.

In order to answer the second question, one first has to understand the audiometer and its

SPL levels of which the HLS is an integral part. The output device of the instrument is a

pair of headphones, which has its own unique acoustic characteristics. The audiometer

generates sinewaves with decimal values ranging from +1 to -1. With no attenuation, or
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when the sinewave values are multiplied by one, the output on the headphones should

produces a signal with a SPL of 100 dB. Additional amplifiers need to be connected to the

CODEC to produce the required sound pressure level, as this is just about the pain

threshold. With these amplifiers in place and faced with the problem of reducing the

output, one can either reduce the gain of the amplifier or multiply the sinewave values by a

fraction of one. With the existing equipment, the multiplication by a fraction would be a

better option since it could be done under the control of the computer and DSP system,

whereas adjusting the gain of the amplifier would have to be done manually. The

audiogram SPL scale is in steps of 5 dBs. Each SPL has its own fraction value. These

values were obtained by both calculation and empirical methods. The empirical method is

the most accurate method, since the output at the headphones is literally measured with a

SPL meter and the numerical values are altered until the exact values are obtained. This

method results in an audiometer that is more accurate than analog audiometers, which are

specified to have a tolerance of ± 3 dB SPL within indication. Each fTequency on the

audiogram has its own set of values' as the frequency responses of the headphone and

amplifier are not linear. In other words, each frequency has its own table of values. These

are the values that are used by the HLS in its IFFT operation. It could thus be assumed that

the HLS is only as accurate as the Audiometer.

In answering the question: "How accurate are the SPL reductions of the HLST' it should

be noted that the person who investigates the hearing loss has to adjust the sound intensity

to a level that he/she wants to examine. This level wi 11 be the reference level from where

the reduction in SPL is taken. As an example, consider the 1000 Hz frequency point. If the

reference level is 60 dB and the hearing loss is 40 dB, then it is assumed that the sound

intensity experienced by the hearing impaired person will be 60 dB - 40 dB = 20 dB at

1000 Hz. The fraction that corresponds to the 20 dB SPL in the 1000 Hz fTequency table is

the value that will be taken in the calculation of the lFFT. The other values over the audio

spectrum are determined in the same wav.

It could be concluded that the accuracy in reduced SPL of the HLS is as accurate as the

Audiometer's values in the lookup table. These values are absolutely spot-on for values at

frequencies 250 Hz, 500 Hz, I kHz, 2 kHz, 4 kHz and 8 kHz, considering the fact that the

values in the lookup tables are calibrated with a SPL meter.

I Th~ numo;:rical \'allliS that arc: in fractional blIla.0 formal denoted b~ 1.15 tonnaL ar~ ::.1ord..! in lookup tables in
hC:X8ch.."Cirnal fannat
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processors specifications tmac = 30 nsec. The maximum number of taps imposed on by the

hardware is:

1
N(taps) = ---

is x tmac

1

32000 Hz x 30 11 sec

= 1031.25

This means that the use of 256 taps in the FIR filter IS well within the range for

convolution in time domain.

12.5 Amplitude values other than the test frequencies

The coordinates on the audiogram are interpolated to give a total of 256 points on the

frequency axis. Establishing the values by a method of curve fitting and performing an

IFFT to obtain the filter coefficients for FIR filtering is an enormous improvement on the

filterbank method where all the values in specific bandpass filter are forced to the same

level.

12.6 Phase distortion

Phase distortion can alter the shape of a sequence considerably, as proven by Kuc

(1988:244). Phase distortion is the result of filter designs that have nonlinear phase

response. According to Kuc (1988), filters with linear phase response have to be designed

to prevent phase distortion. A linear phase response will produce an output sequence

identical to the desired part of the input signal, except for a time delay experienced by

passing through the filter. To meet specifications with more rigid constraints like linear

phase or arbitrary filter shape, Krauss, Shure and Little (1994: 1-35) advise the use of FIR

design routines, as lIR filters have non-linear phase response which wi-ll result in phase

distortion. The filters designed by the Modified Yule-walkers equations produce IIR filters

which result in phase distortion. This is one of the reasons why the lFFT method is

implemented rather than the MYW method.

Phase distortion may also be a problem when the filterbank method v.~th HR filters is

considered. When adjacent bandpass fi Iters are designed in such a way that the addition of
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= 65536. It could be concluded that the DlT FFT would

the corresponding samples in the area of overlap results in a flat overall response, then

there will be no problem. But if these bandpass filters are IIR filters (which are prone to

phase distortion) and have a shifts in phase, then the addition of the corresponding samples

(in the area of overlap) may result in what is called either a bump or a ditch. This

phenomenon produces what is called amplitude distortion due to the phase distortion. This

will produce a type of sound in which the higher and lower pitch components of the sound

are not completely in rhythm. Listening to music for instance, through such an instrument

may be an irritating experience when the high pitched sound and the low pitched sound are

not in synchronous. The outcome of this type of distortion will thus be an inaccurate

simulation of the hearing loss. Making use the IFFT method to produce a FIR filter, which

has linear phase response, eliminates all problems due to phase distortion.

12.7 Stability

Kuc (1988:247) states that: "FIR filters are always stable, since the poles of the HR

system function are located at z = 0 (and at z = 'Xl for noncausal filters). The design of HR

fllters with poles close to the unit circle must be performed with care to ensure that

instability does not occur. 1t is not uncommon to have poles that were intended to be close

to the unit circle actually fall outside the unit circle in the implementation, owing to round

off errors in the calculations. In this case, the implemented filter is unstable."

12.8 Speed

It was pointed out in chapter 5 that for a 256 point IFFT, the total number of

multiplications (Tnrn) would be:

N
Trnn -log2 N

2

(256/2)log2 256 ... whe<e N = 256

= 1024

For the direct calculation of the OFT, the number of multiplications would be N2 = (256)'

, N
be .1-)1 (-log, N) =

2 ~-

65536/1 024 = 64 times faster than direct evaluation of the OFT. The time for a 256 point

IFFT using 16 bit fixed point computation on an 80486 processor running at 100 1\1Hz can

be estimated at: llf < Trnn = 0.0 I < 10-6 x 1034 = 10.24 Jisec.
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A transversal filter subroutine as presented here requires, according to Mar (1992:69), a

total ofN+6 cycles for a filter oflength N. The number of cycles for this application with

N = 256 is thus 256+6 = 262 cycles. This means that with a 32kHz sampling rate and a

ADSP_2181 running at 33 MHz it will allow 262 cycles for filtering and leave (33 MHz.,.

32kHz) - 262 == 769 instruction cycles for other operations.

12.9 Quantization error and signal to noise ratio

Digital data are quantized with 2" levels, corresponding to 17 bits. Since an operation such

as filtering involves a series of computations, care must be taken to minimize the effect of

accumulated roundoff error on the accuracy. The following rule-of-thumb has been

derived by Higgins (1990:285) for the approximation of best possible (full-scale sinusoid)

noise-ta-signal (NSR) ratio for quantization noise:

NSR (dB) = -6h +1.24 [input quantization]

Where h is the number of bits of the registers used. The size of the registers of the ADSP

2181 is 16 bit. Thus the noise-to signal ratio is:

NSR (dB) = (-6 x 16) + 1.24 = 97.24 dB

12.10 Users interface

The HLS is incorporated into an existing audiometer and uses, therefore, the same screen

layout. The screen layout of the audiometer was developed with the help of audiologists

and acousticians who work with these instruments on a daily base. The user's interface is a

window-based function. The mouse can be used to activate certain commands as well as

short cut keys, which can be used to quickly accomplish a task that is frequently used. A

menu bar with dropdown menus was created to prevent the screen from been flooded with

irrelevant information. A menu displays a list of commands. The option to uses either the

HLS or the audiometer is exercised from rhe menu bar. The darabase functions such as

search, save, etc. are also done from the menu commands. A unique feature of the design

is the use of sliding buttons to adjust the frequency and sound pressure levels. Operating it

with the mouse ensures a pleasant interface experience. To simulate the hearing of a

specific student, a search is carried out to find the audiogram information of the student

followed by the actual Hearing Loss Simulation.
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12.11 Correlation between theory and practice

The question comes up "Does theory correlate well with practice?"

In the case of amplitude versus the SPL relation one would not expect any correlation of

the theoretical calculated values with the real SPL, but rather an indication of what the

amplitude entries of the various sound pressure levels should be. The exact SPL values

were determined empirically by means of a SPL meter.

The best way to evaluate the correlation between theory and practice IS to perform a

freefield audiometrical test as described below.

Sound Proof room
r---·-··-·-·--·-·-·-----:

~

Hearing Loss Simulator

PC

Audiometer

Figure 12.1 Experimental setup to determine correlation between theory and practice

With this setup as shown in figure 12.1 an ordinary hearing test is first performed with the

audiometer as described in chapter 2 on a person with a hearing loss. A built in function

on the HLS with which one can select between no-attenuation and simulation makes it

possible for a signal to be sent from the audiometer through the DSP circuitry without

attenuation. Those points plotted on the audiogram are then manually transferred to the
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HLS. The HLS simulation function is thereupon selected, whereby the filtering operation

is started. The second step is to perform the same test on a person with normal hearing but

this time with the HLS operational and functional. It should be clear that if the person with

normal hearing produces the same test results as the person with the hearing loss, then the

simulator has performed the function of simulating a hearing impairment equivalent to that

of the person with the hearing loss. This test described above has been performed in

conjunction with Dalvi (An audiologist at Nuwe Hoop Centre for the Hearing Lmpaired),

by which the audiogram information of one of the students, G. Jacobs, with an average

hearing loss of 65 dBs where fed into the HLS database. The average hearing loss is

determined by the average of the 500 Hz, I kHz, and 2 kHz test points.

The same test was performed for Thys (a teacher at Nuwe Hoop Centre, whose hearing is

assumed to be normal) but this time with the HLS operating on G. Jacobs's audiogram

information. The results obtained from the tests for the two subjects were the same on all

frequency points within a ± 5dB's tolerance level. This outcome proves that there is a high

degree of correlation. This test subsequently mani fested that what has been set out to be

achieved in theory, which is to simulate hearing loss, has in fact been achieved in practice.

This small deviation is due to the matching circuits as shown in Figure 1.1 for tree field

test, which need further refinement. The HLS would obviously produce even more

accurate results when it was used with the headphones with which it was calibrated.

The another way to evaluate the correlation between theory and practice is to perform a

speech audiometry test. The speech audiometry test, as described in chapter two. should be

performed on both the students with the hearing loss as well as a normal hearing person

who listens to the same words through the HLS. The degree of correlation between the

two subjects will also be a reflection of what the correlation is between theory and

practice. Performing this exercise on Jacobs (student at 1 uwe Hoop Centre) and Thys (a

teacher at Nuwe Hoop Centre) has also proven a high degree of correlation.

12.12 Problems encountered and further areas of studies.

The biggest problem encountered in this research was to find related literature on the

subject of simulating hearing loss. Although a recording was made by Oticon (Denmark)

to demonstrate the effect of the hearing loss of about five different people, no instrument

currently exists that is portable and affordable for the man in street that can simulate the
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hearing of any person. The development and construction of an instrument of this nature

originated from the very same communication controversy between teachers as was

discussed in chapter two. As this is a new idea, no literature exists on the exact topic. Thus

only literature on relevant issues such as digital equalization are documented.

All major problems within the scope of the proposal were overcome.

A problem worth mentioning is that it is impossible accurately to simulate the hearing of

both ears in a free field. Thus, in a free field only the best ear is represented.

Obviously one is always limited by time and space. The time would not allow an in-depth

study ofwavelets, which is an interesting field to explore. Also, a thought was given to the

idea of developing a modified inverse Chirp Z algorithm to exactly replicate the non-linear

characteristics of the ear. The derivation of the inverse chirp Z transformation has been

questioned. No literature could be found to substantiate or prove this derivation. Neither

was there enough time to practically prove it. These factors prevented this method ITom

being implemented. This is definitely an area for further studies, as this promises to offer

an excellent solution to the problem.

A further study can also be conducted in obtaining the ARMA fi Iter's coefficients (by the

Modified Yule-walkers equations) within in the same Visual Basic program.

Much of the material studied during this research was excluded ITom the document. The

limited space imposes this restriction. It was stipulated at the beginning of the document

that knowledge of the basic theories of OSP is assumed, and these are therefore not

covered in the document. Also that material studied which falls beyond the scope of the

research is left out and this could also be considered for further studies.

It was mentioned that the development done thus far could form part of a complete

acoustic analyzer jf other functions such as insertion gain, hearing aid analysis (spectrum

analysis and distortion measurement), etc were included. Research on OSP applications in

the field of acoustics has endless further possibilities for study.
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CHAPTER 13

CONCLUSIONS



13. I Conclusions

The effective teaching of children with hearing loss was the main problem that motivated

this research. The aim of the study was to provide an aid for teachers which would help

them in their teaching. Teachers have no idea of how the hearing-impaired child

experiences sound. An instrument called a Hearing Loss Simulator, which would expose a

teacher to the actual sound of the hearing impaired child, would solve this problem.

The objective of the study was to conduct research in the design, development and

construction a Hearing Loss Simulator that would be portable, reliable, fast and accurate.

A key objective was to make the instrument affordable and accessible for parents and

schools for the hearing impaired or anybody interested in entering the 'world of the deaf.

The utilization of DSP technology has made the realization of these objectives possible.

The research methodology was as follows. The research is basically broken up into four

phases and the entire document is presented in the same logical order. The first phase is

the 'Conceptual idea of the problem and how to solve it'. This entails the awareness of the

problem and brainstorming techniques for solving the problem. The ideas generated in this

phase have provided a basic framework for possible theoretical solutions. The study of the

possible theoretical solutions naturally formed the second phase. The areas which were

investigated during the second phase were Filter method using a bank of filters, Inverse

Fourier transforms. Inverse Chirp Z transforms, Wavelet approach / sub band

decomposition and ARMA filter design using the 10dified Yule-walker equations. A

comparison between the various methods was done in chapter 9. The optimum method for

the project given the constraints. time, cost. analvsis speed etc. was then identified by the

evaluation of the tradeoffs.

The investigation undertaken in the study has identified the use of the IFFT (Inverse fast

fourier transform) method as the optimum method for implementation. [t was found that

the best way to implement the TFFT method is to perform the IFFT on a PC and carry out

the filtering on a specialized digital signal processor. This arrangement is inspired by the

fact that the IFFT calculation need not be performed in real time when the convolution

process for FIR filtering is done in real time.
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The practical implementation, which is the third phase of the method of research, was

made very much easier with this arrangement. A conclusive summary that overviews the

practical implementation of the instrument is given briefly. The HLS uses an existing

audiometer to determine the audiogram, as explained in chapter two. The points on the

audiogram are interpolated to give the exact frequency response of the filter that needs to

be to designed. The use of the IFFT method is, in fact, the design procedure for a FIR

filter. By executing the IFFT on the frequency response, the filter coefficients are derived.

The filter coefficients are thus the time domain representation of the given frequency

response. These filter coefficients are sent to a DSP evaluation board, called the EZ_kit

Lite, which uses it in the convolution process. By convoluting the sampled input signal

with the filter coefficients, the actual filtering is carried out. The input signal is any sound

track (audio signal) such as a recording of a lesson presented by the teacher or even music

from a CD or tape recorder. The output of the filter is still in sampled form and is

reconstructed by the CODEC to give a continuous signal. The output is sent via an

additional amplifier to a pair of headphones through which the teacher listens to the

attenuated sound reproduction. The supposition is that the attenuated sound reproduction

is the simulation of a hearing loss.

The fourth phase of the research method comprises the evaluation process and is discussed

in chapter 12. The quality of the instrument is confirmed by looking into the following

evaluation criteria:

Sound pressure level (SPL) and amplitude, frequency resolution, computational speed

limits on the number of taps, amplitude values other than the test frequencies, phase

distortion, stability. speed, quantization error and signal to noise ratio, users interface,

correlation betw'een theory and practice.

The evaluations, which are the fourth phase of the research methodology, conclude the

research in terms of the research method.

The document is concluded with chapter] 2.2, which covers the problems encountered and

further areas of study.
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13.2 Recommendations

Apart from the recommended areas for further study in section 12.12, another

recommendation would be to integrate as much function as possible into tbe system. Many

functions relating to audiology and acoustics can still be built into the system without

adding to hardware costs, as explained in chapter one. Functions such as Hearing aid

analyses which constitute distortion measurements, gain measurements, spectrum analyses

etc. also insertion gain, which is part of audiology, as explained in chapter one and two,

are but a few of the functions that could be recommended for future research and

development. When the functionality of the instrument is to be increased, only the

appropriate algorithms for implementation that will result in the optimum performance

need to be researched.

The biggest recommendation would be to conduct a study in the use of the instrument. In

the first and second chapters the development of the hearing loss simulator was motivated.

The usefulness of the instrument was illustrated in general but an intense study on

implementation strategies in teaching needs to be conducted so as to realize the full

potential of this instrument. A research study that investigates this area would obviously

be in the interest of other disciplines besides engineering.
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Appendix A DSP Program in ASM2181

.modulefR.-4.J.\lIABs=o:
\. .inc1ud~ <.:lSyst~.k>;,•....•.....•.....•••..••••.......•.•....•.....••..••••...••....•.•.,

{ Sine: Gen~or variabl(!s }

B .varfdm angle:~ /* point~ in the: sine: table */

.yar/drn delta; t" step size in the table .,

·\"ar!pmfcirc sintablc[256]: '* sine table of156 point..;; *'
'.....•......................•....................................... /

.. sound nag -f

.. iJag fillmng or sin.: \\3W' gC'n.

.. tabk to hold mpul slgn3] samples ..

• Filtcr coeffici.:nl table ..
" Down fihC'T cocf. Flag"

.. tDUn! 2 b~1C~ peT word ..I. COUnt 256 codlkients ..
.. temporally store higher 8 bits of 16 bit word"

rig.
staIlemp:
outyal:
sjof:
..Jar:
accim.T:
sincr.
mdcr:
wiZ:
dataltapsJ.

cnt=Ox7dOO;. (*One sec duration ofpulse*/
taps=256;

rx_bu.tI3]; j* Status - L data - R data ..
LX_buf[3j: ,* Cmd -'" L data - R data */
inir_cmdsfl31;

stal_flag:
testnum:
freq:
amplinHk
AmpTabl[21J;
AmpTab2[21j;
AmpTab3(21];
AmpTaM!21];
AmpTab5[21j;
ArnpTab6[2l/;
AmpTab7121j;
Fr~qTab{7l:

coeftab[256]:
dlflag:
cntra:
fcnlr:
l~mpstrl:

n:...al:
sllag:
fllag:
CQunt.

IcE

.const

.const

.varrdmlramlcirc

.Varldm/ramfcirc
·van dmJrnmlcirc
.vaf/dm
.\'3r/dm
.var/dIn
.var/dm
.var/elm
,var,dm
.\'ar/drn
.nrfdm
.,'ar/dm
.\wdrn
.\"atidm

.\·ar dm

.\'ar/pm'ram/circ

.\'aT/dIn

. \'aI"fdm

.\'ar,dm

.var1dm
,Vat dm
.var dm
.\<11" dm
.Vat/dm

.\'ar1dm
sar'dm
.\'ar1dm

.\'a!"/dm

.vat/dm

.\'M'dm

.var dm

.\"ar dm

.\·ar dOl
xar dm
·'oar dm cire

Ox.:188.

C .ini114 sin1.3.bk <sine.hex>:
.init AmpTabl: <amp\'all.dsp~·:

.mit .-\mpTab2: <:unpval1.d..<;p>:

.init .-\mpTab3: <.ampvaI3.dsp>:

.init .-\mpTa/:H: <amp\-a14.dsp..>:

.init ...mtpTab5: <amp\"a15.dsp>;

.init .\mpTab6: <amp\"aI6.dsp>:
.mit AmpTab7: <aIDpva17.dsp>:
.init FreqTab: <freqvaJ.dsp>:
.inil testnum: Ox7ftJ':
.init tx~buf OxcOOO. OxOOOO. o~woo: .. lnitiall~ 5<:1 ~ICE
.inll init_cmds:

OXL--Q02. ~ft input .::omrol r~g

b7..6: O=kft line 1
I=ldtaux 1
2=lel1 line 2
J=lcft line 1 post-mix~ loopbad,

b)-+: res
bJ-O: left input gain x 1.) dB

OxdOl. Riglu input .:oouol r.:g
bi-6. a-right lin.: I

I=nght aux I
2=right line 1:
J=righl lin.: I post.lTIlxed loopback

b5-t r.:s
b3-O: right Input g3in x 1..5 dB
kft aux I ,;\)(ttrol r~g
h7 I-left 'lUX J mute
b6-:i: res
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Ox""<:388,

Osc488,

Oxc.58&.

Ox.:680.

Oxo:780,

0:<e856.

0:<1."909.

OxcaOO.

Osl.:O:4O.

OxedOO:

b4-0: gainl~n x 1.5, 08= OdB. 00- 12dB
right aux I control r.:g
b7 : l-=right aux 1 mute
b6-5: r.:s
b4-0: gain·anen x 1.5. 08= OdB. QO::c: 12dB
Id\ aux 2 \:OIltrol reg
b7 : 1=ldiaux2 mutl!:

b6-5: r~
b4-0: gainta:ru=n x 1.5_ 08=OdB. 00= 12dB
right aux 2 conuol r-=g
b7 : l=right aux 2 mute
b6-5: res
b4-0: gain1allen s 1.5. 08- OdB. 00'" 12dB
Id\ D_-\C cOnlrOl r-=g
b7 : 1:=left DAC mut..:
b6 :r~

b5-0: attenuation x 1.5 dB
right D.-\C Control reg
b7 : l=rigbt DAC mute
b6 : res
b5-O: a:rrenuation x 1.5 dB
data format register
b7 : res
b5-6: Q-S-bit unsigned linear PC~f

1=8-bit u-la\\ comp31lded
2= 16-bit sign~ linear PC\1
3=8-bit A-law compand.:d

tH : O=mono. 1~sh..reo
bO-3' (F 8.

1= 5.5125.2"= 16.. 3"" 11.02:5. 4= 27..128:57. :5- J8.9. 6- 32..
7= 22_05. 8= 0.0. 9-'" 37.8
a= 0.0. b= +.l. I. c= ..f8.0, d :U.075,...- 9.6, f- 6615

{bO}: O=;"'TALl 24.576 \IHz: 1-:\r.-\1.2 16.934-1 \IHz t
interface configuration rcg
b7-4: res
b3 : 1""autoc:d ibratc
b2-1: r.:s
bO : l-playback .:nable<!
pin oontrol reg
b7 : logic stale orpin xen.\
b6 : logic stale of pm XCTLO
b5 : master - 1-11i-s13te CU,otT

sla..-e . x=tri 4 st31C C'LKOl-r
bJ.-O: r..-s I
ffilso:dlanoous informatIon rcg
b7 : \-16 slOlS p;:r franK 0"'31 <:Iots per frame
b6 : \-2-\\"iresYSl.:rn.O-I·v.U".:s~stem

b.5..(): res t
digiul mix control reg
b7-2_ ancrU.l:1I.ion x I 5 dB
bl RS

bO I=digiul ml'" ..:nabled

{oo: reset}

lQ.l, lRQ2 I
108· JRQLI I
l<k-lRQLO}

fl 0, SPORTO L' I

D

E

/ ••.....•.............•....•......................................,
• ImefTUpt \-eetor ubk
.••••••.••••.••••••••••..••.•..•..•.••••••••••.••••.•• ···········t

jump staI1: rti; I1i; rtl;

rti: rti: ni: ni:
rti; ni: rti: ni:
ru: rti: rti: ni:
ar ,. dm(SUI fbg):

ar = pass 3.r.

if<q ni,
jump ~X1_~"'tJ1d.

jump lX_sampleS:
rti: rti: rti:
rti: ni: l1i: M.J. flS LRQE 1
rti: rti: ni: rti: {k: BD:\L-\ ~

jump irq Iisr: 111: nJ. ro: {20: SPORT 1 L'X or fRV 1 ~

ni: ni: rti: m: :H SPORTl rx \)t fRQO I
rti: n;: ni. rti: (28- tlma}
n.i: ni. rtl. ni. 12l: po\\c=r do\\"n I

r~>f.nl:

iO - rX_buE
10 °o)(X buf:
11 - tX but:
11 001." buf.
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i3 "" "init_cmds;
13 "" o/oinit_cmds;
mt::: 1;

.indude <i_codcom.dsp>:
i6 == '\:oeftab;
16~O;m6~I:

.. 16 bi[ filter-coe£= 2 b~l~"

.. coum: 256 fiIt~r codlicicnts ..
/. iniualis.= do.....nIoad flag to 0 ..

{ kbhi' 0 I

{'.... Main Code Loop ..... }

3.:~:O:::('Or:

dm(COWlI)"',xO;
a.,.1).=O:
dm(sflagraxO;
dm(ffiagraxO;
dm(fcmrra.,il:
dm(dIflag>=a.,il;
a.....1>::: 2:
dm(cmra) ::: 3.......1>:
a..,"O"" 0;
dm{swtemp) = 4.\"0;

<L\i) ::: Ox6400:
dm(de-ha)::: a,,-():
a.,,-() == 0;
dm(angl<) - "il:
r~nl:

axO::: \000:
dm(treq) - a.<O:
L::l11 set_d~lta;

{---------------------------------
- command loop.

------------------------------------}
main: {any thing from hoSl. ?}

at ~ dm (CIlAR_W.-\lTL"G]LAG);
El

" Set sound tlag •

• aceumuh.u\-,: incremenls ..

.. accumulative incre~nts ..

t- measure decrementS in ramp against I •

• s~t z jump O\oU flag tl) one (tiilltime :u end)-

none"" pass at;
lfn~julTlp main;
{ has something}
i4 = dm (PTR_TO_GET_CHAR): {gel iot}
'all (i4):
if It jump main: { tim~ OUI }

t ..... lnlerface Code: input value in ax1 H.., }
( .. Clear delay line ·1
3.,,1>-=0:
dm(ffiag)~axO:

aT'dm(d1flag):
none'" pass ar.
ifne jump bra.n:.
ayO = Qo\i)Qlb:

ar ""<LxI • 3.~O:

if~qjump .setftl:
a~I""Oxlb:

ar=a.\"1 .a~l:

if eqjump main:
ayl .. Ox19:
3C=Olxl ·ayl:
if<q jump 1ft:
3.~ 1 =: Ox1Ol:
at=3.xl.ayl:
if eq jump rhI:

ay-O'" 0:
dm{aogl~) "" 3.~i):

3~() = cm:.
dm{coom) ~ 3~-o:

ayO::: O:<1tb1:
dm(mdcr)" ayO:
ayO "" 0:
drn(accin.:r) ::: ayO:
ayO =()~"OO20:

dm(sincr) "" ayO:
ayO = 1:
dm(sjof) ::: :i~il:

ayO - t:
dm(zjol)' aliJo

a~-() == I:
dm(snag) = ayO:
dm(n.....·al)'= 3...\:1:
call IOQkup.

jump main:

I
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t send int }

, .. axl still holds the inpul value: ..,
,.. shift ar up by 8 bits *'

.. COUIl1 up"
*10256 *

," hi-rlo byte = 16 bit word"

" s<.'t flag to start fih.nng *1

rot:

1ft:

setftl: axO = 1~

dtn(dJilag) ~ axC;
jump main;

bran: a."i> = dm(cntra);
ar-a..xO-l;
dn(cotra) = at;

if"I jump insaO:
ar = a.xl:
Sf ... Isbift ar by 8 (hi):
dm(l~mpstrl) = sri:
jump main;

insrrO: ayl = dm(tempstrl);
ar-a..d OI"ayl:
pm(i6,m6) = ar;
axO = 2:
dm(Clltra) = uO:
a~il = dm(funr);
a..'tO = 255;
ar =. a\'O - ayO:
if!e: call Slfilf.
ar""a~'O"'!:

dtn(fcntr) = aT;

jump main:
sttilf: i2="daIa; mJ=J: J2=taps:

i6 = .coeftab:
16 -ups:
m6= I:
l!...\'O = I:
dm(ffiag) ... a.\'O:
a.\.1) = 0:
drn(dJilag) ~ a.,il:
a.'-O =0:
dm(fcntr) ... a.\.-o:
jump main:

iS~d: ayO "" Ox41:
ar = ar T a~-o:

a.d "" 0:68; '" ~Dd X ..
i4 - dm (PTRJO_OLT _CHAR):
....311 (4):
{ wait for char to go out}
ar - dm (CHAR_SE'ID_OO"EJLAG):
none'" pass :lr.

ifeq jump -Xl:

jump IT/.3.ia:
3.\.1)=0:
dm(ldFa.<O:
3.'\-0-1:
dm(rig)=a.'\-O:
jump main:
axO=l:
dm(kf)=a.,il:
3.,,-0=0:
dm(rig)=axO:
jump rtuia:

.**" •• *•• "••••••• S~_0.:113. and L up routinc:s "" ••• """"" •• "" •• "' ••••• "

K ~t_deh.a:

J lookup:

o?na m_mode::
(0..\"0 = dm(freq):
myO"'2:
mr = mx'O " my-O (UU):
a."(1) = mrO:
dis m_mode:
myO = 1573:
rot; mx-o * myO (rod):
ayO = Imf:
dis M_sal:

ar = a..'«) - 11:-'0:
dm(de:lta) = ar.
ena ar_sat:
rts:

" input in at •

llJ""" dm(rxval):
sr '" Ishift at by •j (hi):
il .... 'fuqTab:
m1:= sri:
12 =0:

"2.048 FOR h=32000·

" 0.048 (fraction'32768J*

.. shift at" dO\'ill by :; bits·
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rnodiJ)'(i2,m2);
axO ~ drn(i1.rn2);
drn(fr"lT"",1);

eaU ""_d<1ta;
)* now find amplitude *'
ar:: dm(n..:al)~

1l)1l 0:= b#OOOlllll:
ar =- ar and a~{);

m2=ar:
a.,-o = sri:
3:-'0 = I:
at "" a.....-Q • ayO:
ifeqjumpatl:
ayO = 2;
ar = a....-o - a}iJ;
ifeq jump a.I1:
ayO = 3:
at :: a),.i) - ayO;
if~qjump at3;
ayO = 4:
ar = axO - a~-o:

ifoeqjump 314:
ayQ -= 5:
ar "" a....-o -ayO:
if eqjump at5:
ayO = 6:
at "" 3-'\.-0 - ayO:
ifoeqjump at6:
3YO = 0:
at = a.\.-o - ayO:
ifeqjump at7:

cnth; mo<lif)'(i2.m2);
a'\.-o -= dm(i2.m2):
dm(arnpLitude) "" ax-o:
ns;

ail: i2 = t\.AmpTabL
jump cnth:

all: i2 =,. .-\mpTab2:
jump (,."J11h:.

a13: i1 =" A.mpTab3:
jump cnlb:

ar4: i2 '" ~ AmpTab4:
jump mm:

m: i2 - . AmpTab5:
jump cnth:

a16: i2 =- A.mpTab6:
jump l.."'T1th:

at7: il =,. .-\mpTab7:
jump ..-:nth:

'" poinl to table offset */
J* eAtraCl freq \'alu~ "i

... point to tabl,.. offs<=t"

{••••••••• End :\1:lJO .O' .•...•..•}
{u... lnterrupt Routines"""" .. ,,"}
{" Interrupt use for sending IX samples" }

L t.x_sampl~: ~ SoX: r~g; "use secondary bank ...
ar = dm(tllag): " choose bd'\~~n •
aT = pass ar: 11 filtering and •
if n~ jump su.rt.filt<:r.. • sine g~naation ..

at "" dm(angl~): • saw cum angle unsigned·
sr "" Ishift ar by -8 (hi): • gd intcg~ to lookup -
i4 - r simabk:
m+ "" srI.

dm(startempF:lr·
1-1 ~ 0;
modify (i4.m-+): • point to offset from origin -
axl "" pn(i-Lm4):
a.,i) ;: dm(sfbg):

none 0:>- pass axO:
ifeqjulllp clrf. • Ifst13g is 0 shut down signal-
mxO'=' dm(amplitude):
myO = a.xl:
DV = m~i)·myO(md):

!Lxi = mrl:
dm(oun"al) =3..X I: • stor-~ output \"3.1 ..
a.xO = dm{sjof):
nOD~ = pass 3..,'0:
if eqjumpjpo: • ~Dd ofr:unp Ifsjof-O"

(..... start ofr:unp un.)
axO "" dm(aCdlh.T):
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ayl = dm(sincr);
ar=a..\.i)Tayl:
dm(accincr) = ar,
a......i) = dm(mdcr);
ayl = dm(accincr);
ar=axO -ayL
if l~ .;a1I setjof~

mxC "" dm(ourvat):
myO := dm(al:ciIh.'):
mr = m.,\i)"rnyO(rnd)~

a.xl =mrl:
dm(outval) = axl;

jpo: 3..x1 = dm(oulval):
jump out;

clrf: ffi..\.i) = dm(amplirude);
myO = a.xl~

mr = m..,\i)*myO(rnd);
3.:<1 = mrl:
dm(outval) = 3..... 1:
axil = dm(zjof):
none = pass a.\.il:
ifeqjump clom:
a:\i) = dm(mdcr):

ayl = d.m(sincr):
ar-u:-..{)-ayl;
if le call clszjof:
dm(mdcr) ~ ,,-.
myO = d.m(mdcr):
OD.i) = dm(outval):
mr = mxO*myO(md):
a:d = Olr!:
jump out:

clout: :LX I =0:
jump out:

sCljof: ayO = 0:
dm{sjof) = ayil:
rn,

c1szjof: ayO = 0:
dm(zjot) = ayO:
rts:

out: ayO=dm(lef):
none=pass ay'C:
ifeq calli.: 1:
ifne caUk2:
ayO=dm(rig):
none=pass ayO:
if eq call nl:
ifne .:311 n2:

ar = dm(starlcmp):

a~ I ~ dm(delu):
dis ar_5:11:
at =ar-ay-I:
dm(angk) = ar.

N 3,tl~l,

aT = dm(coum):
at = ar - ayO:
if .:qjump stflag:.
dm(count) = at:

nop:nop: rti:
stflag: a.\."O = 0:

dm(sfl>g) ~3.,tl,

rti:

o Id, dm(l'_buf-l)~a.,L
rn,

Id: 3..xO=O:

d.m(tx OOf-l) =3..,\"{):

rn,
rt1: dm(t-x_buf--2)=a.:-d:

rn,
rt2: a.\.1)==O:

dm(t-x buf-2) =a.\.""O:
ns:

PA startfilter" srl=dm(n~buf-2):
sri =dm(rx_buf-l):
dm(i2.ml)=srL
cntr=t:lps-I:

J* accumulate incrementS ..

1* subtract from one */
/. test fOl" end of ramp */

I·axl comes from pm(i4,m4) *1

* accumulate increm~ts *,

.. gel delta *

.. disable satur.uion ..
• incr.:ment the angle·
.. sa""e the c-um. angle ..
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{ fetch next control word and }
{ place in transmit slot 0 }

{ rti if more control words still waiting J
{ els.: ~t done flag and}
{ remove .\ICE ifdone initialization }

mr=O. Dl,--Q-=dm(i2,.ml), myO=pm(i6.m6);
do ftrlloop until ce;

firl100p: mr=mr-m..\.i)·In){)(ss),. mxO---dm(i2.m I). my{l=pm(i6,.m6):
ilu~nn m:x-o"myO(md):
ifmv sat mr:
sr = a.shift md by I (lo);
rorl = sr{)~

dm(tx_buf-l)=mrl:
dIn (L"_buf-,. 2)= mrl;
Iti:

{' transmit introupt used for Codec initialization '}

ne:X1._crnd: e.na secJeg;
axO ~ dm (iJ. roll;
d.m (lX_bu.f) = a\-o:
a.xO = i3;
ayO = "init_cmds:
ar = axO - ayO;
ifgt rti:
a....-o = Ox8000~

dm (C<_but) ~ ,xO;
a....-o = 0:
dm (stal_Oag) = sx-o; {resa status flag J
rti:

{ * ••

• A high to 10\\' transition on flag_in signifies the SlaJ1 bit: it also
• triggers lRQI ISR which then turn OIl timer if the timer is of[ This is
• at to most I ] bit po:riod too I~ btu we should Slill c.1lcn the:' b~1C' .
................................................................................ }

irq} isr. pop sts:
-.:na timer:
rts:

,endmod:

/' SYSTE\1.K"

{ start timer now}
{tlQuns}

.':OOSI PTR_TO_GET_CHAR = OsJe08: { function pointer to receive a byu.}

.const CHAR_WArrl~G_FLAG = 0x3e09: {O=byu \\ailing. I=nothing in

.const PTR_TO_Oll_CHAR =Ox3d)a: {funetionpoimertosendab~le, ;

.COOS1 CH.-\R._SE~D_DO~E_FLA.G ~(lx3d)b: t O=s~ndiog. l'="idJing }

.conSI CH.-\R_RECEI\1SG_fLAG ""Ox3clk: {O""T~.:\'ing. I==idling ,

.const L_.-\DC_~

.const R_..\DC_C-;
const l DAC OlT
.~0flSI R=DAC=OlJ

-= Ox3eOl: ( left channd input
.. 0x.3<.'02: l right channel input

':'" ouctl). { left channel OUtput
- Ox'3d>6: t right cllannd output

I
I

j

J

.COOS! ID.\!:-\ = OxJf..'C:

.COnsl BD~L-\_BL\D =Ox3fel:

.consl BD~1.-\_BEAD - Ox.3fd:
,const BDMA_BD~fA_CtrI =Ox3fd:
,const BD.\L..\_BWCOL~I = 0x3fe4:
.coost PfDATA = 0x3fe5:
.':..>OSI PFTYPE '" OsJf~:

.cOtlSt SPORTl_.-Uttobuf = Ox3fef:

.,0<l5t SPORTl_RfSDl\· • 0>:300:

.const SPORTI_SCLWn' =Ox3ID.:

.Consl SPORTI_Control_R~g = Ox3ff2:
,const SPORTO_ Autobuf '=" Ox3ff3:
.const SPORTO RFSDl\' '" Ox3B=l:
..:0<l5t SPORTO- SCUJ)I\· - O>:3ID:
.COOSl SPORTO=Coorrol_Reg =Ox3ffi5.:
.'otl51 SPORTO_TX_Chann<lsO ~Ox.Jff7:

.const SPORTO TX Ch.anrtelsl ~Ox3ff8:

.const SPORTO=R.\:=ChannelsO - Ox3f19:

.const SPORTO R.X Channels} -= O.x3tTa:

.>:onst TSC.-\.LE- ..,. Ox.3fIb:

.ConSl TeOl;..1 "'OxJffl.":

.const TPERIOD 'D Ox.3ffd:.

.const D~{_\\'ail_Reg :: Ouff.::
,cOrtst Systcrn_Control_Reg "'OxJtn:
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,'I_CODCOM.DSP'j
{ shut 00\"\"'0 sport 0 }

a.,,:0 ~ b#OOOO 1OOOOOOOOOOO: dm (System_Coauol_R~)'= a..\1);

restores monitor timer bandl~. }
i7.:: 0x3fe8:
ar:: pm (i7. m7): f px implicit }
i7 - Ox:2&:
pm (i7, m7):: ar:

~~~~~~SERIAL PORT =0 STUff~~~~-~

a.xil == b4=OOOOOO I{) 10000 I 11;
dm (SPORTO_Amobul) ~ ",ilo

a.,il ~ 00 dm (SPORTO_RfSDI\, ~ a.xOo
( RfSDrV ~ SCLK Hz;RfS Hz - 1 }

a.xO ~ 00 dm (SPORTO_SCLilll\) ~ ..xO;
( SCLK~CLKOl"T (2 (SCLKDIV-I)}

a.,1) "" b;rlOOOOllOOOOOllll:
dm (SPORTO_Control_R<g) ~ ..,il;

a.,-Q "" b=OOOOOOOOOOOOOIll: dIn (SPORTO_IX_ ChannelsO) :: ",sO:
a..~;{) "" b=OOOOOOOOOOOOO111: drn (SPORTO_TX_Channels 1) = a\.1);

a.,i) "" b=OOOOOOOOOOOOOlll; drn (SPORTO_R."X_ChannelsO) "" a.\."O:
a.'\'O "" b=OOOOOOOOOGOOOlll: dm(SPORTO_R..X_Channelsl) "" a.\."O:

~~-~-SYSTEM A:'iD ~IE~IORY STCff~--~1

a.xO:: 0:
dm(D.\'J_Wai!_R~) =a..\.'O; {no w.1i1 states}

5432109876543210}
a:\1) "" b.:;:OOO 1100000000000:

dm (System_Coottol_Reg) = a.,i>:
ife:: t>.--ooooGOll11111l: I clear p~ding intdTUpt }
nop:
icntl - b=OOO 10:
mstat = b=IOOOOOO:
a.,i)=l;
dm(stat_fiag) = ~1):

ena iots;;
imask = br=0001000000:
axil "" dm(il. ml): I start im.:rrupl }
1.\1) ==: a\1):

check)nil: axi) - dm (suI_flag): t wait for entir.:- init }
af = pass 3..,"0: { buffa to~ sent to }
ifn.:jumpcheck_init~ {Uleco&c }
a~"O ... 2:

..::heck_adH: 3..,\"0" dm (c,,_buf): { once initialized. wait for cod.:c}
at "" 3..,"0 and ayO: { to come- out of autm.-alibration }
if~qjump che..::k_a...;H: { wait for bit Set l

ch~k_aciL: 3..'\'0 '" dm (rx_but): { wait for bit d~ }
at =' a..'\'O and ayO:
ifnejump ched_3";L
idle:
ayO '" OxbOf: { unmute Idi DAC )
3XO '" dm(init_~mds ~ 6):
ar.= a."\'O .-\...'-0 a~'O:

dm (Lx_but)'= 3.1'".

idle:
a,'O .u dIn emit cmds - 1): {umnute right OAC }
at "" 3.:d) .-\...,-"O-ayO:
dm (ls_bul) - ""
idk

a.,1) = Oxc90 1:
dm(txJ)uf) = 3),,-0:
jdJ~:

a.xl = Ox8000:
dm{tx but) = 3.xl:

if..:: - b=OOOOOOll111111:
nop:

ima..<k ~ b=OOOO I00 I°I:

~ d.:ar autocalibration r-=qu.:st}
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Appendix B Host program in Visual Basic

'-Program for Hearing Loss Simulation and A.udiomcttf

Option E).-plicit
D<!!Ol A-Z
'- Student numbers ar~ Slor~ here
Dim Srodel1l;~umbersS()

'- This flag is set wben caned is press;:d

Dim Canco:lFlag
Dim Dummy
Dim lnStringS
Dim I As Loog
Dim values
Dim px. PY. pxl. pyl. pn1l. pxx1. pro, pro, pxx4. pro. px.,-6
Dim P.}~'O. pyyl. pyy2, pyy3. pyy4. p~.:y5. pyy6. Rpx, Rpy
Dim RpxxO, Rpnl. Rpx:x2, Rpro, RpXX40 Rpm. Rpnii
Dim Rpy~'O. Rpy:'..l. Rpyy2. Rp~":,'J_ RPY~'4_ Rpyy5. Rp:,,-:,--6
~clar~ arrays
Dim Arrayl(l To 21) As Integer
Dim Array2(1 To 21) As Integer
Dim Array3{ I To 21) As Integer
Dim .-\rray-t{l To21).4.s lnteger
Dim Array5(1 To 21) As Integer
Dim ArTa)'6(1 To 21) As Integer
Dim .-\mly7(1 To 21) As Integer
Dim Xi!(0 To 600) As Long
'Dedare rewpor.l1y store for SPL "alues
Dim TstrsplO As long
Dim Tstrspll As Long
Dim Tstrspl2 As Long
Dim Tstrsp13 As Long
Dim TsU"Spl4 .-\5 Long
Dim TSlrSpl5 As Long
Dim Tstrspl6 .-\S Long
Dim Tstrspl7 .'\5 Long
Dim Tstrsp18 As Long

. Declare variables thal must tx= visible in all
• the procedures ofthe form.
Dim P..--rson As PcrsonInfo
Dim File~um .'-\S Inlege1'
Dim Record.Ll:n As Long
Dim Curr.::ntRecord .-\S Long
Dim I...astReoord As Long
Dim astr .-\.0; String· 10
Dim num
Dim flnwn .-\S htteg~

Dim rden As Long
Dim crrec As Long
Dim lree As Long

Sub cmdaud_.\fous.:Down (Bunon _--\.5 Integ~. Shift.-\5 (nlege1'. X _-\5 Single. Y .-\5 Singl~)

Dim h\-al. n-at. n. l\.. \'3_ ...S
Dim hst .-\$ Suing

·.-\nayl hold values of 125Hz
.-.\rrayl(l} '= 0: .-\.rr3yl(l) =89: .-\rrayl(3} =309: .-\rrayl(~}~ 786: .-\rra~ 1(5) =2725
."""'~1(6) • 5075: Atr.1yl(7) = 9450: .'\tr.1,"1(8) = 14943: .-\rrn~ 1(9) 16370 .""",yl( 10) = 18005:
.-\trayl{!l)" 196-W: .-\trayl(12) " 21275: .-\rrayl(l3) = 22910
Arrayl(14) = 2-1.5-1-5: AIT:lyl(15) = 26180: .-\,rrayl(16) ..,,- 27815: .-\rrayl{ 17)'" 29-1-50
A,rr::lyl(18) = 31085: Arrayl(19} = 31623: .~ayl(20)::=32315' .~yl(21}= 32767

'Array2 hold \-atues of 250Hz
.-\1T.l)-'2(J) = 0: .-\.rr.!y2(2) = 89: .-\rray2(3) = 309- :\tray2(4)::= 786: Arny2(S) = 2725
_-\rray2(6) = 5075: .-\my2(?) == 9450: Array2(8) = I49·U: .\rra~2(9) = 16370
Array2( 10) = 18005: Arny2(1l} = 19640: .-\rray2( 12) = 21275: .-\rra~'2(13) = 22910
Array2( H) = 245-1-5: _-\IT-.l)"2(15l == 26180: _-\rra~Z(16} = 17815: Array2( 17) ::: 29450
.-\rra~2(18) = 31085: Array2(19) ~ 31623: _-\rray2(10) = 32325: -\rray2(21) '" 32767

•...\rra~3 bold values of 500Hz
."""',"3(1)' 0: .-\rr:1y3(2) • 2: A=.-3(3) = 5: .""",y3(4) • 14· .""",~3(5) • -15
AIT-.l)3(6) = 103: .-\rTay3(7) -= 255: _-\rray3(8) = 582: .-\rr:l~3(9) - I036
.-\rrn}3( 10) = 18-16: .-\rrav3( 11)' 3276: .-\rra,"3( 12) ~ -1--155. Am,,3( 1J) - 6007
.-\rr3:3( J':) - 7559: Arr.ly3{ 15} 91 J I: _-\m:ly3(l6) ~ 10663: .-\rra:-3(l7) '2215
.-\rTa~3(18) "" 13767: .-\rra:3( 19) "" 15319- ArrayJ(20) = 16871: .-\rr-.l~3(21) Is·n£'
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'Array4 hold values of 1000Hz
Array4{!) ~ 0, Array4(2) ~ 2, Array4(3) ~j, Array4(4) ~ 14, Array4(5)~ 45
Array4(6) ~ 103, A""y4(7) ~ 255, Array4(8) ~ 582, Array4(9) " 1036
Array4(lO) ~ 1846, Array4(1 I) ~ 3276, A""y4(12) ~ 4455, A""y4(13)" 6007
Arrav4(14)" 7559, Array4(15) ~ 911 L Arrav4(16)" 106630 Array4{l7) ~ 122 I 5
Arrav4(18) ~ 13767, Array4(19) ~ 15319, Array4(20)" 168710 Array4(2 I) ~ 18426

'Army5 hold "a.lu~s of2000Hz
-"rray5(1) ~ 0, Array5(2) ~ 10, Array5(3) ~ 25, Array5(4) ~ 58, -"rray5(5)" 143
.4.rrav5(6)" 327, .4.""v5(7)" 582, Array5(8) ~ 1036, Array5(9) ~ 1842
Array5(10)" 3276, Array5(1I)" 5957, .4.",,)'5(12)" 8638, .4.rray5(13) ~ 11327
Array5(!4)" 14000, A""y5(l5)" 16681, Array5(l6) " 19362, Arrav5( I7)" 22043
Array5(18) "24724, Array5(l9)" 27405, .4.rray5(20) ~ 30086, Array5(21) "32767

'Arrayb hold va1~ of 4000Hz
Array6(l) ~ 0, .4=y6(2)" 10, .4rray6(3)" 25, ."",,y6(4) ~ 58, .w.y6(5)" 143
Array6(6) ~ 327, Array6(7) " 582, Arrav6(8)" 1036, Arra);;(9)" 1842
.Array6(lO)" 3276, .,""y6(11)" 5957, A""y6(12) " 8638, Array6(l3) ~ 11327
Array6(14)" 14000, .'1"",;;(15)" 16681, Array6(16)" 19362, Array6( 17) " 22043
.Array6(18) ~ 24724, .4rray6(19) ~ 27405, Array6(20) " 30086, .w.y6(21) ~ 32767

'AmJy7 bold values of80DOBz
Array7(1)" 0, .,""y7(2) ~ 89, Arrav7(3) ~ 309, Array7(4)" 786, Arrav7(S)" 2725
Arroy7(6) = 5075: Array7(7) = 9450: AlT3.y7(8);: 14943: Array7(9) =<- 16370
Array7(10)" 18005, Array7(l1) ~ 19640, Array7( 12)" 21275, Array7(13) " 22910
Acray7(l4) = 24545: ArnIy7{l5) = 26180: Array7(J6) == 278]5: Array7(17) = 29450
Array7(18)" 31085, .'\rray7(19) ~ 31623, .Array7(20) " 32325, Array7(21) ~ 32767

values = (hsbfreq. Value * 32) + (20 - vsbamp. Value)
hHU = hsbfr.:-q. Vmu.:-
Sel.:-cr Case hval

CaseD
.....a! = Array l(vsbamp. Value - I)

Case 1
\"'al = Array2( \"sbamp. Yalue + I)

ease 2
n-al = Array3(\'sbamp. Value - I)

Ca<e3
vvat = Array4{vsbamp. Value - I)

Case 4
n·aj "" ..\rray5(nbamp. Value - I)

Case j

\"....al = .--\rra~ll(\'Sbamp. '·alue - I)
Case 6

v....al =: Array7(vsbamp. Value - I)
End Sde-et
Comm2.PortOpen = True
Comml.Omput ~ C!u(2S)

Forn= I To 100
F'Jr~.:;:-1 ToJj
~eXl K
Xext n

Comm2.OmpUl '" Chr(2 . (h\~))

Forn= I To 100
FQrK"'" 1To35
:"exr f(

:\"ell..1: n
\·3 = £nl(\'val 156)
\'5 = vval - (d • 256)

COrnml.Outpur ~ Chr(d)
Forn= 1 To 100
For K= J To 35
~,-,=X1 K

~'eXl n
Comm2.Outpul = Chr{vS)
Comm1.PortOp~n~ F31s~

End Sub

Sub cmdclear_Click ()
pn"'O =- 0: px..xl '" 0: p:o..-x2 -= 0: pxx3 '" 0: pxx4 = 0: pm '" 0: pxx6 - 0
pyyO = 0: pyy I = 0: pyyl '" 0: pyyJ = 0: pyy4 '" 0: pyy5 = 0: pyy6 ~ 0
Rp:o.."'O =: 0: Rpxxl =' 0: Rpx..x2 "" 0: Rpxx3 = 0: Rpxx4;= 0: Rpm = 0: Rpxx6 -"- 0
RpyyO '" 0: Rpyyl = Q: RpyyZ "" 0: Rpy~3 '" 0: Rpyy-/. =' 0: Rpyy5 = 0: Rpyy6 = 0

Luinfo_T~Xl =" Test Im:oml~e~
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End Sub

Sub cmddraw_Click 0
If pn-Q := 0 Or px.xl = 0 Or pxx2 = 0 Or pro '-= 0 Or px.....4 = 0 Or p:-..-x5 = 0 Or pxx6 = 0 Or
RpsxO = 0 Or Rpn:1 ""- 0 Or Rpxx2:= 0 Or Rpxx3 = 0 Or Rpxx4 "" 0 Or RpnJ = 0 Or Rpxx6 = 0 Then
n.linfo.Te:>..1: =" Test Incomlet,;:"
Elsc
~ (px:..-G, pn'O)-(Px...xl, pyyl)
Line (pxxl, pyyl)-{pxx2, p)'y2)
Lin. (pro, p)Y2)-(pxx3, pyy3)
Line (pro, pyy3)-{pxx4, pyy4)
Line (pxx4, pyy4)-{pxx5, pry5)
Line (pxx5, pyy5){pxx6. pyy6)
Line (RpxxO, RpyyO)-{Rp:o::L Rp)'yl), QBColor(4)
Line (RpxxI, RpyylJ-(Rp:02, Rp}')o'2). QBColor{4)
l.ine (Rpx..-a, Rpyy2)-{Rpxx3, Rpyy3), QBColor(4)
Line (Rpx.x3, Rpyy3){Rpxx4. Rpyy4), QBColor(4)
Lin, (Rpxx4, Rpyy4HRpro, Rp'y5). QBColm(4)
Line (Rpxx5. Rpyy5}{Rpxx6. Rpyy6). QBColor(4)
Luinfo.Text: =" TeSl Cowered"

Endlf
End Sub

Sub cmckx.it_Cll\:k 0
End
End Sub

Sub cmdlog_Click 0
lfhsbfreq. Value = 0 And oplkft. Yalue = True Then

Cude (pnf), py~t), 50. &HFFFFFF
px:..-Q = «hsbfreq.Value $ 600) - 2760)
pyyO = «vsbamp.Valuc * 120)~ 1440)

Elsdfhsbfreq.Valu~ "" 1 And optleft. Value"" True Th~n

Circk (pxxl. pyyl), 50, &HFFFFFF
pxxl = «bsbfr~q_ Value * 600) - 2760)
pyyl =«vsbamp.Va1u~·120)-1440)

Elself hsbfreq. Valu~ ~ 2 And optleft. Value = True 1llen
Circle (pro, pyy2), 50. &HFfFF&
p:'l.-x2 = «hsbfreq. Value· 600) + 2760}
pyyl = «vsbamp.Valu... " 120) - 1440)

Elselfhsbfreq. Value"" 3 .-\.nd optldl "alue = True Then
Circle (pxx3. pyy3). 50_ &HFFFF&
pxx3 = (rhsbfreq. \-alue • 600) - 2760)
pyy3 = «vsbamp. "alue· 120) - 1440)

Elsdfhsbfreq. \-alue "" 4 ,-.utd optleft. \-alue = True Then
Circle (pxx4. p~JA), 50, &HFFfF&
pxx4;= «hsbfreq. \-a1u~· 600) - 2760)
py~'" = ({\'sbamp. \"alUt'· 120) - 1440)

Elsdf hsbfreq. \"alue = 5 _'\rid optlefi. Value = True Then
Circle (pxx5, pyy5)_ 50. &HFFFF&
px.x5 = «hsbfreq.Value· 600) - 2760)
pyy5 = «vsbamp_Value· 120) - 1440)

EI~U-hsb&eq.Value = 6 And optldl. Value =: True Then
Circle (px..\."6. py:'6)_ 50_ &HFFFF&
pxx6 = «hsbfreq. Value· 6(0)- 2760)
pyy6= «\-sbamp.Ya.lue* 120)-1+40)

ElselfhsbfIeq. Yalue = 0 And optright, "alue = True Then
Lin, «Rpn'l- 50). (Rp)};) . 50))-(Rp.,-,'l ~ 50). (Rp));) ~ 60). &HFFFF&
Lin. «RpxxQ. 50). (Rpv)j) - 50»)-(Rp-,-,'l ~ 60). (Rp"j) - 60)). &HFFFF&

Rpx.\.-o =: «hsbfreq_ Value· 600) - 2760)
RpyyO = ((vsbamp. Yalue • 120) - 1440)

E-lselfhsbfreq. \'alu~ -"+ ( And oplrigbL Value = True Then
Lin, «Rpxx' . 50). (Rp,vl - 50»)-(Rpxx' - 50). (Rp,,'1 - 60)), &HFFFF&
Lin. ((Rpxxl . 50~ (Rpyyl - 50»)-(Rpxxl - 50). (Rpyvl - 60». &Il:FFFF&

Rpx..xl "'«(hsbfreq.\"alue· 600) - 2760)
Rp)'yl ~ a....sbamp. \'3.lue '" 120) -1440)

Elselfhsbfreq. \'alue = 2 And optrighLValu~ = True Then
Line «(Rpxx:z - 50). (Rpyy2 - 50)-{<Rp..-x2 - 60). (Rp~~'2 - 60J). &HFFFF&
Line «Rpx:x1- 50), (Rpyy2 - 50)}-(Rpx-x2 - 60), (Rpyy2 - 60», &HFFFF&

Rpxx2 - «hsbfreq. Yaluc • 600) - 2760)
Rp~y2 = «(nb.1.mp. \-alue "'110) - 1..:40)

Elselfhsbfreq, Value = 3 .And optrtghtSalue = True Then
Lin' «(Rpxx3 . 50). (Rp,,'] . ;O»-«Rpx.x3 ~ 50). (Rp,,3 ~ 60». &HFFFF&
Line «Rpx..x.3 - 50)_ (Rpyy3 - 50)H(Rpx..x3 - 60). (Rpyy3 - 60». &HfFFF&

Rpx.-u = «hsbfreq. Yalue to 600) -2760)
RpyyJ = ({\"sbamp. \·a1ue· 110) - 1+W)
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Elsetfhsbfreq. vaJu~ "" 4 And optrigbr:. Value = True Then
Un. «Rp.\:);4 - 50). (Rpn4 . 50»)-{(Rpxx4 + 60). (Rpyy4 • 60)). &HffiF&
Lin. «Rp"-'4 - 50). (Rpn'4 - 50»)-{(Rpxx4 + 60). (Rp~"4 - 60». &HFffi&

Rpxx4 '" «(bsbfreq. Value 11 600) ~ 2760)
Rpyy4""({vsbamp.Value 1l 120)...,..I440}

ElseIfbsbfrtq. \'alue "" .5 And optrighL Value = True Then
Lin. «Rp"'" - 50). (Rpyy5 - 50»)-{(Rpxx5 - 60), (Rp~~'5 - 60»). &HFFfF&
Lin. «Rpx." - 50). (Rp,,-5 - 50»)-{(Rpxx5 - 60). (Rp~~'5 - 60». &HffiF&

Rpxx5 • «hsbtnq. Valu•• 600) - 2760)
Rp)'5·«'~bamp.\'a!u.· 120)T 1440)

£lseIfbsbfreq_Value = 6 And oprright '-aJuC' = True Then
Lin. «Rp",,'6 - 50). (Rp~~'6 - 50»)-{(Rpxx6 - 60). (Rp~~'6 - 60». &HFFFF&
Un. «Rp,,-,'6 - 50). (Rp)~'6 - 50»)-{(Rp"''6 - 60). (Rp~~'6 - 60»). &HffiF&

Rp",'6· «hsbfr.... \·a!u•• 600) - 2760)
RpY'y6 "" «vsbampXalue· nO) - 1440)

End If
End Sub

Sub cmdiog_MouseDo\.\"J1 (Button As Integ:<=r, Shift As lntegl."r. X As Single. Y As Single)
IfoptlefLValue""' True Then

px "" «bsbfreq. Value" 600) ~ 2760)
Py""«(\·sromp. Value" 120)- 1440)
thnaud.Circk (px.. py). 40, RGB(O, 0, 0)

El"
Rpx = «hsbfreq. ,"alue • 600) - 2760)
Rpy::: «vsbamp. Value· 120) - 14-W)

L;n. «Rpx - 50). (Rp)' - 50»)-{(Rpx - 60), (Rp)' - 60»
Un. «Rpx - 50). (Rp)' - 50»)-{(Rp, - 60). (Rpv - 60))

End If
End Sub

Sub cmdnew_Click 0
CIs
SaveCorentR~ord

· Add a new blank record
l...3StRecord'" La51Record - (
Po:rson.:\ame = .. "
P~onDare::: " "
Person.plO-'O ~ 0: Person.pxxl ::: O:P.::rson.pxx2 -= O:Pcrson.p>,x3 - 0:P~son.p>,x4 .,..- O:P.:rson.pxJO = O:P<."TSon.pxx6 - 0
Person.pnO -'" 0: Person.pyyl = 0:P.:rson.pyy2 = 0:Person.pyy3 '" O:PeT"Son.pyy4 = O:Person.pyy5 = O:Person.pyy6 ~ 0
Person.Rp:o.'O" 0: Person.Rpx..~ I == 0: Person. Rpx.x1 ::: 0: Pcrson.Rpoo "" 0: P<fiOO.Rpxx4 ..". 0: Person. Rpx:d = 0: Person.Rpx.'\-6 0:
Pcrson.RpyyO =: 0: Pcrson.RpyyJ = 0: Pcnon.Rpyy2 = 0: Pcrson.Rpyy3 ~ 0: Pcrson.Rpyy~ = 0
P~on.Rpyy5 '" 0: P~on.Rpy~-6 =0

Put =Filc:S"ulTL LastRc:cortl Person
· L'pd3te currcntR~ord.

CurrentRecord :0:: LastR.~ .."Ol"d
'Displ:lY the r~'Ord that \'as jUst created.
Sho\\-CUtTootR~..::ord

·Give~ focus t.O~ L'U.-'\ame field.
txt.."\ame.Sc:tFocus
End Sub

D SubcmdnC:X1_Clic~O

If L"'\."tinfO ::: .. Test lncomlete" Then
£..\iI Sub
End [f

CIs
· Jrlbe curre1ltRe.:ord is nOf. the last rc:coni
· th.m save the Currc:ntRecord and skip t~ neX!
, rc:cord.
lfCUrTtntR~ord '" LastRerord Then

&op
\-fsgBo.'\ "End of file c:noount«ed~ ~_48
Sbo\\~entReCOfd

El"
SaveC'uretnRecord
Curr.:ntR.:ocord::: Currea!.Re~'Ord - 1
ShowCurrenJ.Record

End If

, Qi\'e focus to the L"'\.1.\"ame lidd.
o.."'L"ame.SetfO\..""US
End Sub

DE Sub t"1TldprevioUl;._Clj.:~0
CIs
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. If the currentRQ:ord is not the fIrst Record,
, then save the current record and and skip one
. record backwards.
IfCurrentR",--ord = I Tb~(J

Beep
MsgBox "lkginning of the file ~DCounuroo~". 48

ShowCurrentRecor-d
Else
Sa\~eCorearR~.:ord

CumOlRecord := CurrenlR~ord- I
S.bowCwT~ocd

End If
'Give the focus to the ~a.me field.
oo.:."'ame.SetFocus

EndSuh

Sub crndprint_Click 0
frmaud.Line(pxnl. pyyO).{pxxL pyyl)
frmaud.Line (pxxl, Plyl}{pru. pyy2)
frmaud.Line(p:<..x2. PD'2){Pro, pyy3)
frmaud.Line (pxx3. p)'y3}{p~4,pyy4)
frmaud.Line (px.x4. pyy4}{pxx5. pyy5)
frmaud.Line (p).-x5. pyy5}{p£\."'6. pyy6)
txra.tnpt Visibk - fa1~: t,\.tfreqn. \lsi~J1e:= False: t-ruunp. \'jsible '" F<1J~; lxtfreq. Yisible "" F:l1se: txtinfo. '-isibJe:= False
vsbamp. Visible"" False: hsbfreq, \'isible = Fals~: cmdprint. \'isible :::: False: L'Tnddraw. \'isible:::: Fal&
cmdsave. Visible - False: l.'IJ1daud \'isible = False: cmdexit. \'isible "" False: cmddear. \'isible = False
cmdlog.. Visible:::: False
frmaud.PrinlForm
printer.EndD«
l'\.1atnpt. Visible := True: l-crfreqn. Visible:= True: l'\.l.amp. Visible = True: L'\.1:freq. \'isible 0- True: t).1.info. \'isible := True
\"Soomp. Visible:= True: hsbfreq. Visible = True: cmdlog. Visible := True: cmdexil. \'isible = Tru
cmdclear. Visible"" True: cmdprin1. \'isible = True: cmddraw. Visible"" True: cmdsa\·c. Visible "" True
cmdaud Visible =' Tru..:
End Sub

Sub cmrlsavc Click ()
lfp}O.'O-=' 0 Or pxxl z 0 Or px..'x2 = 0 Or p:o...-o == 0 Or px.....4 =' 0 Or pxx5 - 0 Or pxx6 = 0 Or Rp).-:\."'O = 0 Or Rpxxl = 0 Or Rpxx2 - 0 Or
Rpw '" 0 Or Rpxx~ = 0 Or Rpxx5 = 0 Or Rpxx6 = 0 Then
t'\.1info.Te).'l':: .. Tes( lm.:Qml...'tC'''

Else
Sa\'eCurentR~ord

D,"1inf.:>.TeXl.:: " Test. Coml<:t~d"
End If

End Sub

.... SE.-\.RCH Sn.UE~I"'··

Sub I.-m~:ll'ch_Click 0
Dim :\~ToMarCh As String
Dim Found As [nteger
Dim R<:c:\um As Long
Dim TmpPc:rson As PeT'Sonlnfo
'Get the name to SGlfch from the ue:sr.
~ameToSearch = tnputBox("EnreT' name to ~h:". "Sean:h")
1f~~ did not enl~ a. name. !.Mn exit
'from the pro.:edure.
IfSameToSw'ch'"''''' 10.:11

'Give the f~"'US to 1.'\1...~3.Ole field.
rIDame.~o.."'US

'Exit this procedure.
Exit Sub

End If

• COD\·en. th~ name to tx search to Upp...IC3S~.

~ameToSearcb= L'Casef.".-ameToSe:l1'Ch)
'initialize the Found flag to false.
Found = F.:tJse
,S~b the name the u.str c:ntered
For R~:\um = I To La.stR~ord

Get ,:File~urn. Rtc::"'um. TmpPerson
If:\ameToS~arch= CCaseiTrim(TmpP~QnS3.me» Then

Found "" TnJ~
Exit For

End [f
~e)'l

'lrth~ name: \\.lS tbund lh~n displcty th~ r~.:ord

. of the found n.u.tll.'.

If Found =c True Then
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Sav~~~ord

CurrentRecord'=" RecNum
SbowCurrCJltRecord

Else
MsgBox "Name: "..l- NameToSearch + .. not found!"

End [f

'Give focus ro the ~"l"ame1idd
txL.'\;a.JlR..Sctfocus-
End Sub

Sub cmdsend_~iouseDown(Button ..'\5 Integer. Shift As lotegeT. X As Single. Y As Single)
values = (hsbfreq. Value· 32) + (20 - vsbamp. Value)
Comm2.Pon:Open = True
COmm2.OutpUI ~ Chr(23)
Comm2.PorrOpoc'n = False

End Sub

Sub Commandl_:\·[ouseDown (Button As Integer, Shift As lntegc, X As Single, Y .-'\5 Single)
values = (hsbfreq. \·aJue .. 32) - (20 - vsbamp. Value)
Comm2.PortOpen = True
Comm2.OuIpUI ~ Chr(24)
Comm2.PortOp;:n = False

End Sub

) Sub FonnJood()
px! = 2760
pyl = 1440
L,"lfreq.Te~:t= hsbfreq. Value

Lufreq.Te:\'T = (2 "hsbfreq. Value)· 125
Comm2.CommPort "'" 2
, 9600 baud DO pariry, 8 data. and 1 stop bit.
Comm2.S.:nings = "9600.:\",8.1 w

, Tell the control to read entire buffer when Input is used..
Comm2.lnputLen = 0
, Open the port.
Co.mm2. PortOpen = True
, Send me attention command to the modem
Comm2.Outpm ~ Chr(25)
. CJose the ~aJ- pon.
Comm2.PortOpen = False

............ DAT.-\BASE SECno~ ~n ..

· Ca.kulate the lalgth ofa record
Rec.ordLen = Len(Person)
·G~ ~ next .w.ai1able ftle number.
File~um = FreeFile
•Open the file for rnmdom access. If the file
, dcxs IlOl e~st th.m it is creatoo.
Opdl "naud2.DAT" For Random .\s-file~um~ '= RecordLen
, Cpda[~ CurrentRccord

Curr<O'nlR<:'cord "" J
• Find '\Ulth is the last record number or
, the file.
LastRecord = FileLen("naud2.DAT") RecordLen
, [fthe file was juS! I,.Te;:ued
'(i.e. LastRecord) then update LastRecord to 1
rf LastRecord = 0 Then

L.a..stRecord = 1
End If
· Display the l..'WTcnl record.
Sh()\..CUITentR~cord
End Sub

Sub hsbfre~Change 0
L\.m~q.T-=Al = (2 . lLsbfreq. Value)' 115
End Sub

Sub hsbfre~I'cyDown (kcycode As Inte-ge1'". Shift As Integer)
'Print keycodc
If keycode == 38 Or kcycode = -W Then

\'sbamp. Serfo\.Cus
Elselrkeycode"" 32 Then

Dim Dval. \"Val, n.. R. d. v5
Dim hst As String

'Array! hold values of 125Hz
.-\.rr:lyt(I)""0: Arrayl(l)= 89: .-\rr.1~ 1(3) =309' .-\rrayl(-l) = 786: .-\rrayl(5) "7 2715
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Arrny1(6) ~ 5075: Array I(7) ~ 9450: Array 1(8) ~ 14943: Anayl(9) ~ 16370 Anayl(IO) ~ 18005: Anayl(11) ~ 19640: .-\rray1(12) ~
21275: Anayl(13) ~ 22910
Arrayl(14) ~ 24545; Am>yl(l5) ~ 26180; Arrayl (I 6) ~ 27815: Arrayl(l7) ~ 29450
Arrny1(18) ~ 31085: Array1(19) ~ 31623: Arrny1(20) ~ 32325: Array1(21) ~ 32767

'Array2 hold "alues of 250Hz
Arrny2(1) ~ 0: Am>y~(2) ~ 89: ."=~~(3) ~ 309: Am>y2(4)' 786: Array2(5) ~ 2725
Array2(6) ~ 5075: Arn1J'2(7) ~ 9450: ."=y2(8) ~ 14943: ."=J~(9) ~ 16370
Array2(10)' 18005: Array~(ll) ~ 19640: Array2(l2) ~ 21275: Array2(13) , 22910
Arrny2(14) ~ 24545: Array2(15)' 26180: Array2(16)' 27815: Array2(17) ~ 29450
.,,=y2(18) ~ 3 L085: Anay2(l9) ~ 31623: .,,=y~(20)' 32325: Array2(21)' 32767

'.t\tTay3 hold values of500Hz
Array3(1) ~ 0: Array3(2)' 2: Array3(3) ~ 5: Array3(4)' 14: Array3(5) ~ 45
Array3(6) ~ 103: Array3(7) ~ 255: ."=y3(8)' 582: ."=y3(9)' 1036
Array3(1O) , 1846: Array3(1l)' 3276: Arrav3(12) ~ 4455: ."=v3(13) ~ 6007
."=y3(14) ~ 7559: Array3( 15)" 911 I: Array3(16)' 10663: Array3(17) ~ 12215
."=y3(18) ~ 13767: Array3(19) ~ 15319: ."=y3(20)' 16871: A..-ay3(21) ~ 18426

'Arra~4 hold values of 1000Hz
."=y4(l) ~ 0: Arrav4(2) ~ 2: ."=y4(3)" 5: Anay4(4) ~ 14: ."=y4(5) ~ 45
Array4(6) ~ 103: ."=y4(7) ~ 255: Arrav4(8) , 582: .-\nav4(9) ~ 1036
Array4(1O) , 1846: Arrdy4(lI)' 3276: A=y4(12)' 4455; Array4(13)' 6007
:-\rray4{14) ~ 7559: Array4(1 5) = 9111: Array4{ 16) = 10663: Array4(17) => 12215
Array4(18)' 13767; Array4(19) ~ 15319: Array4(20) , 16871: .'\rray4(2 [), 18416

'ArrayS hold values of2000Hz
.i\rray5(1) = 0: Array5(2) = 10: Array;(3) = 25: Array5(4) = 58: Array5(5) = 143
Anay5(6) ~ 327: Array5(7) = 581: .Anay5(8)' 1036: .Anav5(9)~ 1842
Array5(1O) "'- 3276: ArrayS( 11) = 5957: Array5(12) = 8638: Array'(l3) = 11327
An-ay5(14) "'- 14000: Arra~"5(15) = 16681: Array;( 16) = 19362: Array5(1?) = 22043
Array5(18) = 24724: Array5(19) = 27405: .4rray5(20) = 30086: .4.ml:y5(21) = 32767

'Anay6 hold values of 4000Hz
ArT3y6( I)' 0; Array<>(2) , 10: .-\rray6(3) , 25: .Arrav6(4) ~ 58: .Anay6(5) = 143
.'\rray6(6) = 327: Array6(7) = 582: Array6(8) = 1036: Array6(9) = 1842
Array6(1O) • 3276: .Arra'<>(11)' 5957: Array6(1 1) ~ 8638; Array6( 13) ~ 11327 Array6(14) ~ 14000: .Anay6(15) ~ 16681: .'lrrav6( 16)
• 19362: Array6(17)' 12043
,Anay<>(18)· 24724: Array6(19) • 27405: .Array6(10) ~ 30086: Array6(21) • 32767

'Array7 hold values of 8000Hz
Array7(1) = 0: Array7(2) = 89: Array7(3) = 309: Array7(~) = 786: Array7(5) = 1725
.Arrav7(6)' 5075: Array7(7)· 9450: .'\rray7(8) , 14943: .Anav7(9)· 16370
Array7(0) '" 18005: Array7(11).:= 19640: Array7(12) "" 21275: Array7(13)= 22910
.-\fray7( I~) = 24545: rlmty7( 15) = 26180: Array7( 16) = 27815: Array7( J7) ~ 29450
0.:.\rray7(18) "'- 31085: Array7(19)" 31623: 0-\rray7(20) "" 32325: Array7(21) ~ 32767

values = (hsbfreqSalue * 32) - (20 . vsbamp_ Yalue)
hval = bsbfreq. Ya1u~

Sek(.1. Caso= h\-a1
Cas< 0

'..val = Arrayl(vsbamp. \-a.!ue - I)
CaseI

vval = Array2(nbamp. \Oalue - 1)
Cas-= 2
\~I = .-\rray3(nbamp_Vafue - I)

Case 3
\...·aI = .-\rray4{nbamp. \"alue - 1)

Case-l
Vyal = 0-\rray5(\-sbarnp_ \Oaluo= - 1)

C~5

n-al= Array6(vsOOmp.Yalue-l)
C:JS~ 6

n-al = .-\rray7(\·sbamp_ \"a1ue ~ 1)

End Select
Comm2.P()f1{)pen:= True
Comm2.Output = Chr(28)

fora = l To 100
For K = 1To 35
:\"exr K
~eXl n

C0rnm2.Oulput- Chr{2 - (bv:!l»
forn-=- 1 To lOO
For h'" 1To 35
:\"o=x:rK
:\e.\."1 n
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\"3"" Int(n'al ,I 156)
v5 0; "..-at -(...3 * 256)

Comr02.Output = Chr(v3)
Focn= 1 To 100
FocK= 1 T035
KCXlI':
);'eXl n

Comm1.Output ~ Cbr('-S)
Comm1.portOp<n ~ F"'",
End If
End Sub

Sub hsbfre~Scroll 0
L\1freq.Text = (21\ hsbfreq. Value) * 125

End Sub

Sub LPF_Mousedowtl (Bunon As [nIeg~, Shift As {nreger. X As Single, .( As Single)
Comm2.PortOpen = True
Comml.Output ~ Cbr(22)
Comml.PortOpen= false

End Sub

Sub mnucon_Click ()
VaJll~"'- (hsbfreq. Value· 32) - (20 - \·sbamp. YaJue)
Comm2.PortOpen = True
Comml.Output ~ Cbr(23)
Comm2.PortOpen = False

End Sub

Sub mnunatt_Click 0
Comm2.PortOpen -=True
Comm2.Outpul = Chr(22)
Comml.PortOpen = Fals~

End Sub

Pcrson.Rpx.\":4 ~ 0
Person.Rpy~2 0

Person.Rpm "" 0;
Pason.Rpy~.'\ = 0:
Person. Rpyy6 - 0

Perwn.Rpxx2 '" 0;
Person.RpyyO - 0
Person.Rpyy5 <=. 0:

Sub mnune\\"_Click 0
Cl>
, S:.wo: CurremRecord
SaveCurentRecord
, Add a new blank ucc.rd.
LastRecord "" LastRecord - I
PersonSame = .. "

P...-rson.[).;ue=" M

Perscn.p.u-O = 0: PC'rSC'fl.pxx) "" 0: PersOl1.px...x2 = 0: Po?TSOn.pro =- 0: Pef'SOo.p:s:x4 - 0: Pcrson.pxx5 0
Personp:o.-6 = 0: P..-rson.py~-i} "" 0: Perron.pyyl = 0: Person..pyy2 = 0: Per50n.pyy3"" 0: Person.py~4 =- 0
Pc:rson.p:o"y5 = 0: Persoo.pyy6 '" 0
Person.Rpx:-."O =- 0: Person.Rp~l = 0:
PtfSOn.Rpro =- 0: P~on.Rpxx6'" 0:
Person.Rpyy3 = 0: P~on.Rpyy4 =- 0:
Put =Fik~um.. LastRerord. Person
't ·pdate CUJ'T'<:nt:R~ord.

Curret11Record =- LastRecord
'Display the rel.."'Ord tha[ was juS! cr~3ted

ShQ\A.Cwr~t:Re<XX"d

· Give th~ f(XClS to the t\1.NamC' field.
l',t..:"'ame. &tFO&.'"US
End Sub

Sub mnunen Click ()
If txtinfo = .. T~ In.:omletC''' Then
ExiI Sub
End If
CIs
, Ifth.: currentRC'l:ord is nOl the Iw re...'OIli..
•th<:n 53.\"0: the CurrenIRe...-ord and sJ..ip the- nex1
· ro:ord
IfCurrc."tl:tRa:-ord = LastRerord Then

8«p
~Jsg.Box "End of file en.:oum~:". 43
Sbo....Curr~tRecord

Else
awt~mRc\:ord

Curr~t.Record= CurremRecord - 1
Sb.owCUl:I:"01I.Rccord

End If
. Oivot to,,;us to lh~ L'\1~:un.: fi.:ld
[:\!.\;amc.SctfOl..'US
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End Sub

Sub mnuprevious_Click 0
Cb

, lfthe cu:rrentRecord is not tb<=.first Record..
. U1cn save the current record and and skip one
. record ba.ck.wards.
IfCurrentRo:ord =: 1Then

I3e<p
MsgBox: "Beginning of the ftle encountere~". 48

ShowCUttentRecof-d
El..
Sal'""~rentRerord

CUtrentR~= Curr~tRecord - I
Sbo"~U":<"lR<<:onI

End If
. Give the focos to the ~aIlle fidd.
[XL'\:ame..~tfocus

EndSub

Sub mausearch_Click 0
Cb
Dtm NameToS~b As SIring
Dim Found As lnteger
Dim R~~um As Long
Dim TmpP~ As Ptr'SonInfo
'Get the narne to surch from me U5r.

:-iameToS~:: InputBox("Enter name to search:". "Search")
'Ifth~ user did nOl enter a name..lhen I':Xil
'from the procedure.
If!\arnao~cb = .... Then

'Give the focus to tXl~3me field.
rxr.N'ame.Setfcx:us
'Exit this procedure.
E...xit Sub

Endlf

, Conv.:rt the name to be search 10 uppercase.
NameToSearcll:: CCas~:uneToSean::h)
, Initialize the Found flag to false.
Found = false
. S.:arch th.:! name the u~ enU:n~d.

For Ro:c~um "" 1To LaSlRe.:ord
Get =File:-'-um. Ro:l'\urn. TmpPersoo
lf~ameTo~ch "" CCase(Trim(TmpP.:rson.~ame»Then

Found Z'True
Em For

End If
~~X1

'lfthe name W:1S found thc:n display lh~ record
, of th~ found name.
If Found = True Then
Sav£uret1lR~ord

Cunan.R.ecord:= Rec~um

ShowCurrauRecord
EIs<
~1sg.Box ");:a.r:ne:. - ~a.rtWToSQich ~. no{ found~·

Endl(
'Gh·~ focus 10 the 1.\1..,"am~ field.
~amz..~tFocus

End Sub

Sub mnu.se,,_Click ()
valu,$'" (hsbfreq. \"alue" 32) - (20 - \-sbamp. \-illU~)
Cornml.Port(}pen = Tru~

Comm2.OulpUt = C1u(24)
Comm2.PonOpal ,., FaL"",

Eod Sub

.".... S(~tL1.AT10:"\OF HEAR£\G .....
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A

B

c

Dim n.. vIII, vl2 As String, vl3 As String, wl As Doubt.:, dt As Double, 11 As Doubk pi As Double. L q, p. :\is 1. NSS.!l.1. K As
Long, T As Long, al. J. X,. DE,. £, F, W, Ns, rN, KK As Double, 1.:.1 As Doubl.:, ~,:2. NM. 10. 10. eR.-\s Long. cr As Long, LE, Ll. [JR
As Doub!.:, UI As Double, JJ, lK, IP. fg
Dim a1. d. \'2 As Long, v3 As Long, \4 As Suing, \'5 .I\s Long,. \'6 As String
ReDim hr(600) As Doubt<:. h~(600) As Doubl.:, bb(600) As Doubk, b(600) As DoubkDim crra:l. erred

If pxx-o = 0 Or pxxl = 0 Or pm = 0 Or pxx3 = 0 Or px.x4 ==- 0 Or px.'i:5 =0 Or pxx6 = 0 Or Rpx:-..i} = 0 Or Rpxxl =0 Or Rpxx2 = 0 Or
Rpro "" 0 Or Rpxx4 = 0 Or Rp:\.-x5 = 0 Or Rpx-\:6 = 0 Th<:n
L\.'tinfo.TeXl =" Test In~oml~t.:"

Else
• hn Table \.\ith lockup values ofSPL !evds h**

'Arrayl hold values of 125Hz
Arrayl(l) ~ 0, Arrayl(2) ~ 89, Arravl(3) ~ 309, Array 1(4) ~ 786,Arravl(5) ~ 2725, Arrayl(6) ~ 5075
Arrayl(7) ~ 9450, Arrayl(8) ~ 14943, Arrayl(9) ~ 16370, Arrayl(IO) ~ 18005, Arravl(11) ~ 19640
Arrayl(12) = 21275: Arrayl(13) = 1291O:Array[(14) = 24545: Array1(15) = 26180: Arrayl( 16) = 27815
Arrayl(17) = 29450: .<\rrayl(18) = 31085: Arrayl( 19) = 31623: Arrayl(20) '" 32325: Arrayl(21) = 32767

'Array2 hold values of 250Hz
Array2(I) = 0: Array2(2) = 89: Array2(3) = 309: A,rray2(4) = 786: Array2(5) = 2i25: Array2(6) = 5075
Array2(7) ~ 9450, Ar",'l(8) ~ 14943, Arra,,2(9) =16370, Arra)'l( 10) = 18005, Arrav2( 11) =19640
Arr.ly2(11) = 21275 Array2( 13) "'- 22910: Array2( 14) = 24545: .t\rray2(15) "'- 26180: Array2( 16J = 27815
Array2(l7) = 29450, Array2(18) "31085, Array2(19) ~ 31623 Arr.y2(20) ~ 32325, Arr.)2(21) ~ 32767

'Array3 hold yalues of 500Hz
Array3(l) = 0: .-\rray3(2) =2: .'\rray3(3)::. 5: Atray3(4) = 14: ArrayJ(5);= 4S:Array3(6) ~ 103: .-\rrJ.y3(7) = 255 AlT.1y3(8) = 582:
Array3(9) ~ 1036,Array3(10) ~ 1846, Array3( 11)" 3276, .'=v3(12) ~ 4455, Array3(13) ~ 6007
.--\rray3(I4) "" 7559: Array3(15) '" 9111: Amly3(16) '" 10663: Array3(17) '" [2215: Arr.l.~<3(l8):= 13767
:\rray3(19)=< 15319: .-\n:-..ly3(20)= \6871 Array3(21) = 18426

'Array4 hold values of 1000fu
Array4(l) = 0: ..\rray4{2) = 2: Array4(3) "'- 5: Arrily4(4) = 14: ."\rray4(5) = 45:Array4(6) '" [03: Arrav4(7) ~ 155
!\rray4(8) ~ 582, .-\rray4(9) ~ 1036Array4(10) ~ l846, Arrav4{ll) ~ 3276, Arrav4(12) = 4455, !\rr~,,4(13) 6007
Array4(14) = 7559: Array4{ 15) = 9[ 1[: Array4(16)"" [0663: Array4(l7} = 12215: Array4(18) = 13767
_,=y4(19) ~ 15319, Array4(20) ~ 16871 ."='4(21)" 18426

':\ITay5 hold values of 2000Hz
Array5( 1) '" 0: Array5(2) = 10: ...\rTay5(3) = 25: ArraY5(4) "" 58: Array5(5) = 143: Array5(6) "327: Array5(?) = 581 .-\rray5(8) '" 1036:
Array5(9) = 1842: .-\rray5(1 0) '" 3276: Array5(l1) = 5957: Array5( 12) " 8638: Array5( 13) = 11327
.-\rray5(14) == 14000: .-\frayS(15) = 16681: AffiJy5(16) = 19362 Array5( 17) ==- 220-n: Array5(18) = 14724
Array5(19) "" 27405: Array5(10) -;< 30086: .':'\rr3y5(2.1) = 32767

'Array6 hold valu.:s of 4000fu
.-'\rray6(l) =0: ..t\rray6(2)::= 10: Array6(3) = 25: Array6(4) '" 58: Arra.y6(5) = 143: Array6(6) - 327: .-\rr.ly6(7) '" 582 .-\rray6(8) - 1036:
Array6(9) = 1842: .-\rray6( I0) '" 3276: .-\rray6(l1) '" 5957: .·\.!Tay6( 12) '" 8638: A.rray6(l3) = 11327 Array6(14) " 14000. AIT""J.y6( 15, 
16681: Arr.:ly6( 16) -=- 19362 Array6( 17) = 22043: Array6( 18) - 24724
Array6(19)"'" 27405: .--\.rray6(20).= 30086: .\rray6(2 I) = 32767

'Array7 hold \·a!u.:s of 8000Hz
Array7(1) = 0: AJT:ly7(2) = 89: _-\rroty7(3) = 309: Array7(-1) = 786: .-\rr3y7(5) '" 2725: Array7(6) --,5075
A,IT""J.y7(7) = 9450: Arr.ly7(8) = 14943: Arr3y7(9) -= 16370' Array7( 10)"'-- 18005. Array7( 11) .". 196:1.0
Array7(12) '" 21275: .-\rray7(l3)::= 22910: Array7(I-l.) = 24545: Array7( 15) = 26180: :\rray7(16)"'" 27815
ArT3y7(17) = 29450: .-\rray7(18) = 31085: Array7(19) ::= 31623 :\.rray7(20) '" 32325: .-\.rray7(11) -= 32767

'left channel's :unplitud.: \":Uu~
Tstrspll = Arrayl(21 - «py:'O - 1440) 120»
Ts=p12 ~Arra~'l(21 -«(p'·yl -1440) 120»)
T=p13 ~ .-\rrav3(21 - «p,y2 - 1440) 120»
T=pI4~Arrav4{21 -«p'y3 - 1440) 120»
Tstrspl5 -." Array5(21 -«p~~'-1. 1440) 120))
TstrspI6= ..-\rray6(11-«p~~·5 -1440) 120»
Tstrspl7 = Array7C21 • «pyy6 - l-WO) 120»

·u.. L~EAR PlICE-WISE DiTER.POL--\TIO:\"u
Forl"'-l To 256
lfl<= 2 Then

xa(O ~ T"'''l'1l
ElselfI .,. 2 ..\nd I <= -1 Then

xa("1)~ T""",II - «(T""",11 - T=p12) 2)' (I- 2»
Elsdfl::> -1 And 1 <= 8 Th.:n

xa(1) ~ T>tr.>p12 - «(T=pI2 - T>tr.>p13) 4)' (l - '»
Elsdf[> 8 .-\Dd I <= 16 Then

xa(I)" T""",13 - «(T>tr5p13 - T>tr.>pI4) 8)' (1 - 8»
Else[fl'" 16 And [<= 32 Thoro

xa(l) ~T"'"pl' - (((T""",I' - Tsrrspl5) 16)' (I - 16»
Elselfl > 32 .-\nd I "-= 64 Th~
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F

D

E

xa(I) ~ Tstrspl5 - «(T",,!,15 - Tstn;pI6) 132) , (I - 32»
ElselfT> 64 And I "(:= 128 Then

xa(1) ~ Tstrspl6 - «(T",,!,16 - Tstn;pI7) 164)' (l- 64»
ElsdfI:> 12& And I <= 256 Th~o

xa(1) ~ Tstrspl7
ErulI[

):e.\.1 I
xa(O) ~T"',pll
xa(256) ~ T,trspl7

.**... FIR DESIGK BY fREQUENCY S ...\.MPLTI\G .H.
.•••• IDIT ••••

'n=256: l=n+o,l: p=3.14
'~.[ = 256 ' Ord~ ofthe filler m = 256
'For I = I To 256
, HA(I)~ (-I '(p 12» - (I'M' pi I)' Quad phase
'Ne.\T I: l:L4.(O) = 0
'ForI=n-'-1 To I-I
, xa{I) = xa(l - I): HA.(I) = -H.-\(l - I) 'Complex conjucate
'Next!
· ,. Windowed inv~eDFT (Real Pt only)
'Fod=QToM ..

A(I) ~ 0

ForK=OTol-l
T=2*p*J*K/l
,-\(f) ~ A(I) ~ xa(K) , Co>(T - HA(K))

X~\1. ~

A(I) ~ A(I) , I
'Next I

..... WINOO\VS .....

· • Kaisa window
'AL~3 'AlphF3
'For J = 0 To M: 1 = J - ,\,1 J 2

· X=AL * Sqr(l· I *1 *41 :\-{f ~..1); DE= 1: E= 1
· For~= I To 25

DE = DE • X I K 2: E = E - DE .. DE
, Xext l\.: DE = 1: F = I

ForK = I Ta25
DE = DE .. AL ( K ,2: F = F - DE * DE

N~K

W~ ElF, A(J)~A(J)' IV
;';eX1 J
,*.. Hamming nindoU' ***
'For J = 0 To ~I: 1= J - M 2
, W~.5'(l-Cos(3,14Ij'l (~I 2-1)))
, A(J) ~ ,\(J) , W

~eC\l J:
'*"** Hannmg mndo\\ u*
'ForJ=OTo~'[:I=J-)'·1 2
· W"" .54-.46· Co5(3.1415· I • 2 ~1)

, A(J) ~ ,-\(J) , W
~.:xr:J:

'printer,Prinr "H(k)"; " hen) "

'$'f •• INYERSE FAST FOL-RIER TR..-\..,"SFOR~t ....

ReDim ,\(600)
pi =3.14159265359
~1~9

:\s = 2 1\ \1 . ~umb...'f of freq.S3.mpl~

:\Sl "=1\5']-1
~SS "= ~s 2
dr".5'CC'SI)
R.:Dim XRC'\s) _-\5 Doub1.:, .\1(.:\s) As Doub!.:. Src,-s) As Doub/~. CO(~s) As Double

Rem •••• Fouri.:r [im<:' shift ••••

ForI =OTo~Sl· J Sup I
br(f)~xa(I) '(Cos(dr' p; 'I (~Sl-I)))

h«l) ~ -1' xa(f)' (Sm(dl' p;' I (~SI - I)))
~exr: I
Forp"""\'Sl To (2 '" (XS1-l)- 1) Sup I

br(p)~br(2 ,(,,'SI-l»-p)
h«p) ~ -I 'h«(2' (~SI - 1)) - p)

:\eXl: P
.......... DdinC' r~ and imaginary pans ofinpUl un••

For n = 0 TO:\5 - 1: XR(n) "" h..r(n): ~exr: n
for n -.= 0 To ,'s - 1: :\J(Il) = h~lI): \-~.\.111

' ••u .... ~ ~ -1 tor [FIT hU·
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H

I

J

K

L

M

'.U.* FIT ROUTINE ••• ..,..
'•• CO~fPLiTETWIDDLE FACTOR'"
KK = 6.28318 / Ks: R.:m 2PIn\S
Forn=OTo~s4 J
Kl=n*KK
CO<o) ~ Cos(\;I): 51(0) ~ -Sin(\;l)' C\
~.:xt n

..... BIT REVERSAL ....
~s = 2" ~I: N2.= ~s 12: ~').f = ~s - I: 10 = 0
forIO=OToX)·f -I

1£10> JO Then GcTo OF
CR ~ XR(JO): Cl = X1(JO)
XR(10) ~ XR(IO): X1(JO) ~ X1(10)
XR(IO) - CR: X1(10) = Cl

GF: \;. '12
GBT: If\; =10- I Tb"" GoToGFT
JO~JO-K:K~K 2:GoToGBT
GFT:JO-l0,\;

~~IO

...... FIT ALGORITH..\l ....
For L "" 1 To ~t

LE ~ 2 ' L: LI = LE 2: liR = I: U = 0: JJ = 0
IK:::\5 LE
Forl=OTo2'(L-I)-1

Fori"" JToNs-1 Step LE
lP-I-L1
CR - XR(IP) • l"R - Xl(lP) • UI
CI- Xl(IP) • l'R - XR(IP) • lJl
XR(!P) = XR(1) - CR: Xl(1P) = X1(I) - Cl
XR(Il' XR(I) - CR: Xl(l) = XI(I) - Cl

K.:xrl
11 = 11 -f>;
UR - C0(11): II = 5[(11)

~eX1. J
l\eXl L

.... DOIDFT·"
If I): ::::- 0 Then GoT0 LST

forn""OTo~s-1

XR(n) '" :\"R(n) S"s: Xl(n) .:0 :\1(0) :';s
:'\.:>3. n

LST: For n - 0 To ~·SS Step (
b(n) = X"R(n)

XeXln

'....... Kaisd" "indon ••• .-
• .-\L = 3 ..-\lpha = 3
'For J= aTo \(: 13 ) - \{ 2
· X = AL • Sqr( f • I • ! • -I \1 .\1): DE = L E = I
· For-}\ = 1 Ta 2;

DE = DE • X \; 2: E' E - DE • DE
· ~e"l K: DE= 1: F'" 1

for K. = 1 To 15
DE = DE • AL \; 2: F = F - DE • DE

~e:o: K
• \\. = E F: b(1) = bb(J) • \I'

:\"eXl J

'•••• Hamming wlodo\\ .. u·

'FOI'"}=OTo:'\'SSSI<1> 1
n- 1 - . 'SS) 2

· wl ~ .5-1- -l6' Cos(2' pi'Il . 'SS .1»
· b(1) - bb(J) • wl
~e~1 J

'.... Transfer tilter codli",.'i.:m. [0 DSP \-1:1 Comm. POrt 2 .....
C0mm2.PortOpt'n = True- 'Op~n Comnt_ Port 2 and
Comm2.Ou1put '" Chr(27) . ill5UU.:t DSP to r~elve 1\100 elgth bit \~orUs

Forl"'QTo~SS·l

.1 - In~b(l))

Iral < oThen '~~galiwvJ.lue.s

v2 =65535 - al
\-J ==- lm(d 156)
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N

\'5 = \'2 - (v3 .. 256)
Else

d = ln1(al J256)
....5=al-{v3 '" 256)

End[f
Comm2.Output = Chr(v3)
For n = 1 To 100
ForK=ITo35
Next ~
Next n
Comml.OutpuI = Cbr(v5)

forn= 1 To 100
forK= 1 To35
Nm K
Ni=:>..1n

Nex1 I
Comm2.PortO~n = False

'Positive values

'Output higher significant bits

, Output lou:~ si.gnificant bits

•Close pOll.

'•••••••• Do right channel u·.
'........•........•.............•......

Tstrspll ~ Arrayl(21 - «(RpY)il - 1440) 1120»
Tstrspl2 ~ Array2(21 -«Rpy,1 - 1440)/120»
T""'P13 ~ Array3(21 - «(Rp,·,,2 - 1440) 120»
Tsr.rspI4 = Array4{21 - «Rpyy3 - 1440) f 120»
Tstrspl5 ~ .Array5(21 - «Rpy,'4 - 14-10) I 120»
Tstrspl6 ~ Array6(21 - «Rp,"5 - 1440) /120»
Tstrsp17 = Array7(21 - «Rpyy6 - 1440) ( 110»

ForI = 1 To 256
If[<o=2Then

XO>(I) ~ Tstcspll
ElsdfI > 2 And I <= 4 Then

XO>(I) ~ Tstcspll - «((Tstrspll - Tstn;pI2) 2)' (I - 2»
Else-If I > 4 And I <= 8 Then

XO>(I) ~ Tstrspl2 - «(TstrspI2 - TstrspI3)' 4) • (I - 4))
EIsdf I> 8 And I <= 16 1lK:n

xa(l) ~ Tstrsp13 - «(fstn;p13 - Tstrspl4) /8) • (I - 8»
Elself I> 16 And I <= 32 Then

XO>(I) ~ Tstrspl4 - «(TstrspI4 - Tstn;pI5) 16)' (I - 16))
Elself I> 32 And I <= 64 Th~

XO>(I) ~ Tstrspl5 - «(TsuspI5 - Tstrspl6) /32) • (I - 32»
Etsdf I ;;. 64 And I <= 128 Th.:n

'<a(I) ~ Tstrspl6 - ((Tstn;p16 - Tstrspl7) 64)' (I - 64»
Elsdf I> 128 .-\.rId 1<= 256 Then

xa(I) = TSIn.-p17
End[f

:\"eXl I
xa(0) ~ Tstrspll
XO>(256) " Tstrspl7

Rem un Fouri~ time shift .....
Forl=OTo:\Sl-1 Sup 1
hr(I)" .<a<I)· (C<>.s(dr • p; • I (:-;SI - I»)
b«l) ~ -I • xa(I)' (Sin(dt • pi • I (KSI - I»)

~alI

Forp=NSI To (2 • ('\SI -1)-l)Step 1
Irr(p)~ 1rr(2' (:-;SI-I» - p)
b«p) ~ -1 • b«(2 • (''is I - I»· p)

Next p

........ Define r~l and imaginary parts of inpm .""u.
for n = 0 To Ns - I: :\:R(n) = hr(n): '\e:o.'t n
for n = 0 To ?\"s - 1: XJ(n) = h~n): ~-e.'I1 n

'u....... f\" = -1 fori£ft
[\ ~-I

·.nu FIT ROlTI'\E ......
·u CO:\{PlrrE TWIDDLE F.-\CTOR H

KK =6.2S318. '\s: Rem IPI,,\S
Forn=OTo;\"s-1
~l=n*K1\.

CO(n) ~ Cos(U): SI(n) " -Sin(KI)' [\
'\'::0.1 n

'.;0 BIT RE\"ERS.-\L ..
~s=2' .\f:r...-2 =Xs 2: :\~l = '\5 - 1: 10=0
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Comm2.PortOpen -= True
COmm2.Output ~ Cbt(25)
Comm2.POf'tOpen -= False

End Sub

Sub Optrighl_Click 0
Comm2.PortOpen = True
Comm2.Output ~ Chr(26)
Comm1.Port<)pen -= False

End Sub

Sub Sav~entRecord 0
· Fill Person <with the currently displayed data.
Ponon.Name = tXl.i"{ame.Texl
Persol:LDaIi! = MdaIe.Texl
P<non.px..lo.1) = pxx1):Person.pxxl = px.xl:Person.pru -= pxx2:Person.pw -= pro
Person.px.x4 = px:x4:Person.px-x5 = p:u5:Person.pxx6 = pxx6
Person.pyyO = pyyO:Person.pyy·l == pyyl:Pason.pyy2 -= pyy2:Person.pyy3 = pyy3
Person.p)'y4 = pyy4:Person.pyy5 = pyy5:Pcnonpyy6 -= pyy6
Person.Rp~ = Rp:Q:O:Persoo.Rpxxl -= Rp:-a:l :PersonRpru = Rpxx2:Person.Rpxx3 = Rpm
Person.Rp:-a:4 = Rp:\'X4:Person.Rpxx5 = Rp:-a:5:PersonRpnii = Rpxx6
PersonRpyyO -= RpyyO:Person.Rpyyl = Rpyyl:Person.Rpyy2 = Rpyy2:P.:rson.Rpyy3 -= Rpyy3
Person.Rpyy4 = Rpyy4:Person.Rpyy5 = Rpyy5:Person.Rpyy6 = Rpyy6
· Save pcrsoa to the cum:nt record
Put itFild\um. Current Record, Person
End Sub

Sub SbowCurrentRecord 0
, FiJI Person with the data of the current
· record
Get ;File~um. CurrentRecord.. Person
· Display Person.
txl!"fame.Texl = Trim(Person.Name)
txtdate.Text = Trim(Person.Date)
pX:\1) = Trim(Person.px~-o): 1':0:.:1 -= Trim(Personpx.xl): pxx2 = Trim(Person.p:c.:2): p.xx3 = Trim(Person.pxx3)
px.x4 = Trim(Person.pxx4): pxx5 = Trim(Person.px.x5): px...·.,.-6 = Trim(Person.pxx6)
pn'O -= Trim(Person.pyyO): pyyl = Trim(Person.pyyl): pyy2 = Trim(Person.pyy2): pyy3 = Trim(Person.pyy3)
pyy4 = Trim(Pet"Son.pyy4): pyy5 = Trim(Person.pyy5): py~:6 = Trim(P.non.pyy6)
Rpx.\-o = Trim(Person.Rp:o:O): Rpxxl = Trim(Person.Rpx.xl): Rpx.x2 - Trim(Person.Rpxx2)
Rpoo = Trim(Person.Rp:a3): Rpxx4 = Trim(Person.Rpxx4): Rpxx5 = Trim(Person.Rpxx5)
Rpnii -== Trim(PersonRp:a6): Rpy)o'O = Trim(Person.Rpy;.Q): Rpyyl = Trim(Person.Rpyyl)
Rpy"y2 = Trim(PersonRpyy2): Rpyy3 = Trim(PersonRpyy3): Rpyy..J"'" Trim(P.:rson.Rpy"y4)
Rply5 = Trim(PersonRpyy5): Rpyy6 -= Trim(Person.Rpyy6}:

Line (pn"O. py)''O)-{pxx.l. pyyl): Line (pxxl. py)"1 )-{pxx2. pyy2): Line (pxxl, pyy2)-(pxx3. pry3)
Line (pxx3. pyy3Hpxx4, pyy4): Line (px.x4. pyy..J)-{pxx5. pyy5): Line (pxx5. pyy5)-(px...x6. py"y6)
Circle (p.n:6. pyy6). 50: Circle (p:a5. pyy5). 50: Circle (pxx..J. pyy--l). 50: Circle (pxx3. pyy3). 50
Circle (pm. pyy2). 50: Circle (pn!. pyyl). 50: Circle {px..'\1l pyy'O}. 50

Line (Rpn-o. RpyyO}{Rp)L(1. Rpyyl). QBColor(..J)
Lioe (Rp",,!. Rpv"I)-{Rpxx2. Rp)}':!). QBColot\4)
Line (Rpx.x2, Rpyy2){Rp:a3. Rpyy3). QBColorp)
Lioe (RplLU. Rpvv3}{Rpxx4. Rpv,,4). QBColot\-t)
Line (Rpx.x4. Rpyy·4){Rpro. Rpyy5). QBColor(..J}
Line (Rpxx5. Rpyy5}{Rpxx6. Rpyyii). QBColor(..J)

Dra\\"\\'idth = I
Line «Rp",i) - 50), (Rp",iJ - 50)}{(Rp,,-,i) - 60). (Rp"iJ - 60». QBColo.{-t)
Lin< «Rp,,-,i) - 50) (Rpy,iJ - 50)}{{Rp",i) • 60). (Rp",iJ - 60». QBColor{-t)
Line «Rp",,1 - 50), (Rp""l - ;O)}{(Rp",,1 - 60), (Rpy}·l - 60»). QBColor{-t)
Line ({RplLxl - 50). (Rp",·1 - 50)}{{Rpxxl - 60). (Rp",-I - 60)). QBColor{-t)
Line «RplLx2 - 50), (Rp,,·2 - 50)}{(Rpxx2 - 60). (Rp,,·2 - 60)). QBColor{-t)
Line «Rpxx2 - 50). (Rpy,,2 - 50»-«Rpxx2 - 60). (Rp,,·2 - 60). QBColor{-t)
Line «RplLu - 50). (Rp",·3 - 50)}{(RplLu - 60). (Rp'}J - 60». QBColor{-t)
Line «RplLU - 50). (Rp",·3 - 50)}{(RplLu - 60). (Rp,,·3 - 60»). QBColor{-t)
Line «Rpxx4 - 50). (Rp,,}.-t- 50)}{(RplLX4 - 60). (Rp".-t- 60). QBColor{-t,
Line «Rp",,4 - 50). (Rpy,·4 - 50»-«RplLX-t - 60). (Rp",--t - 60»). QBCulor{-t)
Line «Rp"'" - 50). (Rpyy5 - 50)}{(Rpx":; - 60). (Rp,v5 - 60». QBColor{-t)
Line «Rpxx.5 - 50). (Rp",5 - 50)}{(Rpxx; - 60). (Rp",·5 - 60). QBColor{-t)
Line «RplL'''; - 50). (Rp,,'''; - 50)}{(Rpx,,6 - 60). (Rp",·6 - 60» QBColor{-t)
Line «RplL'''; - 50) (Rp","; - ;0)}{(Rp",,6 - 60) (Rp","; - 60) QBColor{-t)

. Display the curr~nt rel..'Ord number in the
, caption of the form.
frmaud.Caption = "Record" - Str(CurrentR~ord) - ,. " - Str(LastR~cord)

End Sub

Sub vsbamp_Change 0
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L\."U1Dp.T~X'l = vsbamp.\'alue * j

End Sub

Sub Vsbamp_h~yDo\\-ll (k~ycod~ As Into:ger, Shift As ln1~g~)

1fkeycode = 37 Or keycode= 39 Then
hsbfreq.SetFocus

Elselfkeycode = 32 Then
DiIn b\'31, vnll. n. K.. d. \-5
Dim hst As Siring

'Arrayl hold vaJu~ cof 125Hz
Amyl(l) - 0: Arrayl(2)~ 89: Anayl(3) ~ 309: Amyl(4) = 786: Amyl(5) = 2715: Amyl(6) = 5075: __yl(7) =9450: ._yl(8) =

14943: A=yl(9) = 16370 Arrayl(lO) = 18005: _'\nayl(ll) - 196-W: Arrayl(l2) = 2i175 Arrayl(l3) = 22910: .-\rrayi( I~) - 2~545:
Amyl(15) = 26180: __"1(16) = 27815: __yl(17) - 29450: Amv1(18) = 31085: Arravl( 19) = 31623 .-\rrayl(20) = 32325:
_,,=yl(21) = 32767

'Array7 bold values of250Hz
Array2(1) = 0: Array'2(2) = 89: _-\rra"2(3) = 309: Amv2i4) = 786: __y2(5) = 2725: _-\rra,-2(6) = 5075: __y2(7) = 9450: _,,=v2(8) =

14943: Array'2(9) =16370: __y2(10) = 18005: .-\rray2(11) =19640: _,,=,2(12) = 21275 _-\rray'2(13) = 22910: Array2( I~) = 24545:
_-\ml)'2(15) = 26180: _'\nay2(16) = 17815: _'\nay2(17) = 29450: Amy2(18) = 31085: __)'2(19) = 31623 .-\rray2(20) • 32325:
_-\mly2(21)= 32767

'Amy3 hold valu~ of 500Hz
_-\mly3(1) = 0: .-\rray3(2) = 2: _-\rra_v-](3) = 5: _-\rray3(4) = 14: _-\mly3(5) = 45
_-\mly3(6) = 103: Array3(7) = 255: _-\rray3(8) = 582: Amy3(9) = 1036
_,,=y3(1O) = 1846: Arra.-3(l1) = 3276: Armv3(12) = 4455: _l=y3(l3) = 6007
Amy3(14) = 7559: Array3(15) = 9111; Amv3(16) = 10663: Amy3(17) = 12215
_,,=y3(18) = 13767: A""v3(19)= 15319: ._y3(20)= 16871 _-\rrav3(21)= 18426

'Array4 hold values of 1000Hz
Array4(l) = 0: Array4(2) =2: Arrav4(3) =5: Array4{~) = i4: _-\mlv'4(5) - 45
_-\mly4(6) = 103: Array"(7) = 255: '''''''''(8) = 582: Array4(9) = 1036
Array"{IO) = 1846: .-\rrav"{ll) = 3276: Array4(12) = 4455: Array4{ 13) =6007
AmIy4{ 1.4) = 7559: _-\rra"4(15) =9111: Arrav4(16) =10663: -"=-,,4{ 17) = 12215
Array4(18) = 13767: A""y4(19) ~ 15319: Array4(20) = 16871 _-\rray4{2 I) = 18426

'AJTav5 hold values of 2000Hz
.-\ml;·5(1) = 0: Arrav5(2) = 10: _,,=y5(3) = 25: Am) 5(4) = 58: Array5(5)' 143: --",,"y5(6)- 327
Array5(7) = 582: Arrav5(8) = 1036: A="5(9) = 1842: A""-,,S(lO) = 3276: .-,,,,,-,,5(11) = 5957
.-\rray5(12):= 8638: .-\mly5(13) = 11327: Array5(14) '" 14000: AJTay5(15) ..,. 16681: Array5(16) = 19362
_'\nav5( 17) = 22043: A""y5(18) = 24724: .-\rray5( 19) -17-105: _""'y5(20) = 30086: .'\rr" 5(21) - 32767

'AJTav6 hold values of4000Hz
.-\rra):6( I) = 0: A=y6(2) = 10: _-\rray6(3) = 25: .-Irra'6(4) 58: _1=)6(;) 143. -""y6(6) = 317
Arr.ly6(7) = 582: .~'y6(8) = 1036: .-\rray6(9) .::: 1842: "\rra~6(l0) - 3276: .-\rray6(ll) -= 5957
."='~(12) = 8638:--\rrav"6(l3) = 11327 .-\=y6(14) • 14000: _-\ml)"6( 15) 16681; .l=v6( 16) 19362
.<\n':Jy6{l7) "" 220·n: .-\my6(J8) "" 2-.\.71-.\.: Array6(19) = 27-.\.05~ .\rray6(20) "'- 30086: .-\ml~·6(21) 32767

'.-\rra...7 bold ....alues of8DOOHz
A1T3;'7( I) '" 0: Array7(2) "" 89: .-\rra: 7(3) -= 309: .-\rray7(4).:I 786~ .-\rT:ly7(5) = 2725 . .-\rra~ 7(6) = 507:
_-\eTay7(7) = 94,0: _-\rra"7(8)' 14943: _-\rra,,7(9) ~ 16370: .-\rrav7(10) - 18005, _-\eTa) ,(11) = 196-10
.-\rr:ly 7{ 12) = 21275 .-\rr3y7(13) -= 12910: .-\ITay 7(14).::: 24545; .-\!ray 7(15) "" 26180: .\rr..ty7(16) == 27815
,-\.rTay7( 17) = 29450: .--\nay7(18) = 31085: .-\rr.l~ 7( 19) "" 31623 .-\rr..ty 7(20) ",.- 32325' Arra~ 7(21) ~ 32767

\"3lues"'" (hsbfreq. \-alue • 32) - (20 - n.bamp. \'alue)
hval ., bsbfreq. \ 'alue
Select Cas.: bval

Case 0
\'nl:= ...\rr.Jyl(\-sbamp. \':uue - I)

Case I
......a1 = .-\rray2(vsbamp. \"31ue - 1)

Case 1
n':1I = .-\rray3(\'sb:unp. \'a!ue - 1)

C'iS.,]
......al - ...\m.y~vsbamp.\":iluc - 1)

Case 4
n"'ll1 = Arra~ 5(\-s.barop. \'.!lue - I)

C~5

\"'\'aJ = .-\.rray6(~"Sbamp. \'alue - I)
Case 6

\-n.1 "" .-\rr3y7(vsbamp. "alue - 1)
End S~k'"t

Comm2.PQrtOpen = True
Comm2.Output = C1u(78)
Forn.::: I To 100
For K- t To 35
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N':X1K
Ne:\1.n

Conun2.Oulput ~ Chr(2 ' (hval))
Forn= I To 100
For K"" 1 To 35
NextK
Nextn

v3 "" Int(v'\'aI/256)
\"5 "'" \'va} - (\'3 ... 256)

Cornm2.Outpul ~ Chr(v3)
Foro""'l To 100
ForK=: 1 To 35
Ne>..1K
N~:\1.n

Conun2.Output ~ Chr(v5)
Comm2.PortOp.:n = faIs.-=
Endlf

End Sub

Sub vsbamp_Scroll ()
t:xtamp.Te:-'l= nbamp.Valu.-= .:5
End Sub
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Appendix C Audiometer - DSP side

Section K and onwards fonns the heart of the Audiometer. The set_delta subroutine under the user routine
takes the frequency value in the dm(freq) and multiply it with 2.048. Why it is multiplied with 2.048 will
be explained shonly. Take for example a frequency of 1000Hz will now be 2048. i.e. (1000 x 2.048) This
value is stored in data memorY dm(delta). The ena ar_sat will ensure that this calculated value would not
cause a AR (accumulator result register) overflow, which mean that it will not exceed 65536 (16 bit
register). In the interrupt routine section M, the angle which is first set to 0 is shifted to the right by 8
positions ,which means that it will be dived by 256. Though it would not have any effect at this stage it will
assign the SR(shift register) with O. The i4 ~ 'sintable statement will make the index register (i4) point to
the starting address of the sine lookup table. In the first iteration m4 which is the modifier register will be 0
(m4 ~ sri). Assigning the length register to 0 (14 ~ 0) w·ill insure linear buffer.ing. Linear buffer.ing will cause
wrapping around at the end of the sine table without causing an interrupt like for autobuffer.ing. Modify
(i4,m4) will modify the address at i-l by m4 , which is at first O. So for the first iteration il,e coment of that
address in program memory pointed to by i4 (which is in effect the starting address of the sine lookup table)
. is send to the a,,1 register that will finally send it out the Transmitter buffer. This is for the first value in the
lookup table. The first 4 lines by label M will produce the nex, address in the lookup table. It is done by first
putting delta (step size) which is calculated to be 20-18 into the ayl register. Clearly it could be seen that this
value is not the real step size, but rather a magnified value of the real step size.

Nf ., 256 x 1000
The real step size should be 6 ~ - which IS 8

~ 32000

One can see that Ihe step size is ntagnified or multiplied by 256 (20
8
-18)

256 x 256x 1000
The modified formula for the step size is now 20-18

32000
In the next step dis ar_sat insure Ihat AR will not be saturated. The "a1ue of the modified step size is now
added to AR register which ( in executing the interrupt routine the first time ) is O. When Ihe statement
dm(angle) ~ ar is executed. Ihe "ariable "angle" in data memory will then haye Ihe "a1ue of 20-18. On
executing the interrupt routine for the second time Ihe whole procedure will be repeated bUI tltis time with
the angle value of 20-18. When it is di"ide b\ 256 Utis time around 5R will now comain 8 and Ihis is Ihe
integer pan of the real step size. Following through Ihe same procedure ti,e index register will now point the
8th position from Ihe offset of Ihe lookup table. because when SR is assigned to m-l Ihe i-l is modified b\ 8.
So Utis nlue is send out Utis time.

Furlher AR still contain the "a1ue of 20-18 and will be added to delta (20-18) so Ihat Ihe angle will become
-1096. (In section M) Witl, the ne.\' iteration m-l will be -1096/256 ~ 16. So Ihe content of Ihe 161h address
location from the origin of the sine table will be send out Ihis time. Clear" it could be seen Utill Ihe slep size
is reallv 8 in iltis example. TItis process will repeal itself up to and exceeding Ihe point were AR riches it
maxim~ value which is 65536. In Utis example Ihe aeeumulati"e angle after tI,e whole sine lookup table is
covered falls fortunate'" e.\aeil" on 65536. 1n all cases of il,e selected frequencies for Utis project this
happen so that the sine look-up table will alwa\s be aceessed from ilS origin. It might happen for mher
frequencies that a modulus o"erllow will occur 001 w'ill bring one at an offset which is not Ihe origin. In
such a case AR register is used for Ihe poim ofwTdp around.TI,e accwnulati"e angle pillS the delta ,·,Ille will
determine il,e point of offset after mapping around Ihe ma\imwn \a1ue of il,e AR register which is 65536.
From the aboYe it could be seen why it is important to force ti,e real step size imo a fonnat Ihat can be
measured against tI,e AR register. [n other words ",h,' onc has to multiply or magnifY the step size with 256.
Getting back to Ihe 2.0-18 factor it should be clear lhat from the last equation a fonnula for tltis pan of the

application can be derived

for calculating the modified step size

N
mod(registersize) f

1 x x
6 ~ ..!:N'-- _

fs

",here f is the frequency.
N the number of samples in Ihe sine look-up table.
fs me sampling frequency.
and mod(register_size) the maximum "a1ue of register

used as modulus logic. (In Ihis case 2'6 =65536)
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:. t1

2 -6 65536 f) x--x
256

32000

= 2.048 x f

(."1 = 256. Is = 32000)

Section N decrement the counter to check if the one second of "'und stimulation is finish. If the counter rich
zero the jump stflag is executed, were the sflag is set to O. If not. the curreot count is stored aod the rti is
executed. Section 0 shows that SPORTO will automatically transmit values ofaxl which is pointed to bv
the I register from the circular buffers named (IX_buf + I) for riglu aod (IX_buf + 2) for left. SPORTO will
receive values as they are sent to the SPORT aod automaticallv transfer the data into the receiver buffer. A
recei,'e interrupt will be generated once the recei,'er has been completely filled aod a clock pulse is received
at the SCLK pin 50 as this port is configured for e:V1emaJ interrupt. (The Codec supply tile clock pulses.)
Every time ao interrupt is generated on the SPORTO the jump t'_saroples in the interrupt table is executed
which will send the ne:v1 sample out the port. The last part in section P is an interrupt routine that actually
send out the Codecs control infomlation during Codec initialisation. Using the EZJut Lite unit the interface
is already been taken care of. Both hardware and software supplied is prenv much completc and needed
minimal additional configurations. for titis project onlv tile clock speed needed to be configured which is
used as an ex1ernal trigger pulse to start the intemJpl routine Ihat reads lhe si..ncwo\'e \'aJues from memory_
This is done by changing tile 9ti, index register of the codec to Oxc856 which means that clock speed is set to
32000 Hz.

FLOW AND CONTROL DIAGRAM

READS INPUT

NO

YES

YES

NO

CHANGE
CHANNEL

!,
;

·1
SET SFLAG FOR
SOUND STlMULAliON

SET COUNTER FOR
1 SEC DURA TlON.

SPLIT 8 BIT DATA WORD f----'-~~

IF
LOWER 5 BITS

IF
HIGHER 3 BITS
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Appendix D Wavelet comparison table

By: MISITI, 1\1.; MlSITI, Y; OPPENHEIM, G. & POGGI, J (1996:6-69

Morlet mexh meyer Haar db SymN coif biorNr.Nd
N

Crude * *
Infinitely regular * * *

* * * *Compactly supported
orthogonal

*Compactly supported
biorthogonal

Symmetry * * * *

Assymetrv *

Near symmetry * *
* * * *Arbitrary number of

vanishing moments

*
Vanishing moments
for t/J

Arbitrary reQularity * * * *

Existence of tP • * * * * *

OrthoQonal analysis * * * * *

Biorthogonal analysis * * • * • *

Exact reconstruction * * * * * *

FIR filters * * * * *

Continues transform * * * • * * * *

Discrete transform * * * * * *

Fast algorithm * * * * *

Explicit expression • * • for
splines
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Appendix E Program to demonstrate two channel and multiresolution
subband decoding

% Program to demonstrate two channel subband decoding
% with attenuation on high frequencies
close all
r=128;
t=(0:0000625:1)': % sampling rate = 16 kHz
x 1= sin(2 *pi*250*t)+sin(2 *pi*500*t)+sio(2 *pi*1000*t)+sin(2*pi*2000*t)+sin(2*pi *4000*t);
figure
subplot(3, 1,I);plot(t( I :r),x I(I :r»:axis([O .008 -3 3J):title('Original signal'):
lcal,cdl J=dwt(xl;db8');
x2=id\,t(cal ,cd I ;db8'):

subplot(3,1,2);plot(t( I:r),x2( I:r»:m<is([O .008 -3 3j):title('Reconslrucled signal with no
attenuated '):
cdl=cdl *0:
x3=idwt(cal,cd1;db3');
subplot(3,l):plot(t(l:r),x3(l:r»:axis(lO .008 -3 3J):litlc('High frequcnc\· attenuated '):

% Program to demonstrate mulriresolulion subband decoding
% with attenuation
close all
w='db2':
r=128:
Fs=16000;
t=(0: IlFs: I)'; % sampling rate = 16 kHz
xl=

sin(2 *pi *125*t)+sin(2*pi*3 75 *t)+sin(2 *pi *750*1)+si n(2 *pi * 1500*1)+sin(2*pi *3000*r)+si n(2
*pi*6000*t);
figure
k=fft(xl,128);
N=length(k):
f=oFs*(ON-I)IN:
subplot(3,2 ,2);plot(f.abs(k»:
subplot(3.2. I):plot(t( I :r)..x I( 1:r»:axis(l 0 .008 --+ 41J:ritlc('Original signal'):
[C,L]=wavedec(x 1.6. \\):

A6=wrcoef('a'.C,L,\\·.6):
06=wTcoef{'d',C,L,w.6):
05=wrcoef('d',C.L,w.5);
04=wrcoef('d'.C.L.\\·.4):
03=wTcoef('d',C.L.w.3):
02=wrcoef('d'.C. L. \\.2):

OI=>\TCoef('d',C,L,\\,l): .
01 =01*'3:D2=02*'4:03=03 *'5:04~04*'6:05=05 *.7:06=06* .8:A6=.'\6* .9:
x2=0 I+02+03+04+D5+D6+A6:

k=fft(x2,128):
N=length(k);
f=oFs*(O:N-I)IN:
snbplot(3.2,6): plot(f.abs(k»:
subplot(3.2.5):pI0l(t( I:r).xl( I:r»:axis(iO .008 --+ -lJ):litk('Reconsrruel attcDU3rcd ,i"n31 '):
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1----
1Changes to main routine section of DSP program
1--------------------------

{*** Main Code Loop ***}

axO~O:

dm(sflag)~"'O:
dm(ffiag)~"'O:

dm(fClltrp",O:
dm(dlflag)~",O:

",-0 ~ 2;
dm{cntra) ~ ",-0:
",-0 ~ 0:

dm(freq) ~ ",0:
",-0 ~ 0:
dm(stanemp) ~ ",0:

1* count 18 filter coefficients *1
1* initialise download flag to °*1

1* 16 bit Fiher coef.~ 2 bnes *1

1---------------------------------------
1 Changes to command loop section of DSP prooJ.un
1----------- ----------------------------

stfilf:
i2~"data: m I~ I: 12~taps:

i6 ~ "coeftab: 16 ~ 0: m6 ~ l:
i5 ~ "tbcoef: 15 ~ 0: m5 ~ I:
i~ ~ "ffcoef: I~ ~ 0: 1I1~ ~ I:
",0 ~ 9:
dm(cntrcoef) ~ ",0:

sepcoefs: rnxO ~ pm(i6.m6):
prn(i5,rn5) ~ rnxO:
",0 ~ dm(cntrcoel):
ar~ ",0 - l:
dm(cntrcoef) ~ ar:
if ne jwnp sepcoefs:
",0 ~ 9:
dm(cnrrcoef) ~ ",0:

sepcoefsl: mxO~ pm(i6.m6):
pm(i~.m5)~ mxO:
axO ~ dm(cntrcoel):
ar ~ ",0 - l:
dm(cntrcoef) ~ ar:
if ne jump sepcoefs I :
",0 ~ I;
dm(ffiag) ~ ",-0:
",0 ~ 0:
dm(dlflag) ~ ",0:
",0 ~O:

dm(fcnrr) ~ ",-0:
jump main:

1* Put first 9 values in feedback buffer*1

1* Put last 9 ,'alucs in fccdrorward buffer"'l

1* set illag to start filtering */

1---------------------------------------
1 Changes to Interrupt Routines section of DSP progr:un
1------------------------------------------

{* [merrupt use for sending L'\ samples :1(. j

IX_samples:
startfiller:
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il~Adata; rn1~1; 12~taps:

i6 = Acoeftab: 16 ~ 0: rn6 ~ 1;
i5 ~ Aflx:oef: 15 ~ taps: rn5 ~ I:
i-l = Affcoef: 14 ~ taps: m4 ~ 1:
m2~2:mO~:

mrO~ 0:
cnIT ~ taps - 2:
axO=taps-l:

Sf1~dm(rx_buft2):

sr1~dm(rx_buf+1):
dm(il,mIFsrl:
myO~m(i3.m-l); /*ignor 1st "alue in the denom polinomial*/

mxO~dm(i2.ml),myO~m(i5.rn-l):

DO poleJoop UNTIL CE:
poleloop: rnr=mr+U\xO*U\yO(SS). mxO""lim(il.ml). m,,0~pm(i5.rn-l):

mr=mr+m,O*rn\1l(RND):
cntr=a,il:
dm(i2.mO)~mrl:

1I11=0. mxO""lim(i2.m I). myO~pm(i-l.m-l);

DO zeroloop UNTlL CE:
zcroloop: mr=mr+lllxO*,m1l(SS). IllxO~dm(i2.m I). m"O=plll(i-l.m-l):

mr=mr+mxO*m)il(RND):
MODIFY (il.m2):

if m" sat mr:
Sf ~ asb.ift mrl bv I (10):
mrl ~ srO:
dm (IX_buf + I) ~ mrI:
dm (L,_buf + 2) ~ mr I:
ni:

---------~----------~--------------~----~-----------------------_._----------------------~----

o/o--~----------------------------------------------.----------------~----------

% Program Ylll.m in Matlab to perfonn Ylll-walker function
%----------------------------------------------------~----

flid = fopen('c:IVBITfile.dat"r+'):
A ~ fscanf(flicL'%5f):
H~A':

fclosc(flid):
f~ [0 0.0078 0.0156 0.0312 00625 0.120; 0.250.5 11:
N~ 8;
[BILAb] ~ )ulewalk(N.f.H):

t ~ ma12str()Bh.Ah).-l):
fid ~ fopen(')u12.bin'.'\\1+'):
fwrire(ficLL 'uchar'):
fclose(fid):
End
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Appendix F Additional software for Yul-walker function

,-------- -----------------_._---------------------

------------
, Part of host program written in Visual Basic that interface with Matlab
,---------------

, instruCt Matlab to stanup
, rcme'·e the program to instruct Matlab 
, to perform Yule-Walkers function

, x(l) = amplitude ,·alues
, same fonnat for all ,-alues
, space to IlUlrl< end of file

, OPEN A FILE [NTO WHICH A.MPLITUDE VALUES ARE WRlTfE
Open ''TFILEdat'' For Output As il2 'Open to writc filc.
For [= I To 9

Print #2. Fonnat(x(l). "#.::::::;,"'):

Print #2. "K:
Ne'" [

Close #2
L = SbeU("c:lmatJablbinlmatJab.exe". I)
SendKcys "yuJ{EDler}". True

, READ NUMERATOR & DENUMERATOR COEFFICfENTS
temp = ""
acount = 1
filcnum = FrceFile
Open "c:IVB\Yul2.bin" For Input As #fiJcnulll 'Open file for input
Do Whilc Not EOF(I) , Check for end of file.

char = Input( 1. #fiIenum)
[fchar= "I" Then

GoTo slot
Else[f char = "I" Then

Exit Do
Elself char = " " Then

GoSub con
Else

temp = temp + char
Endlf

slot: Loop
Close #filenum

arr(acouDl) = temp
arrl(acount) = Val(arr(acount)

GoTojend:
con: arr(acoum) = temp
arrl(acount) = Val(aMacount»
acount = acount + I

temp = "": Return
jend:
End If

, SCALE COEFF[ClE rrs TO FRACTIONAL FOR.\1AT

tl = 0
For [ = I To acount

IfAbs(arrl(l) > t I Then 'determine the highest imeger .

t 1 = Abs(arrl(I»
End If

Next [
t2 = Abs(lm(tl»

1ft2 > 0 Then
For [= 1To acount

arr I (I) = arr I(I) / (t2 + II
arrl(l) = arrl(1)' 32767

Next I
Else

'normalize bur £l\ oid di\ iding b~ /efO
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For I = I To acount
ml(!) = ml(!) * 32767

Ne~11

End If

'**** Serial OUpUI ID commponl
Comrn1.PonOpen = True
COmrn1.OutpUl ~ Chr(27)
For I = I To acount

aJ = InI(arrJ(I)
Ifal < oThen

\'2 = 65535 + al
\'3 = Iot(v2 1256)
v5 = v2 - (v] * 256)

Else
v·3 = !m(a I I 256)
d=al-(v·] *256)

End If
Comrn1.0utput = Chr(\3)
For n = I To 100
ForK = J To 35
NC~1 K
Ne~1 n

Comrn1.0utput = Chr(v5)
For n = J To 100
For K= I To 35
Ne~1K

Ne~1 n
Ne.v1 J
Comrn1.PonOpen ~ False

'conversion of negative ,-alues to 1.15 fannat
'calc LSB's
'caIc MSB's

'outpUl LSS·s

'output MSS·s

'Close Pan

-_._--------------------_._-------_.-._------------------~------._-

/----- --------------
I Addition to declaration section of DSP program
1-------- -------.-----

.const

.COOst

.'·ar/elm

.var/elm

.var/elm
·v·ar/pmlramlcirc
·'·ar/pm/mm/circ
·var/pm/nunlcirc
.var/elm
.'·ar/elm
xar/elm
.,·ar/dm
.,·ar/elm
xar/elm
.'·ar/elm
.var/dm
·'·ar/dmlcirc
i6 = 'coefiab:
16 = 0:016=1:

raps=o9:
meftaps=o 18:
freq:
amplitude:
FreqTabl7j:

coefiabll81:
fJcocll91:
lbcoe1l91:

dlllag:
cntrcl:
rntrcoef:
fmlr
tempstrt:
sflag:
ffiag:
startcmp:

dam[tapsl:

1* totaJ nunlocr of cocfficienlS to bo dol' nload"/

I*Fillcr coeflicicnltablc*1
I*Fccdfomard Filtcr coefficicnllable*1
/*Feedback Filter coefficicnltablc*/
1* Down filtcr coef. nag*/

1* nag filtering */
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